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guest editor s prologue

leonard J arrington

the assassination of joseph smith and his brother hyrum in
june 1844 marked the beginning of an aggressive attempt by a coterie
of illinois vigilantes to rid the state of the latter day saints in
january 1845 the illinois legislature repealed the charter which had
given self rule to the mormon headquarters city ofofnauvoonauvoo during
the following months latter day saint leaders were harassed with
legal writs in september hostile mobs began a systematic campaign
of burning the barns and crops of LDS residents by the end of the
month it was clear to brigham young and his followers that they
would have to leave nauvoo

before his death joseph smith had proposed the establishment
of latter day saint settlements in wisconsin texas oregon and
california and church leaders now gave these locations active
consideration leaders carefully studied the published reports of
western travelers and interviewed government officials trappers and
explorers A consensus was reached that the main body of the church
would move to the great basin and that advance parties were to lead
the way there in 1846 saints in the northeast would charter a ship
and go to yerba buena san francisco saints in the southeast
would move from northeast mississippi to independence missouri
and then overland to the headquarters location in a valley adjacent to
the great salt lake or one of its tributariestributaries illinois saints would cross
iowa toward the missouri river the precise plan of moving them west
would be announced after their arrival there

the articles in this special issue present in some detail this
movement west the iowa journal ofoflorenzolorenzo snow edited by
maureen ursenbach beecher and never before published describes the
difficulties encountered by a leading personality among the saints who
crossed iowa cultural conflict mormonscormons and indians in nebraska
by lawrence G coates analyzes the relationship of the saints

leonard J arrington isis the lemuel H redd professor of western history and director of the joseph fielding smith
institute for church history and professor of history at brigham young university
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and their leaders with native americans in the missouri valley
richard E bennett who has spent the past few years studying the
mormon experience in winter quarters discusses the formulation of
the final plan to move west stanley B kimball puts in perspective
the mormon trail network in nebraska 1846 48 while stephen F pratt
furnishes insights into the larger company which followed the 1847

pioneer company of brigham young A final view of the important
role of nebraska in the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting of subsequent companies which
migrated west is given in william G hartley s article the great
florence fitout of 18611861

each of the articles in this issue has involved extensive research in
primary documents never before examined or as in the case of
stanley kimball new investigation of the trail together these
articles furnish a fresh perspective on the latter day saint journey to
sojourn in and movement from the missouri river valley



the iowa journal of lorenzo snow

edited and with an introduction by maureen ursenbach beecher

just as the kirtland camp served as a training and testing ground
for the first generation leaders of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints so the move across iowa became a preparation and
proving experience for a second group among that second wave was
young lorenzo snow the man who in 1849 would be called into the
quorum of the twelve and in 1898 would become president of the
church A small journal preserved in photocopy in the LDS church
archives provides a sketch of the young man learning his roles and
of the iowa experience which helped teach him

not exactly a diary the four by six inch notebook is more a series
of catchupcatch up accounts the last of them finished by spring 1847 but
none of them written on the day they happened the location of the
notebook itself identified by the catalogue of the church archives as

being in private hands is now unknown the photocopy is at least
eleven years old of a total of ninety three pages thirty seven
comprise the iowa account the rest of the notebook is a miscellany
of entries from snow s british missions accounts lists of members
under his charge and scattered genealogical data the book concludes
with a copy of a letter which lorenzo snow composed for charles dana
and robert campbell to deliver to his unconverted relatives in his
native ohio

prior to the opening of the iowa journal lorenzo snow had proven
himself a devout latter day saint and a gifted leader after his
conversion at kirtland in 1836 he had undertaken several missions
the longest mission to england had demonstrated his considerable
abilities climaxing that assignment he had successfully led a group
of approximately 240 emigrating saints across the atlantic and up the
mississippi to nauvoo 1

maureen ursenbach beecher isis an associateassociate professor of english and seniorsenior research historian with the
joseph fielding smith institute for church history at brigham young university

existing full biographies of lorenzo snow include eliza R snow smith biography andfamilyand family recordofrecordonRecorrecordmecordrecondofof
lorenzo snow one odtheof rhetherge twelve apostles of the church ofjesusof lefusjesus christ oflatterof latter kaydayezy saints written and
compliedcompiled by his sister salt lake city deseret news company 1884 thomastbomastaomas C romney the life of
lorenzo snow fifth president of the church ofjesusof jesus caristchristcalist oflatterof latter kaydayezy saints salt lake city SUP
memorial foundation 19519555 and francis M gibbons lorenzo snow spiritual giant prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book 1982 details about the snow family are contained inin maureen ursenbach beecher

leonora elizaeilza and lorenzo an affectionate portrait oftheodtheof the snow family ensign 10 june 1980 65 69
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shortly after his arrival in nauvoo at the request of his older
sister eliza lorenzo had been taught the principle ofplural marriage
byjosephby joseph smith to whom eliza had for a year been sealed as wife in
1845 before the completion of the temple lorenzo himself had
taken two wives on the same day after the dedication of the ordinance
section of the temple he had been sealed to them and to two more
so that by the time the iowa journal opens his family responsibility
had become considerable 2 by the end of the diary at least eleven
people would turn to him as paterfamilias for direction and support

setting out for sugar creek camp the first gathering place across
the mississippi lorenzo snow counts seven in his family the remaining
part to follow on as soon as spring should open three wives
charlotte squires age twenty one sarah ann prichard twenty and
harriet squires twenty seven accompany him through this diary
and that of eliza R snow whose experience parallels her brothers it
is apparent that harriet holds the reins of domestic accord the
fourth wife adaline goddard hendrickson is left behind in nauvoo
possibly because ofotherher delicate condition she would give birth
almost nine months later two years her husband s senior thirty
four year old adaline lorenzo s cousin had been married previously
and brought with her into the snow family her three sons hiram
twelve the oldest stays with her in nauvoo unti1juneuntil june when adaline
hiram and adalinesadalineaAdalines mother lorenzo s aunt percy amanda goddard
would join the family in mt pisgah her other two sons orville
and jacob ages ten and six come ahead with their stepfather the
diary notes their usefulness in running the hand mill at mt pisgah
unmentioned except at her departure in september but most likely
in the first party is one hannah presumably hannah goddard
adaline s seventeen year old sister these people lorenzo snow
his three wives one sister in law and two stepsonsstetsonsstepsons make up the
original seven

added later to that number are two more cousins calvin and
porter squires harriet s brother who though they leave the family
at mt pisgah are reported later to have stayed with the snows in
utah until the mid 1850s1830s 3 they contribute to the welfare of the
group by working at bonaparte on the des moines river for goods
and money or by tending a garden at mt pisgah during the summer
covered by this diary

mith2srnith lorenzo snow 84 86 92

ibid 93
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mt pisgah where the snows sojournedsojournsojourneyed almost two years was
intended by brigham young as a place of resting and replenishing for
the mormonscormons yet to come there the first saints were instructed to make
improvements to build houses and cultivate farms 4 while for most
it would prove a brief assignment for lorenzo snow the responsibility
would extend through that year and until spring 1848 when he
would bring his family on to utah his calls would include being
counselor to charles C rich who succeeded william huntington as
president of the mt pisgah settlement and then at richs departure
serving as president himself but first would come a long and serious
illness

eliza R snow traveling with the stephen markham family over
the same trail mentions in her almost daily diary her meetings with
her brothers family though she is noticeably and inexplicably absent
from his account 5 her mentions of his sickness are much more
explicit than his long and dreamlikedream like account and so are summarized
in the footnotes to this printing eliza leaves mt pisgah with the
markhamsMarkhams in mid august and spends the winter in winter quarters
going to the valley the following summer leonora leavitt the
oldest snow sister comes occasionally into the account in connection
with isaac morley to whom she is plurally married isaac morley
established the small settlement out ofofmtofftmt pisgah to which the snows
gravitate during the difficult 1846 summer

As the year passes lorenzo snow s diary accounts become
increasingly sparse he records the births of his two daughters
adalinesadalineaAdalines rosetta in november 1846 and charlottescharlotteaCharlottes leonora in
january 1847 that he fails to mention the death of the second baby
five months later suggests that the last actual entry was posted before
that date

one final section evidently written in earlyjulyearly july 1847 concludes
the diary while it is not a journal account but a letter it is included
here for the further details it gives and for the significance of the
occasion for which it was written

charles dana and robert campbell two of the mt pisgah
members had been called to undertake a mission to the east to raise
funds to assist the saints in their further move west with misplaced

studies ofofmtofftmt pisgah include leland H gentry the mormon way stations garden grove and
mt pisgah brigham young university studies 21 fall 1981 445 61 also clare B christensenchnstensenchistensen before
anundanddanterdAfterafter mt pisgah salt lake city apnpN p 1979 a multiple family history with itsits center inin iowa inin the 1840s

milza R snow diaries 1846 49 holograph huntington libraries san marino california the full
diaries are soon to be published by the present author under the title eizaelizanizaelza and LI1 the personal writings of
eliza R snow
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confidence lorenzo snow recommends the two approach his relatives
in auburn ohio and his friends and fellow saints across the county
line in mantua where the snows had lived before their conversion 6

dana s diary reports their august 1847 visits with disheartening
candor of all the snows visited none is willing to alleviate his
relatives need loren snow half uncle to lorenzo excuses his
unwillingness to aid his nephew by accusing that if lorenzo had
been an honest boy he might have been in better circumstances
the charge goes further dana writes that they complained that
lorenzo had defrauded his father and been the means of his father
losing his property kind enough to lend the missionaries his horse
and buggy and to put them up overnight alvirus snow another
half uncle nevertheless insists that lorenzo should never have one
cent of his money A legendary irony is found in the willingness of
a widow hinkley in mantua who dana writes gave me for the
good of the church some clothing and ten dollars in cash dana
sums up his ohio visit with esquire goodallsgoodalleGoodalls comment that if
lorenzo would come back they would be willing to help him and
danas own cynical response that it would be to a coat of tar and
feathers if anything 7

it is indicative of snow family loyalty that neither lorenzo nor his
sister eliza bore ill will towards these relatives choosing rather to
maintain family ties over the years lucius scovill widower of
franklin snow s daughter lury would call again on the auburn
relatives in 1861 with little improvement in relations and eliza and
lorenzo would visit on their return from their 1872 trip to palestine 8

the journal as it is here reproduced has been but little altered for
print with her usual care edyth romney made the first typescript
which I1 then checked against the original occasionally for readability
I1 have supplied periods at the ends and capitals at the beginnings of
obvious sentences other marks I1 have left as I1 read them spelling is

as in the original with occasional clarifications provided in brackets
the whole iowa account is provided here despite some lengthy
sections in the hope that it will bring readers one step closer to an
understanding of a man whose contributions would mark mormonism
for the remaining half of the nineteenth century

rhethe missionmission of dana and campbell isis discussed inm the context of a larger fundraisinggundfund raising campaign inm
davis bitton american philanthropy and mormon refugees 1846 49 journal ofmormonof mormonnormon history 17

ino1980100 63 81

charles root dana diary 12 20 august 1847 holograph library archives historical department
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

lucius scovill diary microfilm of holograph LDS church archives also smith lorenzo snow 330



journal of lorenzo snow

I1 left nauvoo with part of my family on the 9thath ofoffeboffeefeb 46 camped at sougar
sugar creek where we remained till the first of march this place is about nine

miles from the city nauvoo inin the territory of ioaloa iowa after we aridedarived at
sougar creek we sewed a couple of waggon covers together that were not in use and
made them into a very comfortable tent having got away in so much haste that we
were not so well prepared as we otherwise should have been there were seven in
family so with two wagons and a tenttent we made ourselves as comfortable as the
circumstances of the wether would admit there were a hundred families gathered in
there before us and others were now constantly arivingarising we had been but few days inin
camp when we had to put up with the inconvenience of a heavy snow storm 9 the
weather turned severely cold and the mississippi froze so hard that teams and heavy
loaded wagons crossed over with perfect safety tho we suffered some from the
wether yet we felt greatly to rejoice in having accomplished this much towards freeing
ourselves from the land of gentile oppression and we felt as tho we could breath
more freely and speak one with annothernotherannetheran upon those things where in god had made
us free with less carefulness than we had hitherto done I1 visited the city a number of
times to see that part of my family that remained and felt that it was no longer my home
and had one strong feeling ie that was to get away the remaining part of my family
and see the saints freed likewise all the honest in heart I1 had made arrangements
for the remaining part of my family to follow on as soon as spring should open

at sougar creek after the families had about all crossed over that intended to go
with the first camp we entered into an organization for journeying I1 was numbered
in orison prats orson pratt s ten and appointed capt and clerk this was the
2ndand ten of P P pratts hundred

on the first of march we struck our tent and commenced our journey the first
day was rather unpleasentpleasentunpleasantun travellingvellingtra it being quite mudy I1 had some trouble with
one of my horses had to loose it several times from the wagon soon learned that it
was naturally balky As we moved on in camp from day to day we excited great
curiosity among the gentiles but received no molestationsmolestations

As we travelled very slow and stopedscoped occasionally several days at our places of
encampment many improved the oppertopportunityunity of working and obtaining provisions
for their families about the first of april we arrived at shoal creek it being only
about blank miles from nauvoo & it having been so verry wet and mudy that we
could make but slow progress 10 our camp composed about blank families and
numbered blank waggonswiggonsWaggons about the middle of this month the whole camp was

newly organized I1 still retained my office as capt ofofo0 pratts ten and chossenchassen clerk
ofofppolppP P pratts fifty about the first of this month sarah ann was taken very sick of the
fever which lasted several weeks but her health had become considerably improved so

that when the camp was ordered to move she could ride without suffering much
inconvenience I1 had exchanged my horses for oxen and found it much easier getting

9lorenzoalorenzorenzo snow s sistersister elizaellzaeilza roxcy ten years his seniorsenior arrived at sugar creek with the stephen
markham family on 12 february and stopped beside her brothers tent lodging inm the tent of david yearsley
and his family she dates the snowstorm as 13 february

that lorenzo snow left blanks to be filled inin later suggests both that he had no maps at hand and that
he wrote inin haste the distance from nauvoo to the shoal creek camp isis about 110 miles stanley B kimball
provides maps inm the mormon pioneer trail 184618464747 ensign 9 september 1979 72 73
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courtesy oflasofldsof IDS church archives
lorenzo snow
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along but we had a good deal of difficulty in getting feed for them the country
was thinly settled and we were much troubled to get corn to supply the whole camp
there were a great many that fed their parched corn and meal to their cattle and
horses

we browsed our cattle when we could but travellingvellingtra thro a prairie country it was
not always we could find brows

about the blank of april our fifty left this place in consequence of some
business which my teamster had out in the country we did not start till the next
morning 12 we had a number of very bad creeks to ford made worse by the vast
many teams that had passed as the whole camp was now before us it was quite
rainy and extremely mudy we had reached within a few rods of the place where we
intended to camp for the night when we met with a very unpleasant affair in breaking
an axeltree to our wagon it was then raining very hard and quite coald we
immediately pitched our tent made a good hickory fire I1 then went back to my
wagon that I1 had broke to fix some plan to get sarah ann to the tent for she rode in
this wagon and was so feeble she could not walk the water and mud was very deep
and we could not get to the wagon without wading I1 could think of no better way
than to take her and carry her to the tent on my back which I1 accordingly did a
circumstance that we often have laughed at since tho we felt but little like it at that
time we were now about fifteen miles from the camp and nine or ten to the first
house and none of us being mechanicksmechanickamechanicks the prospects of getting our wagon repaired
was not very encourageingencourage ing granting one favor often leads to obtaining annother so
we found in this case A stranger who called himself a brother came to me the day
before and requested that I1 would let him put his trunk in my wagon said he could
not get it carried any where else tho our wagons were perfectly crowded and as
much as seemed we could possibly get along with still I1 told him to put it in and come
along and share with us I1 was lamenting over my misfortune when he came up to
me and informed me that his trade was wagonmakingwagon making and could very easily repair
my wagon the next day was very rainy and coald we had no corn for our cattle
and a very poor chance for brows

As soon as the wether would admit brother wilson that being the name of the
afore mentioned person went to work and made an axeltre much better than the one
I1 broke our wagon being repaired we left this place having stayed several days on
account of rain and mud

the first day after leaving this place we mired one of our waggonswiggons and had to
take every thing out caryingcarding them some rods before we could find dry ground on
which we might set them down this night and the next morning we had to eat dry
crackers not having or being able to get any wood for fire the next day we reached
the camp we found our fifty prepared to start the following day two days
from this point we reached a creek called blank 113 there we rejoiced to find an
abundance of grass for our teams we stayed here several days to recruit our teams

to browse the cattle means to break off tree limbs and let the animals nibble what green shoots and
small twigs they could a poor substitute for grazing

when elizaeezabezaellzaeilza snow left shoal creek on 2 april her brother had not yet arrived her next meeting with
him was at big locust creek where he arrived on 15 april the date left blank inm the diary would be between
those two dates

this isis most likely big locust creek the campsite described by elizaeilza snow as being on the edge of a
high shady prairie the stream being thickly skirted with timber such surroundings would make an
ideal location for recruiting both teams and people
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then went on about 25 miles and stopedscoped at a place which we calldcalidcalad garden grove

the day after we left blank creek I1 had the good luck to get a small hog which
a friend of mine shot it being a wild one at garden grove we all fell to work
and fenced a large field and built a number of houses we arrived here the first
day of march 14 we had been here about eleven days when we were counseled by
prest young that is our father to go on and make a settlement about 300 miles
beyond council bluffs up the platt 15 we accordingly set out and proceeded on
about 30 miles where we stopedscoped a few days waiting the arival of the camp As soon
as we heard of their appearance I1 was appointed to go out and meet them upon the
prairie and pilot them in 16

As soon as the camp came up different arrangements were entered into in
relation to our fifty it was concluded not to be wisdom for us to go on as it was at
first intended but for the whole camp to go to work ploughingsloughingploughing fencing and
putting up houses I1 assisted in chopingchaoping and putting up brother pratts house logs

and about that time was taken sick with the fever 25th of may17 I1 never had such a
severe fit of sickness before since my recollection my friends and family had given
up most all hopes of my recovery father huntington the president of the place

called on his congregation to pray for me he also with gen rich and some others
clothed themselves in the garments of the priesthood and prayed for my recovery 18 1I

believe it was thro the continued applications of my family and friends to the throne
of heaven that my life was spared in my sickness I1 went through in my mind the
most singular scenes that any man ever did my family generally believed that I1 was

not in my right mind but the scenes thro wich my spirit travelled are yet fresh in
my memory as tho they occuredoccurred but yesterday and when my people supposed me
in the greatest pain and danger I1 am conscious of having a great many spiritual
exercises sometimes partaking of the most accuteaccuse suffering that heart can conceive
and others the most rapterousrapturousrapt erous enjoyment that heart ever felt or immagination ever
conceived I1 suposestupose at first I1 must have been left in the hands of an evil spirit in
fact I1 was administered to upon this suposition I1 was led into the full and perfect
conviction that I1 was entirely a hoplesshapless case in refferenceferenceref to salvation that eternities
upon eternities must pass and still I1 saw my case would remain the same I1 saw the
whole world rejoycingrejoicing in all the powers and glories of salvation without the slightest
beam of hope on my part but doomed to a seperationseverationseperation from my friends and family all I1

loved most hear to eternity upon eternity I1 shuder even now at the rememberencerememberence of the
torments and agony of my ellingsfeellingsfoellingsfe no tongue can describe them or imagination
conceiveconceive those who were attending me at that time describe me as being inin a
condition of body I1 remained several hours refusing to speak my body was cool
and my eysays and countenance denoted extreme suffering

elizaeilza snow corrects her brothers date which obviously could not be march already inin garden grove

she records may ist lorenzo arrived this evening
bngham513righambangham young had intended grand island a forty mile long island created by diverging branches of

the grand river to be the wintering spot for the saints they would not get that far and stopped instead at
the missouri river at council bluffs

considering the role he would later play inin the place itit seems appropriate for lorenzo snow to be

acting the part of host at the settlement which was to become mt pisgah

eilzaeliza snow arriving 25 may at the camp describes itit as a small grove with a beautiful
prospect on the middle fork of the grand river

for further discussion of the ritual of the prayer circle see D michael quinn latter day saint prayer

circles BYUbyustudtesstudies 19 fall 1978 79 105
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after this scene ended I1 entered annothernotherannetheran of an opositeoposits character my spirit
seemes to have left the world and introduced into that of kolobdolob I1 heard a voice
calling me by name saying he is worthy he is worthy take away his filthy
garments my clothsclaths were then taken off piece by piece and a voice said let him
be clothed let him be clothed immediately I1 found a celestial body gradually
growing upon me untill at length I1 found myself crowned with all its glory and
power the extecy of joy I1 now experienced no man can tell pen cannot describe it
I1 conversed familliarly with joseph father smith and others and mingled in the
society of the holy one I1 saw my family all saved and observed the dispensations of
god with mankind untill at last a perfect redemption was effected tho great was the
sufferings of the wicked especially those that had persecuted the saints my spirit
must have remained I1 should judge for days injoyingenjoyinginjoying the scenes of eternal
happiness 19

while I1 was sick that part of my family which I1 left at nauvoo arrived which
relieved a good deal of anxiety as they were all well and in good helth 20 soon after
their arrival calvin took two yoke of my cattle and wagon and went to stringtownStringtown with
brother S smith to work for provisions porter with the assistance of father morley
ploughedsloughedploughed and fenced a small garden and planted it about the midle of july
chandler rogers being about to move to the bluffs offered us his house which we
gladly accepted we had suffered much inconvenience living in tent and wagons in
the hot weather I1 was now so far recovered that I1 could walk about some tho still
very weak brother smith returned in about five weeks after he left bringing
us some provisions which was very welcome he taried a few days then went
back

president young elder kimble and elder W richards paid us a visit about this
time which with a few hours ofofsociablsociablsociably and familiar chat gave me much satisfaction

prest young said he wished me as soon as I1 was able to join him with my family
at grand island about 300 miles beyond the bluffs but he altered his arrangements
afterwards and did not leave the bluffs

the latter part of july and august witnessed a general and almost universal
scenes of sickness throughout pisgah well persons could not be found to take care
of the sick it was indeed a distressing scene A great number of deaths occuredoccurred and it

elizabilza snow gives a more clinical account of her brothers illness she notes seeing lorenzo the day
following her arrival at mt pisgah 26 may 1846 but makes no mentionmention of his illness on 31 may however
when harriet called to inform her of itit eliza sent some aloy a purgative medicine not until 3 june did
she visitvisit at which timetime she found L very sick altho the medicinemedicme I1 sent on sunday eve had a good
effect four days later visiting again eliza found him worse their sistersister leonora arrived 9 june but
the pleasure of our meeting was lessened by our brothers severe illness after the prayer circle on 15 june
eliza reports he soon became calm had a short paroxysm inin the eve I1 sat by him all night he rested
quietly although lorenzo had been raving and inin a distressed condition that morning the baptism
for return to health a common practice inm the early church was performed 17 june

eliza snow s next mentionmention ofotherher brothers condition isis 27 june when L had his wagon driven to our
tent & I1 couldnt dissuade him from his purpose but I1 must go with him to father morley s leonorasleondrasLeonoras
husband settlement about a mile up the riverriver where porter squires has made a garden on 2 july

L walked from the wagon to the garden seems getting well by 9 july9july brigham young was directing

lorenzo to come on to grand island this suggests either lorenzos improved health or Brigbrighamsbnghamsbighamshams
suspicion that the illness was climate related eliza snow diary 26 may to 9 july 1846 passim

eliza snow notes the arrival on 5 june 1846 of adalinedalmeadaimedaimeA aunt G & H namely adalineadaime goddard
hendricksonhendncksonhendickson lorenzo s wife adalineadaime s mother percy amanda goddard and adalinesadalineaAdalines son hiram
eliza snow diary 5 june 1846 commas added
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was often very difficult to get their bodies decently interedenteredintered in one or two instances
bodies were put into the ground without any coffin or box scarcely a family escaped
sickness and very few where death did not make an inroad A general spirit of
lamentation and sorrow prevadedprevaded pisgah in august father huntington presdtpreidt
of the place died after a short illness I1 attended his funeral and assisted in putingbuting
him into his coffin mother huntington was quite sick at the time on the same
day he was buried gen rich presented me a letter to read containing an account of
father bent s death prest of garden grove the fore part of sept brother smith
and calvin returned we had been anxiously looking for them calculating as soon as

they returned to go immediately to the bluffs but I1 was much disappointed when I1

learned that they had been sick most of the time since he last went and had left their
job only partly completed and had also left my teams I1 had no other alternative left
me than to go myself and get my teams and some provisions for we had but little left
at this time I1 accordingly started back stayed about three weeks in which I1 earned
about four barrels of flour and then returned to pisgah with the intention of going
directly to the bluffs with my family I1 had been at home but a short time when
adaline presented me my first daughter which we named rosetta adaline born
7thath november she was very sick and before her health would admit of going out it
had become so late it was judged wisdom to give up going to the bluffs I1 soaldcoald two
of my cows for hay put up a small mill house in which I1 put a couple of had mills
and myself and little boys hyram orvi andjacoband jacob kept them a going almost constantly
till into feb when hoursebourse mill was got to runing the only mill in the place porter
and calvin had got uneasy and wanted to return home to ohio I1 tried to reason
with them upon the impropriety of leaving the church and promised them a home
and fare as good as we had so long as they would continue with the saints but it was
all to no purpose so I1 let them go hannah who had been a member of my family
left pisgah the fore part of sept contrary to my council and went back among the
gentiles thro the persuasions ofotherher mother 21 observation has taught me that it is

neither strange nor uncommon that people should make themselves instruments of
their misfortunes and misery and nothing tends to this more directly and surely than
disobeying proper council

the 23 ofjanoffanofjan charlotte presented me my second daughter which we called
leonora charlotte 22 the 23d of jan I1 unclear first councillor to prest rich

the 2dad day of feb elder pratt having arrived from the bluffs calid a general
meettingmuettingMeetting and read the revelation in refference to the organization of the people
&cac 23 david fulmer prest of garden grove was appointed prest of the organization
of that place and this and I1 was appointed one of his council the same day I1 received

assuming the hannah mentioned here isis hannah goddard eighteen year old daughter of lorenzos
aunt and mother inm law percy amanda goddard itit seems that his counsel was not entirely lost a family
group record filed with the genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints by
florence Tumturnbaughbaugh shows that a hannah goddard married joseph ellis johnson receivingreceivmg her temple
endowment 17 november 1861 although she went back among the gentiles as lorenzo observes she
eventually rejoined the saints porter and calvin squires also afflicted with the desire to return to the east
likewise surprised their brother in law by remaining faithful to the church

22thethe necessity for secrecy regarding plural marriage forced snow s coding of the entry recording the birth
of his second child just sixsix weeks after the first obviously to another wife charlotte s baby lived only five
months

23thethe revelation usually referred to as the word and will of the lord was announced inin winter
quarters the bluffs on 14 january 1847 it now appears as doctrine and covenants 136
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intelligence of the death of my mother 24 A feelling of mellonchollymelloncholly and spirit of
depression and sorrow swelled my bosom on hearing this news A more kind
indulgent and affectionateaffictionate parent than her no man ever had she was good and
virtuous benevolent and charitable to all true and faithful in the new and
everlasting covenant therforetheoforeTherfore I1 am comforted in the thought that her spirit rests in
peace in the presence ofotherher great father oh that my daughters may live out their
probation with no more blots upon the page of their history than angels see upon
that of their grand mother whose head now lies low yet honorablhonorablyhonorabl in the grave
strive to do right and think right follow proper council and live virtuous and
spotless lives that I1 may rejoice over you and honor you in the resurrection that I1

may never be ashamed to serve you the whole aim of my life has been to endeavour
to think right and act right and acquire and preserve a good name among the wise
and good but above all to be conciousconcilusconcious that I1 really merited it maintaining a
conciencence void of offenceoffense toward god saints and the world let my sons and
daughters let all my children follow the examples of their father in truth and virtue
I1 have eshewedeschewed private and selfish interest and made them bow to the general good
you will often find it your duty also to do this to sacrifice your feelings pleasures and
conveniences that thereby you may do a general and necessary good your father
and mothers have had to do this and you must not think it hard to always hoaldcoald
yourselves also in readiness to do the same and you shall be blest and always
prospered and always maintain peace and rest in your own bosoms which is a great
yeah the greatest of blessings but too often neglected love respect honor and
reverence your mother also him who shall be your head with much patience and
long suffering and think it not strange when you find deprivations of pleasures in
circumstances where you expected them not for you will not be the first ones who
have met with such disappointments expect not much happiness from phisicalphysicalphi sical
circumstances in this world but you will find it rising out of a conciousnessconsciousness of having
good determinations and performing them in this you need never miss your object
you enjoy benefits in this life and are certain of them in the next

gen rich has wanted to move to the bluffs and the 22d of feb I1 received the
office of president of mount pisgah there were one hundred and fifteen families
in the place which I1 organized into tens and fifties gen rich and all his family paid
us a very agreeable visit before they left for the bluffs and a day was fixed on for us to
return the compliment but teams came unexpectedly from the bluffs to assist him in
moving which gave both families an unpleasant disappointment

in the fore part of march provisions began to grow scarce in pisgah we had
made arrangmentsarrangements for each ten to send as many hands as possible into the settlements
to work for provisions but the wether was so coald and blustering and roads so slipryslippy
they did not get away till about the midle of the month our dependence for
sustaining the lives of people of pisgah rested amostacost entirely upon the successful and
speedy execution of these arrangements

in this place we were about 50 miles to the nearest point for any kind of trade
with the gentiles of course being so far from any place of getting and having but
little means to buy with we begun to do without many andaridarld most all the conveniences

14rosetta14rosetta pettibone snow died in walnut grove illinois 12 october 1846 nearly four months earlier
that eliza snow by then at winter quarters had heard of their mothers death six weeks before lorenzo did
suggests the even greater isolation of the mt pisgah saints neither eliza nor lorenzo tells how they heard
the news eliza snow diary 22 december 1846
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of living pies cakes coffee tea sougar cheese preserves and aples and cider was

tasted but seldom and some only known now in past rememberenceremember ence this was a

deprivation that most of my family had never suffered having been some time in larg

farm houses and enjoyed all these articles in full abundance and without limitation
I1 feel it due to them to add that thus far they suffered without a groan or murmur or

any bitterness of complaint our living was coarse but we always had bread stuff of
some kind such articles as beans onions turnips and potatoes &cac we done
without our living indeed was a great contrast with that of former years 25 and I1

feel grateful beyond expression that I1 am honored with a family that have endured
these things with so good feelings A word of praise is justly due to harriet for the
good and wise management of my household concerns thus far upon this journey
my general interest and general good and the general good and general interest of my
family has been studied in all her movmentsmovements and realizing that I1 had a large family

to provide for with but little means to do it she persuedpursued that course of management
that was prudent saving and economical relieving me of much care and burden
perfectly upright and honest without the least shadow of deception making my
council and wishes her standard of right without any deviation therefrom

copy of letter to alvirus and loren snow jonathan burnet lura Reureuweeweel
charlott granger newton blackman squire jagger jacob pettebone franklin
snow benjamin and edwin snow lowton wadsworth and sons 2621

respected relatives

the circumstances of myself and family also the situation of those of my
relatives who belong to the latter day saints together with a duty I1 owe them
compell me to address you at this time

A year ago the ninth ofoffeboffeefeb last I1 left nauvoo with my family A large company
of us were compelled to leave at that time in consequence of the severe threats of the
mob and in order to give assurance of our determination to leave the country so that
those that could not get away might not be destroyed till they could get the means or
we could get in a situation to aford them assistance in buryinghurying away I1 was obliged to
sacrifice about one half of my property had I1 stayed later I1 should have been less

fortunate in fact many that did stay having property their got very little and some
nothing and some barely escaped with their lives and a number were murdered by

the mob to speak of our unplesentplesentun situation and our sufferings from the severity of
the weather and our sickness from exposures is needless it would only be reading
what you have red before similar chapters out of the book of mormon unclear

151tit isis understandable considering such dietary limitations that one of the most fatal diseases among the
saints that winterwinter was scurvy or as they called itit black leg or black canker historian richard bennett
estimatesestimates the death rate among the saints min iowa and nebraska that winterwinter as about eighty five per

thousand ofoflorenzolorenzo snow s family only the one infant daughter died before reaching utah making them
about average

alvirus and loren snow of geaugageaugh county ohio were younger half brothers of oliver snow lorenzos
father jonathan burnetburner had married their sistersister lura reuwee was another sistersister charlotte granger

was olivers full sistersister lorenzo s aunt widow first ofjacobof jacob blair later of horace granger of aurora ohio
jacob pettibone was rosetta snow s brother lorenzos aunt and franklin snow by now moved from mantua

to lorraine county was his paternal uncle benjamin and edwin were franklin s sons it isis unclear who

lowton wadsworth was but rosetta snow s mother was a wadsworth suggesting a maternal relationship

the purpose of this letter and itsits effect are described inin the introduction
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our place of location will be bear river valley 100 miles beyond the pass in the
mountains upwards of 1000 miles from this place one company are now there I1

expect I1 wish to go next spring with my family and some few others that I1 feel our
obligations to assist namely my sisters eliza and leonora with her two daughters
my aunt G & three children my cousin adaline daughter of aunt G and her four
children the persons mentioned have neither cow ox or wagon or any means to
assist themselves and very little clothing I1 cannot go and leave them behind they
have no chance to work in this place and cannot go out among the MOM without
endangering their lives or what is more sacred their characters

I1 have but two wagons and two yoke of steers to fit us out properly we want
6 wagons and 12 yoke of cattle each person has to be fitedcited out with provisions to
last one year and a half 500 pounds of bread stuff to each person is required 1500 to
each wagon and two yoke of cattle one cow to every two persons we do not ask
of you the conveniences of living but the means to get away from our enimesenines to
obtain a peacfulpeaceful home that we enjoy our principles unmolested and enjoy the fruits of
our own labourslaboure the same as other people can we but get to our place of destination
with but a little means to commence on our situation in a very few years will be the
most encouraging and flattering A rich and fertile soil a mild healthy climate settled
by a people gathered like the inmates of noahsmoahs ark but from every part under
heaven will have men that understand every branch of mechanical labor or architecture
that is practiced in the world these considerations together with that union of spirit
which has always characterized us as a people the whole crowned by the blessings of
heaven which are sure to follow A people persecuted for the truths sake will be
certain to give us unbounded prosperity we never did make a stay in any place but
things prospered around us far beyond that of our neighbors this circumstance has
caused jealousy and brought upon us the indignation of our enemies we have been
driven from our homes we are exiles from our country we seek a home in a land of
peace we have no way to obtain the means except thro your benevolence and
liberality be our friend now in this our time of need and the lord will be yours and
open your way if it should ever fall to your lot to be placed in a similar situation I1

think it very likely I1 may yet see a time when I1 can reward you a hundred fold for all
your liberality what ever you do for me shall be credited to you uncearalyfunclearally upon
our church records and in my family record wherein I1 shall hold myself and my
posterity bound under a sacred obligation to help you or your children the day fast
approaching when calamity and destruction and famine and swoard shall come upon
this nation and you or your children shall wish to seek an assyassylurnassylumansylumlurn of peace with the
saints among the mountains

mr campbell and mr dana will take this circular to you they are agents
appointed to collect funds for this church as their recommendations will show
what you see proper to give please place in their hands they will see it safe to me

I1 now close praying the lord to pour out his spirit upon you and bless you
abundentlyabundantly

with the highest respect I1 remain still bound in the ties of consanguinity

your nephew and cousin

L snow



on the north side of the platte

MIDAPRILMID APRIL 1845

the plains were black from burning
along the north side of the platte
the horse and ox teams had nothing
but sparse patches of grass to eat

indians began the fires preparing
the land a conflagrative incision
scalping old growth but cleansing
and cauterizing for the new season

prairie cottonwoodscottonwoods now beginning
to green were cut down for fodder
but the animals weakened browsing
listlessly slower now with hunger

EARLYMAYEARLY MAY 1845

the plains were black with buffalo
tens hundreds of thousands strong
they surged like tempests until no
grass no growth survived killing

it beneath a million hooves below
that earth graves of recent grief
cried from winter quarters a flow
of hope yet children died belief

in god was the saints life and so
they came past the ashes and death
with the plains black with buffalo
again they d touch blackness with

crops blanketed black with locusts
disease yawning in black readiness
tender new things black with frost
yet they followed the white vision

of truth

sally T taylor

sally T taylor is an assistant professor of english at brigham young university



cultural conflict
mormonscormons and indians in nebraska

lawrence G coates

no record reveals any significant contact between the mormonscormons
and the indians of nebraska before the saints left nauvoo mormon
experiences with the indians in nebraska began during the epic march
of the latter day saints to the great basin during the nauvoo period
however the saints enjoyed a particularly friendly relationship with
some indian tribes in iowa the sac fox and potawatomi on several
occasions these indian bands came to nauvoo and the mormonscormons
frequently sent men to strengthen their ties with these friendly
natives before the mormon hegira at the same time lyman wight
made contact with some plains indians in texas and james emmett
spent the winter of 1845 among the sioux in what became south dakota
but apparently no mormonscormons made contact with the omaha ponca
otoe or pawnee before 1846 when the saints spent their historic
winter among the natives of nebraska

nevertheless the mormonscormons knew the location of the indians in
nebraska they studied a map of oregon and also a report on
an exploration of the country lying between the missouri river and the
rocky mountains which stephen A douglas had given to orson hyde
one version of this map listed the location of the indians in nebraska
the mormonscormons also used S augustus mitchells A new map of texas
oregon and california and it specifically identified the indian
tribes living in nebraska they may have seen a map of the area in
the map portfolio of the expeditions ofjohn C fremont I11 certainly
as a result of their study the saints knew which indians they expected
to meet in nebraska during their exodus to the rockies

lawrence G coates isis professor of history at ricks college inm rexburgredburgRex burg idaho
joseph smith jr history odtheof taethetaf church ofjesusof lesusjesuslefus cant oflatterof latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev

7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1948 63756 375575 see map of an expedition to the rocky mountains
inm the year 1842 and to oregon & north california inin the years 1843 44 by brevet capt J C fremont of the
corps of oftopographicaltopographical engineers under the orders of col J J albert chiefofthechief of the topographical bureau that
isis included inin the expeditions ofjohnofjohn charles demontfremont map portfolio ed donaldjacksondonald jackson and mary lee spence
see also lewis clarkdarkoark christian mormon foreknowledge of the west bighambnghambtigham young university studies
21 fall 1981 403 15
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the mormonscormons also gathered additional information about the
indians from various sources and printed it in their newspapers in
march 1845 the editors of the times and seasons read 203 pages of
government reports on the indians and summarized the contents in
four pages they listed the population of each tribe living west of
the mississippi for the indians in nebraska they reported 1301
omaha 931 otoe and missouri 777 ponca and 12500 pawnee 2 in
december 1845 they reprinted a story from the independence express
telling about the extreme difficulties elijah white and his party had
experienced with the pawnee these indians were depicted as highway
robbers who had stripped white s party of all their property and
given them in return a few old clothes some weak horses a few arms
and some ammunition 3 many other stories were told in nauvoo
about the experiences of travelers while passing through nebraska

church newspapers occasionally told the saints how other
americans mistreated the indians in january 1846 the editor of the
times and seasons reported that the oneida indians once had lived
in new york state but had subsequently been moved to wisconsin
now the people at green bay claimed they wanted the indians to
move to the missouri not because we envy them their rich lands and
comfortable farms but to save them from the vices of stealing
drinking and acting immoral which they learned by living too close

to white people what shall we say upon so extraordinary a result
of christianity liberty and intelligence the editor asked he then
replied it is a melancholy fact among all classes sects and
denominations save the mormonscormons only that there is not enough
virtue among the better to create a reverence for purity among the
worse portions of the community who but the latter day
saints will forego the shining moments of amassing a fortune for
the mere name of doing to others as he would wish them to do unto
him then reminding the mormonscormons of their divine duty towards
the indians he rhetorically asked what shall it profit a man to
gain the whole world and lose his own soul 4

mormonscormons had difficulty living in harmony with this noble ideal
nevertheless they tried when the pioneers reached the missouri
river on 14 june 1846 they adopted an important rule governing
their relations with the indians to avoid conflicts with indians and
government officials the church members under threat of being

times and seasons 7 march 1845
31bldbid I11 december 1845
ibid 1 january 1846
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disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped were told not to trade with the natives because
44 the church had no right to trade with the indians 5

seeking a proper relationship with both indians and indian
agents the mormon leaders on 20 june visited the indian agency at
trading point and met with the government agent and several indian
chiefs the meeting was friendly and the government agent promised
to do all in his power to help the mormonscormons in their move west 6

on 29 june the mormonscormons began ferrying a few saints across
the missouri river into omaha indian territory the following day
captainjamescaptain james allenalienailen arrived at council bluffs to recruit five hundred
mormonscormons for service in the recently declared mexican war 7 this
request came as no great surprise to mormon leaders for they had
previously authorized jesse C little to seek government funds to
assist the saints inin crossing the plains 8 however the mormonscormons
had hoped to receive money to build forts or way stations across the
plains to the rocky mountains with the declaration of war president
james K polk turned this request for funds into an authorization to
pay the five hundred mormon recruits the regular military salary 9

the recruiting of so many from their ranks altered mormon plans
to send a company of able bodied men over the rocky mountains in
1846 to plant seed and prepare for the arrival of the main body of the
church 10 after lengthy discussions the mormon leaders decided to
have the saints spend the winter in potawatomi and omaha country 11

therefore the mormon leaders felt it was necessary to get permission
from the government to remain on this native territory land on the
east side of the missouri became government property during the
summer when the indian land was traded for a region in kansas with
the indians retaining the right to use their homeland for several years
however the land west of the river belonged exclusively to the indians

manuscript history of brigham young 14 june 1846 located inin library archives historical division
historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as LDS church archives

ibid 20 and 26june26 june 1846
seeee john F Yuryurtinustimis here Is one man who will not go damundacun recruiting the mormon

battalion inin iowa territory BYU studies 21 fall 1981 475 87

lessejesseesse C little was commissioned to serve as president of the eastern states mission on 262 6 january26january 1846 and
he was instructed to seek aid from the government to help the saints move west he used the good offices

of ofthomasthomas L kane to get acquainted with many high government officials including presidentjamespresident jlmesjames K polk
jesse little proposed that the government use one thousand mormon settlers to winwin california but his idea
was modified instead the government recruited five hundred mormon men for serviceservice inin the military
colonel kane carried this message to general stephen W kearny who commissioned captainjamescaptain pamesjames allenalienailen to
recruitrecruit the mormonscormons no doubt when captain allenalienailen arrived at mount pisgah on 26june26 june he explained the
nature and purposes of the recruitment see leonard J arringtonArnngion in honorable remembrance
thomas L kane s services to the mormonscormonsMormons BYU studies 21 fall 198111981 389 91

gHigrihistorystory ofodthetaetherae church 3715713 71 77
lomanuscript history ofbrighamofbngham young 28 june 1846

ibid see entriesentries on the following dates 20 and 26 july 1 and 9 august 1846
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and the government was legally bound to prevent white people from
living on the omaha otoe ponca or pawnee domain 12

nevertheless mormon leaders asked captain allenalienailen for authorization
to stay in indian country since they would be unable to reach the
rockies before winter without hesitation the captain gave the
saints permission to pass through indian territory en route to california
and to make all necessary settlements or fortifications however this
permission had to be ratified by president polk 13 at the same time
although it was illegal for any party other than the united states
to make agreements with the indians the mormonscormons negotiated a

treaty with the potawatomi indians living near council bluffs
the indians consented to let the mormonscormons make a settlement and
plant crops while the body of the saints migrated to the far west 14

brigham young and other mormon leaders took additional steps to
ensure friendly relations they visited various indian camps and talked
with the indians not present when this agreement was signed 15

meanwhile church leaders turned their energies toward recruiting
men for the mexican war As the mormon battalion was making its
way to kansas bishop george miller began ferrying people across the
missouri and led a company of saints toward grand island 16 while
moving west james emmett and many members of his company joined
them at this time mormon leaders planned to send millers company
over the rockies during the fall of 1846 and to move the main body of
the saints up the east side of the missouri for the winter 17 but
subsequently these plans were later altered

As millers company moved west they met several presbyterian
missionaries who were employed by the government to teach farming
to the indians at the pawnee villages near grand island the saints
learned that recently a band of sioux had attacked the mission
destroyed some buildings and killed two of the missionaries As a
result of this tragic episode the missionaries who had also experienced
internal strife at the mission and were on poor terms with the pawnee

decided to abandon the farm when bishop miller arrived the
mormonscormons offered to help the missionaries return to council bluffs

12robertraberteabert A trennerttrennertjrjr the mormonscormons and the office of indian affairs the conflict over winter
quarters 184618481846 1848 nebraska history 53 fall 1972 381 400

3 3manuscriptmanuscript history of brigham young 1 july 1846
ibid see documents inserted on 2255 july 1846

15ibid15 ibid 10 and 11 july 1846
16hoseahosea stout on the mormon frontier the dlhydiadihdizrydiaryy ofhoseaof hoses stout 184418661844 1866 ed juanitajuanna brooks 2 vols

salt lake city university of utah press 1964 11691 169
manuscript history of brigham young 14 17 and 22 july 1846 on this topic see brigham young to

george miller letter inserted inin manuscript history under datedare of 1 august 1846
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in exchange for the crops grown on the farm all the missionaries
returned to the united states except james case who remained with
the mormonscormonsMormons joined the church and subsequently migrated with
the first group of mormonscormons to the great basin where he later served as
a farmer to the indians 18

about this time at council bluffs brigham young planned to
move the main body of the pioneers to a location between the headwaters
of the elkhorn and the missouri rivers so the saints could winter their
stock on the peavinesbeavinespeavines growing along the river bottoms and still be
able to send to st louis for grain millstones a carding machine and
other provisions with this idea in mind brigham young instructed
bishop miller to leave some of his people at the pawnee mission and
take the remainder to grand island for the winter instead of taking a
company to the rockies according to this proposal the main body
of the saints would overtake millers company in the spring and they
would all cross the plains together 19 soon mormon leaders changed
their minds again they decided to settle on both sides of the missouri
at council bluffs and winter quarters

meanwhile bishop miller met several ponca indians who came
to the pawnee mission to settle their differences with the pawnee

learning that the pawnee were hunting buffalo and that the saints
were planning to remain at this location for the winter the ponca
warned bishop miller not to stay at the mission because the mormon
livestock would eat the peavinesbeavinespeavines which the pawnee used for their
horses during the early winter considering this situation unsafe the
ponca invited bishop miller to winter with them he accepted this
offer and moved 175 wagons to the mouth of the running water
river about 150 miles north of the pawnee mission 20

however a few mormon pioneers remained at the pawnee mission
soon after millers departure the pawnee returned from their hunt
and appeared mildly disturbed because millers company had taken
the corn in exchange for helping the missionaries but rather than
taking vengeance on the few remaining mormonscormonsMormons the pawnee who
had enjoyed great success on their summer hunt were friendly 21

william C staines lived with bishop miller at this timetime and kept a journal in the 1880s staines
published his experiences on this trip intointo indian country inin thejuveniletheohe juvenile instructor his experiences were
entitled A reminiscence and ran inin serial from 15 june through 1 november 1880 the same story was
later reprinted inin 1882 inm A string ofpearlsof pearespearls the second book of the faith promoting seriesserlesserlesseries in 1968 itit was
reprinted by bookcraftBookcrift of salt lake city as four faith promoting classics A string ofofpearlspearlfpearlspeares fragments of
experience gems for the young folks early scenes inin church history

manuscript history of brigham young 1 august 1846
OStainesstainesstalnes A reminiscence juvenile instructor 1 july 1880

21 manuscript21manuscript history of brigham young 9 september 1846
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the pawnee like most other indians the mormonscormons met while
traveling to the great basin enjoyed a varied lifestylelife style hunting
buffalo harvesting digging wild plants and growing corn squash and
beans early in the spring the pawnee would begin performing
religious ceremonies while planting their crops near their permanent
earthen lodges when the vegetables were hoed for the second time
the pawnee would pack most of their belongings in skin bags load
them on travoistravelstraveis pulled by horses mules and dogs and travel their
traditional paths searching for buffalo deer antelope elk and edible
roots elaborate religious rituals would also accompany these activities
late in the summer they would return to their villages harvest their
crops according to certain prescribed rites feast for several days
and cache their surplus meat and vegetables at strategic locations in
the villages early in the fall the pawnee would return to the hunt
searching for good pelts to be used for robes or for trading to the
whites returning to their villages in the spring the pawnee would
rely upon their cache of food to tide them over until they would begin
their hunt in the early summer 22

when the pawnee had returned to their earthen lodges the few
mormonscormons living at the pawnee mission realized that the indians
friendship might not last so they sent word to brigham young explaining
their situation he advised them to abandon their mission and return
to winter quarters 23

meanwhile millers company reached the ponca villages on the
running water river and made good friends with a tribe of nearly
two thousand people whose lifestylelife style of following the buffalo was
similar to that of the pawnee communicating through one ponca
chief who spoke sioux and through james emmett who had learned
some of that language the mormonscormons learned the ponca would soon
abandon their camp and go on their winter hunting expedition in
these talks during which bishop miller smoked the peace pipe with
them the ponca invited the entire miller company to go with them
on their winter hunt but the saints declined the offer sending
instead three mormonscormons to accompany them soon two of the mormonscormonsMormons
john kay a gunsmith and frederick bainbridge unable to endure
the ordeals demanded during the hunt returned to the mormon
encampment but william C staines although greatly distressed by
boils scurvy and unfamiliar foods such as dog and skunk managed
to last through the winter staines mastered some of the language

22george22george E hyde the pawnee indians norman university of oklahoma press 1973 137 45
23 manuscript history of brigham young 14 15 september 1846
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and a few customs but failed to grasp the fundamental religious ideas
of the ponca in the spring staines learned that the ponca planned
to meet peter sarpy who operated a trading post for the american
fur company andexchangeand exchange their furs for items of trade feeling the
saints might wish to participate in the trade staines returned to the
running water encampment and told them about the rendezvous
between the trader and the ponca to his surprise he learned that
the saints were preparing to return to winter quarters 24

during the winter bishop miller and a few dissatisfied pioneers
had returned to winter quarters to confer with mormon leaders 25 in a
short while bishop miller had gone back to the running water colony

in january 1847 the twelve seeking to unite all mormonscormons in the
migration westward had sent word to millers colony among the
ponca telling them about the revelation brigham young had received
concerning the migration of the saints to the great basin furthermore
they had requested that bishop miller return to winter quarters 26

when staines arrived at running water the entire camp was preparing
to move to winter quarters

soon after the running water colony arrived at winter quarters
bishop miller proposed that the saints change direction and migrate
to texas between the neucesdeuces and rio grande rivers considering
miller out of harmony with the twelve brigham young rejected this
notion labeling it wild and visionary that when we move hence it
would be to the great basin where the saints would soon form a nucleus
of strength and power sufficient to cope with mobs 27 frustrated by
this rebuff that added to the rift already growing between himself
and brigham young bishop miller left winter quarters with a small
company and moved to texas where he joined forces with his former
friend from the wisconsin pinery lyman wight 28 eventually
george miller left texas and the church and joined james J strang
and his followers on beaver island

when miller s company had begun making its way to grand island
in august of 1846 several prominent mormon leaders ferried across
the missouri to omaha indian territory after some deliberation
they decided to build a community with streets a school and log
houses and to clear the land plow the ground and plant crops seeking

stalnesstaines A reminiscence 245
25 manuscript25manuscript history of brigham young 7 january 1847
261bidibidl 29 january and 23 march 1847

ibid 2 april 1847
28andrewjensonandrewjenson encyclopedic history odtheoftheof the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterofnatterlatter day saints salt lake city

deseret news publishing co 1941 509
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portrait by george catlin
big elk
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to establish friendly relations with the omaha mormon leaders made
two very important decisions first they agreed to ask the omaha
indians as soon as they returned from their summer hunting expedition
for permission to stay on their land second they decided to advise
all their people not to bother indian burial grounds on this point
brigham young not knowing the omaha buried their dead in a sitting
position in the ground facing east warned the saints not

to disturb an indian grave because the indians frequently deposited
their dead in the branches of trees wraptwrape in buffalo robes and blankets
leaving with them arrows pipes and other trinkets which they considered
sacred and we should not remove them and our children should be
taught to let them alone 29

in a short time the mormonscormons heard that the omaha had returned
from their summer hunt so brigham young commissioned three
men to arrange for a meeting between him and the omaha chiefs
brigham warned this committee not to make any firm agreements
with them but simply to tell the indians that the saints wanted
the privilege of cutting timber building homes planting some
crops and perhaps leaving some families on indian land in the
spring he promised the mormonscormons would help the indians by
I1 repairingirepairing their guns and learning them how and teaching their
children and if they want pay for occupancy of their lands we will pay
them but they should not touch our property and we will not
theirs 30

when the mormon representatives met with the indians mormon
leaders smoked the peace pipe with about eighty omaha discussed
the saints intentions of journeying to california and asked permission
for staying on indian territory brigham young reaffirmed the
promises the mormonscormons had already communicated to the omaha
and in addition he said the mormonscormons were acting according to the
instructions of the government consequently the saints wanted the
omaha to sign an agreement permitting the mormonscormons to stay on their
soil during emigration big elk said that he was willing for the mormonscormons
to stay in his territory but he was not sure how the government felt
about it in addition he stated there was some uncertainty about the
ownership of this region the otoe also claimed it big elk said he
had received good reports about the mormonscormonsMormons and he hoped the
omaha would have a good relation with the saints 31

manuscript history of brigham young 7 august 1846
ibid 15 august 1846
ibid 28 august 1846
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taking a cue from big elk s talk the mormonscormons visited the otoe
who lived on the north bank of the platte and asked them for permission
to stay in the region for the next two years but the otoe said they
wanted no difficulties with the omaha evading a direct answer to
the mormonscormonsMormons request the otoe said they would give the saints an
answer when their chief returned 32 apparently satisfied that no
serious troubles would result with the otoe the mormonscormons held
another council with the omaha and discussed the provisions for staying
on their property and for employing their young men to herd mormon
livestock but the omaha declined the latter offer because they did
not have enough young men to herd stock they also questioned how
much timber the saints would burn the mormonscormons reassured them
that the saints would only use a little wood in their stoves and for
improvements such as houses fences and other structures thefhe mormonscormons
also promised they would leave these wood buildings for the indians
big elk standing elk and little chief all accepted this offer and
placed their x on an agreement granting the mormon people the
privilege of tarrying upon the lands for two years or more or as long
as may suit their convenience provided that our great father the
president of the united states shall not counsel us to the contrary 33

meanwhile thomas L kane a confidante and friend of the
mormonscormonsMormons had arrived at council bluffs with news from his father
judge J K kane that president polk had agreed to let the mormonscormons
stay on potawatomi soil 34 in addition judge kane forwarded a
copy of the instructions which the war department sent to major
thomas H harvey superintendent of indian affairs at st louis
saying that as long as the mormon settlement in potawatomi territory
was really to be temporary then the saints were at liberty to
supply their wants and procure the necessary means for proceeding on
their journey however the mormon stay on potawatomi grasslands
the secretary warned must not delay the survey and sales of lands
needed for iowa to become a state nor should the saints stay
threaten indian rights and interests 35

realizing they needed authorization to be in omaha country as

well as the authorization to be on potawatomi soil mormon leaders
immediately wrote to president polk asking for permission to camp

321bidlibid 3 september 1846
ibid331bid

ibid341bid J K kane to thomas kane 18 august 1846 copies oflettersofletters sent to colonel kane by his father
are inserted inin the manuscript history under the date of 4 september 1846

ibid351bid on 18 august judge kane sent to his son thomas kane a copy of the instructionsinstructions that the
commissionercommissioner of indian affairs william medill later on 2 september sent to thomas H harvey
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the blackbird hills were not called that by the omaha they were called onpontongaonponionga xaithonlaithon or
where big elk is buried photograph from the bureau of american ethnology twenty seventh report

reprinted from fletcher and la flesche the omaha tribetrike
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west of the missouri river while moving to the rockies including a
copy of the agreement signed by three omaha chiefs with the letter to
the president the mormonscormons emphasized their humanitarian intentions
by saying they would lend horses to the indians to draw their corn at
harvest assist them in building houses making fields doing some
blacksmithing etc and give them 9 a few beeves when hungry in
return for skins and furs to substitute for worn out clothing and
tents in our camp in order to legally associate with the indians in
this way the mormonscormons further requested a license giving
permission to trade with the indians while tarrying on or passing
through their lands made out in the name of newel K whitney 36

feeling confident they would eventually gain permission to
establish a settlement on the west side of the missouri the mormonscormons
asked the omaha indians to approve a location for the saints to build
a town 37 subsequently the indians told the mormonscormons to build their
city two miles north of the old barracks so late in september the
site for winter quarters eighteen miles north of bellevue upon
tableland covering about six hundred yards toward the bluffs and
extending down the river about one mile and a half was surveyed
into blocks by late december approximately three thousand five
hundred mormonscormons had moved onto the surveyed land and were living
in a number of linen tents eighty three mud huts and forty eight
log cabins

mormon settlement on the prairie however infuriated indian
superintendent thomas H harvey who felt uneasy about the mormonscormons
crossing the river into indian country in fact when he heard reports
in mid april of 1846 that six thousand mormonscormons were crossing
the ferry at ivory point iowa on their way west he said that so
large a body of persons in indian country under any circumstances is

objectionable the objection in this case will be greatly increased from
the character of the mormonscormonsMormons 38 responding to what he considered
a mormon threat he requested major C wharton at fort leavenworth
to send a company of dragoons to alleviate any problems that might
arise and to force the mormonscormons to cross his subagency at a point 5500
or 60 miles from the river under this arrangement he wrote

ibid311bid brigham young to james J polk 7 september 1846
ibid 8 september 1846

38Thomas H harvey to major C wharton 18 april 1846 letters received office of indian affairs
1824 81 st louis Supernsuperntendencysupenntendencysuperintendencytendency hereafter cited as office of indian affairs st louis see also
thomas H harvey to william medill 4 may 1846 in this letter harvey warns the commissionercommissioner of indian
affairs that from their character cormonsmormonsMormons I1 consider itit necessary that their movements be observed I1

therefore addressed a letter to major wharton commanding at fort leavenworth a greeting to send up a
company of dragoons should he be informed of their approach
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one company would be sufficient to control these mormonscormons
should they decline such an arrangement they might be brought to
terms by preventing them crossing 39

when superintendent harvey heard that the mormonscormons had
crossed the missouri and started a village he wrote to them and said

no white persons are permitted to settle on the lands of the indians
WITHOUT AUTHORITY OF THE government 40 in reply the mormonscormons
said that they had planned to move farther west than winter quarters
but that the government had enlisted five hundred of their best
men to serve their country making it impossible for them to move
farther west in 1846 in the spring the saints planned to settle
west of the rockies meanwhile they stated captain alienallenailen had
granted them permission to stay on indian soil while they moved
west 41

not satisfied with the mormonscormonsMormons reply superintendent harvey
went directly to winter quarters and personally investigated the
situation upon arriving he talked with brigham young who
repeated that captain allenalienailen had given the saints permission to
make settlements in virgin territory while they moved west realizing
that captain alienallenailen may have oversteppedoverstepped his authority on this
matter brigham said that he had written to president polk asking for
permission to remain on omaha country but that the president had
probably not had sufficient time- to reply when superintendent
harvey learned it might take the saints four years to vacate winter
quarters he flatly told brigham young that congress in 1830 had
made it strictly illegal for white persons to settle on indian territory
I1 I1 west of the states of arkansaw and missouri & missouri river 42

exasperated by the situation superintendent harvey wrote to his
superior officer william medill commissioner of indian affairs
saying

I1 am at a loss in forming an opinion in relation to the future of this
deluded people they say their intention is to cross the mountains

if so I1 cannot see any satisfactory reason for them making on the
missouri such substantial improvements it may be that their object is

to establish a chain of improvements to the mountains commencing on
the missouri as resting points for their people in their emigration to the
pacific or it may be that they hope to establish themselves on the
missouri in the omaha and purncah country 43

ibid391bid

thomas H harvey to alpheus cutler 5 november 1846 office of indian affairs st louis
alpheus4alpheuszalpheus cutler to thomas H harvey 6 november 1846 office of indian affairs st louisloulslou

42 thomas H harvey to william medill 3 december 1846 office of indian affairs st louis
ibid431bid
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meanwhile on 15 november the mormon leaders feeling the
indian agents were putting undue pressure on them to evacuate
winter quarters registered their complaints against the agents with
their trusted gentile friend thomas kane asking why superintendent
harvey continued to harass them for being on the lands of the
indians without authority of the government didnt the
superintendent realize that the plight of the mormonscormons was complicated
by the governments drafting five hundred men they queried further
venting their feelings they complained that the indian agents were
discriminating against them by refusing government annuities to
those one or two half breeds or french who have married and been
adopted into the potawatomi nation and believed in mormonism in
addition the agents refused to pay james case for his services as

government farmer for the pawnee discharging him from government
service only because he was a mormon 44

on 5 december before these complaints reached colonel kane
the mormonscormons received some encouragement from him stating he
hoped they had not allowed themselves to be discouraged by my
long continued silence he assured the saints that justice would
prevail there will be less difficulty with regard to the omaha lease
than my father had with regard to that of the pottawatomies which
stands to me as a precedent 45 on the last day of december the
mormon leaders received word from orson spencer that colonel kane
had recently said the government had granted permission for the
saints to remain on the omaha lands however kane had said
the government had not authorized the mormonscormons to have a subagency
for the indians finally on 18 february 1847 thinking the government
had authorized their petition the saints sent levi stewart to see
superintendent harvey at st louis to get the government permit
for us to remain on the omaha lands 46

the mormonscormons were mistaken however government officials
refused permission for the saints to stay in indian territory feeling it
a duty to protect indian rights and fearing permission for the saints to
stay at winter quarters would result in the mormonscormonsMormons establishing many
similar settlements at strategic locations on the plains william medill
commissioner of indian affairs denied the mormonscormons application for

willard41wiflard richards to thomas kane 16 november 1846 manuscript history of brigham young also
see complaints registered on 6 november 1846

45 45thomasthomas L kane to willard richards 26 october 1846 the letter isis inserted inin the manuscript history
of brigham young under the date of 5 december 1846

orson41orson spencer to brigham young 26 november 1846 the letter isis inserted inin the manuscript history of
bribanghambnghamghamaham young under the date of 31 december 1846
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a permit to remain at winter quarters he felt not even the president
of the united states could legally authorize the mormonscormons to stay in
indian country because the 1830 indian trade and intercourse law
prohibited any white person from making settlements on land
belonging to any indian tribe moreover this law required the
president to employ military force to remove such persons who
violated the law seeking to show no discrimination in applying the law
to all emigrants passing through the territory commissioner medill
asked are they cormonsmormonsMormons more deserving the protection of the
government and entitled to privileges which are not granted to the
mass of bold & hardy pioneers who have already crossed the plains
west of the missouri because they are banded together in one
common community gives no rights he said on the contrary
their associations so distinct and separate require the exercise of
caution and prudence 47

undaunted by medillsmedilesMedills stand the mormonscormonsMormons through their
friend thomas L kane continued asking the government to give
them permission to live in omaha territory while they migrated to the
great basin seeking to influence important government officials
colonel kane wrote several letters saying the mormonscormons were a
destitute and persecuted people who planned to migrate to the
bear river valley or some portion of the utah country and as a
result they needed shelter for thousands of people while crossing the
plains humanity demanded at least that much concern 48 moreover
while the saints had been in indian territory they had had a good
influence on the indians he said by protecting the omaha from
their fierce sioux enemies by providing material assistance for them
and by avoiding the introduction of liquor among them 49 after a
few months of pleading colonel kane realized there was no hope of
gaining permission for the mormonscormons to stay west of the missouri river
so he pled with officials to at least let the saints know through reliable
channels if the president had decided to use force to evict the aged
men the women and children while the natural protectors are
still serving at a distance under the flag to which government itself

47william47william medill to william L marcy secretary of war 24 april 1847 office of indian affairs
st louis

411seesee thomas L kane to william L marcy 20 april 1847 office of indian affairs st louis in this
letter colonel kane after rehearsing the difficulties of the mormonscormonsMormons made two requests first he asked for a
permit for the saints to remainremain on indian land west of the missouri second he asked secretary marcy to
commissioncommission some mormonscormons as agents or susubabagentsgentsgenis this would enable the saints to legally conduct relations
with the indians while moving west see also thomas L kane to william medill 21 march 1847 and
especially kane to medill 24 april 1847

kane19kane to medill 21 march 1847
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invited them 50 finally after months of failure the mormonscormons
decided in december 1847 that they would abandon their settle-
ment at winter quarters 51 however even though it was illegal
the mormonscormons remained at winter quarters until the summer of
1848

during the time the saints lived among the omaha their relations
with these indians were not very cordial and this conflict tested the
ability of the saints to live up to their ideals from their viewpoint
the most serious infraction of civil life came from the indians stealing
their cattle sheep pigs and horses soon after crossing the missouri
the saints turned their livestock into the river bottoms with little
supervision and the omaha began taking two or three cattle per
day disturbed by these losses the mormonscormons held a council among
themselves and decided the saints should not feed the indians nor
let them into their tents for they would steal with one hand while
you give them a loaf of bread in the other but if the saints caught
the indians skinning their oxen they should not shoot them 52

considering the indians to be somewhat like the gadiantonGadianton robbers
spoken of in the book of mormon brigham young advised the saints

to geather and form a square so that we could keep them out our midst
and then if they came and went either to killing cattcattlecattieae1e or stealing our
clothing blankets or anything else for us to whip them and not sell
our dogs for the indians were buying them to get them out of
camp so that they could more easily pilfer from us 53

subsequently the mormonscormons confronted the omaha chief big elk
on the subject of stealing hearing that his people had taken at least
fifty oxen and many sheep big elk said he thought the saints were
soldiers enough to defend themselves and their property and
furthermore he considered the destruction of his game timber and
land of more value than the cattle taken As he continued big elk
reported

his young men could not help stealing when our cattle were all about
and they would steal if they were admitted into camp his young
men did not like white people and they did not like him he told them
we would do them good and they call him a liar his young men

thomasithomaslL kane to dear sir probably marcy 21 june 1847 office of indian affairs st louis in this
letter colonel kane said he had already made the same request of medillmedili

thomasyhomas L kane to william L marcy 22 january 1848 office of indian affairs st louis kane
reports that the mormonscormons have decided to abandon winter quarters

52 52manuscriptmanuscript history of brigham young 21 24 october 1846 for another account of the same troubles
see stout diary ofofhoseahosea stout 1 204 7

53 Stoutscoutsrout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 12051 205
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felt bad when we crossed the river when we cut their timber we left
them like the trunk of a tree without leaves or limbs 54

under these trying circumstances brigham young maintained
his famous indian policy which held that it was cheaper to feed the
indians than fight them for on this occasion he promised big elk
some tobacco powder and lead if the mormonscormons could range their
cattle on the bottoms without molestationsmolestations replying to this offer
big elk said he knew the white people were quick tempered
his people were slow he should counsel them till he went into his
grave he came to settle the difficulty but he would not ask
for powder and lead if he had means to buyitbucitbuy it 55 in a few days
brigham young sent big elk a barrel of powder and one hundred
pounds of lead wished him a prosperous buffalo hunt volunteered
to get his guns repaired and asked him to counsel his men not to
kill any more of my cattle 56 big elk accepted the gifts visited the
mormon leader gave him two horses and said he could not control
his bad young men although they had been chastised for their
conduct 57

obviously mormon settlement among the omaha created many
sharp cultural contrasts for big elk whose ideas were radically different
from those of the mormonscormonsMormons unlike the mormon concept of god as a
personal being the omaha believed in a mysterious life power called
wakonda that purportedly permeated all visible and invisible
portions of the universe for the omaha as well as for many people
in the orient this life power was not synonymous with nature an
objective god nor the great spirit which the mormonscormons mentioned
when they talked with the omaha instead the omaha believed that
nature simply reflected the activities of the invisible wakonda that
punished those who were not truthful not faithful not responsible
nor kept their vows by striking them with disaster furthermore the
whole universe was thought to be divided into two forces male and
female in this regard the sky sun father day certain heavenly
bodies and other things were all considered masculine while the
earth mother night moon and other celestial bodies were all seen
as feminine accordingly the omaha thought it was necessary for
some form of union to occur between the masculine and feminine in
order for harmony to be maintained throughout the entire cosmos if

54 manuscript history of brigham young 24 october 1846

ibid55ibid

ibid51ibid 6 november 1846
51ibid51ibid 15 november 1846
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man interrupted this order the natural food supply would not continue
for wakonwakondada would mete out some punishment 58

so that every person would understand his niche in this universal
scheme many elaborate rituals and ceremonies were performed to instruct
the people shortly after a birth a certain priest would come to the
tent of the newborn child raise his hands to the sky and intone a
prayer that acknowledged a common life power introduce the child
into the whole universe including the wind rain mist and the
earth s varied landformslandforms and to all animal life and implore the
mysterious life power to make the childs path safe during his passage
over the four hills of life 59 when an omaha child reached the age
when he could walk on his own the priests placed moccasins with a
hole in the sole upon his feet so if a messenger came from the spirit
world and asked the child to go with him the child could say 1 I cannot
go my moccasins are worn out during this ceremony called turning
the child the priest also gave the child a name designated his place in
the tribe and assured him a long journey through life 60 furthermore
when a boy reached a certain age he was consecrated to thunder the
god of war through an elaborate ritual that involved cutting the hair
in a prescribed style performing sacred ceremonies and singing
certain songs 61

but the most sacred ceremony of all was the one introducing
the omaha youth to wakonda according to the omaha it was
necessary that the mind of the child which symbolically represented
the feminine portion of the cosmos called the dark of night be
united with the masculine portion known as the clear light of day
when a young person reached puberty he was no longer in the dark
like a child but he was a conscious individual who had known sorrow
could remember things in the past and could observe discriminately
consequently this age was the proper time for him to enter a personal
relationship with wakonda

As a result early in the spring each youth who had reached
puberty and had not yet married silently slipped away from the
village secluded himself from all other people for four days and

aliceallceaiice C fletcher and francis la flesche the omaha tnbetiibepiibe uncoinUnlincolncolncoin university of nebraska press

1972 25972 597 601 the two volumes published as a bison book edition were originally published as the
twenty seventh annual report of the bureau of american ethnology to the secretary of the smithsonianSmithsoman
institution 1905 1906 washington DCD C government printing office 1911 alice fletcher spent
twentyfivetwenty five years collaborating with francis la flesche the son of a principal chief of the omaha indians
during this period fletcher interviewed many omaha examining their artifacts and recording their beliefs
and customs

ibid 11151 115llyliy 16

ibid 11171 117 22
61 ibid 11221 122 28
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nights fasted prayed and sang a prescribed song during the time
he followed this ritual he thought about having a happy life good
health successful hunts victorious wars and being protected from
the weapons of his enemies if during this ordeal he fell into a trance
or sleep and saw a vision or had a dream then the object that he
visualized became his special medium for receiving supernatural aid
from wakonda after four days of fasting and prayer the youth
returned to his fathers lodge said nothing about his experiences
and recuperated for four days he then went to a trustworthy oldmanoldoid man
smoked a pipe and told him about his vision following his report
the youth again left camp found the object he had seen in vision
killed it and preserved a portion of it as a symbol of his vision from
this timerimedime forward he was forbidden to eat the object since it was now
sacred 62

not only were the ideas of the omaha indians different from
those of the mormonscormons but also the omaha lifestylelife style was a marked
contrast to the saints agricultural life pattern the omaha like
the pawnee and ponca established villages in good locations built
permanent earthen lodges planted crops and hunted buffalo deer
and elk during the summer and winter months 63 when the mormonscormons
arrived on the scene the omaha probably felt the saints might take
advantage of their absence during the hunts and plunder their
villages so they left some people to protect their property this
actionaction meant fewer hunters and considerable competition between
those omaha who were left behind and the mormonscormons for the game
grass and other natural resources to compensate individual
omaha indians simply took the stray mormon livestock

during the winter and spring of 1847 the competition between
the mormonscormons and the indians became very keen As a result the
omaha indians since they usually prohibited unauthorized war parties
from looting or fighting their enemies empowered small war parties
to secure booty from the mormonscormonsMormons according to custom those who
wanted to form a party to take spoils from an enemy invited the
keeper of the sacred pack of war to four feasts during the fourth
feast the keeper of the sacred pack instructed the leader of the party
in the rituals that he must perform indicated the relative size of the
party explained how to organize and conduct the raid and gave him
certain charms concealed in small bags which were to be carried
by a member of the war party at this point the leader solicited

ibid 1128 33

ibid63ibid especially 11 68 161 312
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volunteers organized them and directed the party according to
instructions 64 during the raids the omaha conducted against the
mormonscormonsMormons some members of the war party hid in grass and the
timber slipped among the cattle herds stampeded the livestock
then others appeared on horses and rounded up all the stray cattle
these raids were so successful that the mormonscormons became alarmed at
the incredible amount of cattle killed by them the past winter &

spring 65

property loss had become so great by the time the first company
of mormon pioneers began their historic march across the plains that
the saints who remained in winter quarters decided they had to stop
the indians if it had to be by harsher means 66 three steps were
taken to protect their cattle

first they sent a committee to discuss the matter with the
indians in their initial discussion big elk said the indians were
justified in taking the cattle since the saints were cutting the timber
using the grass and driving the game away but he would try to stop
his young men from taking the cattle big elk said if the mormonscormons
would give him two hundred dollars worth of corn unable to make
such a commitment the committee said they had to talk the matter
over with their mormon chief alpheus cutler when he returned
from st louis 67

simultaneously the mormonscormons took their second step by revising
their method of protecting their cattle mormon leaders told their
bishops to group the cattle of the ecclesiastical units called wards
appoint a captain and arm all able bodied men with guns &cac to
defend the cattle in addition hosea stout chief of police was
ordered to mount ten men on horses arm them with horsewhipshorsewhips
I1 I1 and reconoitrereconnoitre the country and see if there were any omahasomahan lying
in hiding places and if so to give them a severe flogging the
saints also advised the indians they were going to prevent them from
entering winter quarters by placing additional guards to meet
them in case they attempted to force our cattle away 68

finally mormon leaders took a third step they held a general
meeting of the saints to tell them that all the trouble there had been
with the indians had been caused by the stupidity of the people in
not observing the council & instructions of the twelve & their

64 ibid64ibid 2404 9
65stout65stout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 1250
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heedlessness about their cattle in exposing them to the omahasomahan
following the severe reprimand the saints voted unanimously to
99 obey council to finish the stockyard before any more saints moved
west to herd the cattle more closely and secure them against the
omaha and to pay a company ofoftenten tough rangers who had
already been appointed to guard the outskirts of the herds to prevent
omaha depredations 69

these stronger measures paid some dividends for in two weeks
young elk and some of his men made their way to winter quarters
to return six stolen horses and when they reached the mormon picket
lines the guards stopped them chagrined by this treatment young elk
protested saying he had a right to go where he wished but the
guards told him they could not violate their orders after some
debate the guards agreed to permit young elk and a few of his men
to enter winter quarters to parley with the mormonscormonsMormons

soon after young elk reached the city a regular council was called
with lot smith hosea stout and some guards on one side and the
omaha on the other opening the conversation young elk said
he was ready to hear anything the mormonscormons had to say in anger
lot smith blurted out that the indians had not lived up to their
agreements and unless they were ready to keep their word there
would be no use talking controlling his emotions young elk coolly
remarked he had been sent by his father big elk to bring in
our horses & enter into a better understanding of peace but in
attempting to carry out this mission he and his men had been stopedscoped
on the praire like wild beasts & not even admitted a hearing & how it
wounded his feelings to have to be guarded into town & leave his
braves under guard to offer peace to us & deliver up stolen property &

give their pledge that no more should be stolen at the same time
young elk said he had to contend with his own people to give up the
stolen horses and now he was being treated like a prisoner if the

big red headed chief brigham had been here young elk
sharply said he would have taken them & spoken friendly to
them oh how he wished the big red head chief would come

home & stay here & then we would have peace since brigham young
was not here young elk would accept presents from the mormonscormons to
cement peace 70

deeply moved by young elk s sincere words the mormon
delegation said they could not give him an answer until their mormon

ibid 1254
ibid 1257
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chief alpheus cutler returned from missouri with supplies although
not well pleased with this reply young elk left and in a few days
alpheus cutler met with the indians and gave them some presents 71

despite the hopes for peace generated by the parleys with the
omaha serious trouble continued between the mormonscormons and the
indians within a few days after young elks peace talks the indians
killed francis weatherby near the mormon gristmill at the horn As
a result the mormonscormons contacted the indian agents and demanded the
guilty indians be brought to justice thinking the agent had asked
the mormonscormons to provide fifty men to search for weatherby s assailants
the saints raised the troops and started for bellevue to meet the
agent but complications arose regarding the jurisdiction of the agents
and so the case was dropped 72 this incident only foreshadowedshadowedforeshadowerfore
many other occasions in which the indians took mormon livestock
and threatened the lives of the saints while the mormonscormons remained in
winter quarters 73 injuneinjurein june 1848 for example as the heber C kimball
company was beginning its migration westward several omaha
indians attacked and wounded thomas E ricks and howard egan
while they were trying to stop the indians from raiding their cattle
and horses 74

obviously mormon settlement on omaha lands depleted much
game and timber which the indians needed to sustain their traditional
lifestylelife style the omaha felt completely justified in taking mormon
livestock to compensate for the losses they sustained while the mormonscormons
were on their soil the mormonscormons felt otherwise to them the indians
taking livestock was pure and simple theft the saints felt they were
giving the omaha other compensations for one thing the saints
felt the protection they gave the omaha from their traditional
enemies was more than ample pay for the saints using their land

no doubt the mormonscormons did provide a measure of protection to
the omaha from their tribal enemies on several occasions the
omaha sought the protection of the saints in the conflict with their
enemies for example about 3 AM on 9 december 1846 a band of
omaha camped near winter quarters was attacked by a party of
iowa after the raid the omaha fled to brigham young s house in

ibid 1258 59
721ibidbid 1262 65 see also letter of alfred B lambson dated june 1847 and located in LDS church

archives the letter details the incident explaining how they stopped in the path of the oxen and the men
tried to get the guns from the indians in the process francis weatherby was shot

hosea73hosea stout reported of at least fifteen incidents of indians taking livestock between october 1847 and
june 1848

74stout74stout diary ofhosea stout 1315
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describing this incident hosea stout said that when he got to
brighamsBrighams house it was croudedclouded full of omahasomahan who had fled for
shelter filling in the details stout said

one squaw had been shot through the arm which was shattered to
atoms & an old indian picking out the little bones with his fingers
old big head a chief was shot in the head arm & had his thumb shot
off he was badly wounded some were missing and supposed to be
dead I1 in company with a party of police and some others went
with some of the indians to their lodges to see if any thing more was
done and to hunt for the missing

their lodges were in a gore of blood but could not find any one
however after a long while one of the old indians raised a howling yell
& was answered not far off where we found the one we supposed to be
dead he was at charles pattens he was very badly wounded a ball
passing in near the left eye the ball was started out of its socket
we then went back and after seeing that all was put to rights came
home & yet it was not day while at their lodges we could hear the
lowas howling on the other side of the river

about the middle of the fornoonforenoonfornoon I1 went up again to see how
matters were going on I1 found the wounded indians located in a sod
house where they had been put up by order of president young
the rest of the indians moved their lodges by president youngs house
as they were afraid to stay any longer where they were least they should
be attacked agan 75

the mormonscormons frequently reminded the indian agents government
officials and the indians of the protection they were giving the
omaha 76 the indian agents also felt the saints provided a measure
of protection for the omaha indians for they suggested the government
build a fort at winter quarters to give the omaha the protection they
were getting from the saints when the mormonscormons evacuated winter
quarters and moved west 77

in addition to giving protection the saints felt they made a
signal contribution to improving the lifestylelife style of the omaha certainly
the saints believed the land they cleared the crops they harvested for

75ibidibid 12161 216 17 see also manuscript history of brigham young 9 december 1845 for other
examples of protections see the manuscript history on 9 and 13 december 1846 7 january 1847 10 and 15 1847

and stout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 1 189 on this occasionoccasion big elk said he wanted brigham young to protect
his people and take pity on them big elk also asked the mormonscormons to store the indians corn to keep other
tribes from getting itit however the mormonscormons made itit clear they did not want to get so involved that
they were forced intointo an intertribal war see also stout diary ofofhoseahosea stout 1233123512531 233253255 inin which he tells

how he was told to post extra guards to watch indians other than the omaha when they came to winter
quarters

76seesee previously cited letters thomas L kane wrote to public officials particularly kane to medill
21 march 1847

john miller to william L marcy secretary of war inin care of thomas H harvey superintendent of
indian affairs at st louis 20 january 1847 office of indian affairs st louis
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the indians the livestock they gave them the skills they taught
them and above all the houses other buildings gristmillsgristmills and other
improvements which they would leave the indians when they abandoned
winter quarters were more than sufficient compensation to the
indians for the privilege of staying on omahasoilomaha soil 78

but apparently the indians did not feel these services compensated
for the timber game and other natural resources used by the mormonscormonsMormons
the log houses school buildings and other structures arranged in city
blocks which the mormonscormons had built in winter quarters were of little
value to the omaha since they arranged their tribe to conform to their
fundamental religious ideas since the omaha believed wakonda
had arranged the entire universe into male and female forces they
divided their tribe into two grand divisions one the sky people or the
masculine and the other the earth people or the feminine 79 this
philosophy influenced omaha marriages tribal organization and
even the arrangement of their villages each village hunting camp
and lodge was circular in form and was arranged according to the
omaha concept of the cosmos each tribal unit or gens had a designated
location within the village the five tribal units or gentes which
composed the sky people formed the northern half of the village
camp or ceremonial lodge and the five gentes which were designated
the earth people were situated on the southern half even within the
family lodge or dwelling each person had his or her special place based
on the belief about the masculine and feminine forces within the
universeuniverse 80

thus the mormon arrangement of winter quarters into city
blocks did not fit the omahasomahan ideas for an ideal village if the mormonscormons
had understood clearly the religious ideas of the omaha and how
these ideas motivated the indians to think and behave as they did
their relationships with the indians would have been more cordial
at the same time the omaha did not understand the mormonscormonsMormons
religious ideas and lifestylelife style

the local indians felt no remorse when the saints evacuated
winter quarters during the summer of 1848 for along with the
trouble they had received for taking mormon beef they no doubt
remembered the episode that involved the desecration of graves
although brigham young had strongly advised the saints to leave indian

7manuscriptmanuscript history of brigham young 15 20 28 and 31 august 1846 see alsojensonalso jenson encyclopedic
history 957

79fietcherFlFletchereicheretcher and la flesche omaha tribe 111341154134154 98
ibid 1134 41
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graves alone sometime in 1847 arza adams and henry W miller
reportedly took a wagonload of buffalo robes leggins and other articles

from an omaha burial ground and planned to sell them this act
created great resentment the omaha considered it to be a sacralagious
insult to their dead friends trying to settle this affair respectably
mormon leaders demanded these men restore the things taken to
the place whence they took them & make satisfaction to the omahasomahan
as soon as possible 81

mormon memories of their relations with the indians at winter
quarters for the most part were not pleasant ones added to the list
of the loss of property and life already mentioned the saints also had
some trouble with the liquor traffic among the indians repeatedly
indian agents pointed their finger at the mormonscormons for this illicit
trade 82 sufficient amounts of whiskey were sold to the indians at
winter quarters that it caused trouble among the indians frequently
joseph and george herring two indian converts became drunken

I1 I1 specticals on one occasion joseph herring who had been drunk
all day was cared for by hosea stout speaking of this incident
stout records at bed time he was dead drunk & I1 had to lay him
down to bed as a dead man 83 repulsed by this drunken episode
and others brigham young said if anyone sold whiskey to the indians

they ought to be handed over to the indian agent to be delt with
according to the laws of the united states 84

finally the saints were plagued by the question of whether the
otoe or the omaha owned the land where winter quarters stood
in this regard the mormonscormonsMormons just days before abandoning their
improvements were approached by the otoe and agent miller who
demanded the saints pay them instead of the omaha for using the
land at winter quarters 85

nevertheless not all mormon memories of the indians during
their stay among the natives in the indian territory were unpleasant
ones sometimes the saints were on friendly terms with the indians
and preached their religion to them and occasionally the indian

81 stout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 123312351 233253255 see also manuscript history of brigham young 1 2 february 1847

thomasomas L kane to william L marcy 20 december 1846 office of indian affairs st louis
kane reacting to the charges the agents were making about the saints denied that the mormonscormons would sell

whiskey to the indians see also kane to medill 1 21 march 1847 and john miller to thomas H harvey
10 september 1847 agentjohnagentAgen johntJohn miller reported the mormonscormons had bought from the omaha inin the last 12

months some 30 horses for whiskey not getting more for a poney than from 2 to 4 gallons & that well
watered

stout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 12291 229 308 for some unexplained reason the herring brothers became
very disappointed with the twelve the twelve later excommunicated them from the church

84 manuscript84manuscript history of brigham young 17 january 1847
85stout diary ofofhoseahosea stout 11311311
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agent hired mormonscormons to serve the government 86 for example a
mr wicks hired some mormon women whose husbands were in the
mormon battalion to move to indian mills where they held school
for the indian children teaching them to sew spin read write
cipher and spell 81787117 however these teachers had a hard time keeping
the children in school or even teaching the girls to knit and sew
apparently mormon children were more successful in reaching the
indian children than were their parents mosiah lyman hancock
who was a youngster at the time reported in his autobiography that
some of the children taught the potawatomi and delaware children to
read indeed hancock recorded that he had a friend named
optekseck who learned to read the book of mormon 88

had the government permitted the saints to remain on indian
land no doubt the mormonscormons would have tried to lessen the sharp
cultural conflicts which they had experienced with the indians
obviously the cultural gap that existed between the indians who
followed a deeply religious life blended with a hunting lifestylelife style and
the mormonscormons who lived a different religious life pattern based on
cultivated agriculture was so sharp that peaceful relations would have
been impossible without considerable tolerance understanding and
adjustment in behavior on both sides

816116 hyde116hyde pawnee indians 166 68 224 26 for example hyde reports that when the presbyterian
missionariesmissionaries were brought back to winter quarters by millers company they brought with them several
pawnee children when they arrived brigham young provided warm clothing food and other necessitiesnecessities
for the children until some were returned to the tribe with the others taken by a group from oberlin

117 mosiahmoslah hancockjournalhancock journal 95 LDS church archives
the life story of mosiah lyman hancock 22 LDS church archives



finalizing plans for the trek west
deliberations at winter quarters

1846 1847

richard E bennett

those focusing only on nauvoo difficulties and deliberations for
the mormon exodus to zion have overlooked the intense planning
sessions at winter quarters on the west side of the missouri river
during the winter of 1846 47 nauvoo was left in haste long before
the final details of the westward march had solidified due to the
weather disorganization lack of preparation and recurring arguments
over leadership the mormon vanguard took more than four months
to cross iowa only to be again delayed by the call for the mormon
battalion with the inevitable decision to winter at the missouri in
the council bluffs region church leaders found the time to catch
their collective breath and more thoroughly prepare for the mountain
trek this article details the plans arguments and decisions of that
winter of 1846 47 at stake was far more than mere route plans
rather basic questions of leadership and authority were being tested

introduction

while building their cabin city at winter quarters skirmishing
with indians sparring with agents eking out a living and coping
with sickness and disease church authorities analyzed and reanalyzed
their plans in question was the spring departure of a pioneer company
of yet unknown size and makeup along some still to be finalized
overland trail to some obscure resting place at the foot of the mountains
and eventually to zion in some undetermined valley over the
rockies the planning councils in which these issues were discussed
were essentially extensions of earlier nauvoo deliberations for the
leaders had always intended to reestablish the church in the west

richard E bennett is head of the department of archives and special collections at the Univuniversityersty of
manitoba winnipeg manitoba canada A book by the author on the mormon trek west tentatively titled

and should we die cormonsmormons at the missouri is forthcoming from the university of oklahoma press
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but their stay at the missouri provided time and opportunity to
restock their supplies rethink their plans confer with gentile traders
trappers and missionaries who knew the west firsthand obtain the
best most reliable maps and formulate a deliberate foolproof plan
of action yet despite these advantages until the eve of their exodus
they did not agree on many details of their impending march and
eventual destination and if brigham young knew precisely where
he was going when he and the advance party left in april 1847 it was
the best kept secret in camp

besides the trapper peter sarpy who told what he knew of the prairie
and mountain west brigham young and his colleagues in the quorum
of the twelve conferred at length with father jean pierre de smet
who visited the thesettlementssettlements on 19 november 1846 1 they asked me
a thousand questions about the regions I1 had explored de smet
later reported and the spot which I1 have just described to you the
great basin pleased them greatly from the account I1 gave them of
it 2 and they would talk to others

the pioneers destination remained the same as a year before
some secluded valley in either the great basin or bear river country
in all the official correspondence coming out of winter quarters
between august 1846 and april 1847 references to an ultimate
destination were consistent but guarded in august 1846 brigham
told colonel thomas L kane they were intending to settle in the
great basin or bear river valley 3 john D lee who participated in
the confidential conversation with colonel kane at cutler s park
elaborated on brighamsBrighams comments

peter sarpy had been an employee of the american fur company for many years and knew the missouri
river aas well as any man of his times he owned property on both sides of the missouri river and operated
flourishing trading posts at bellevue and at council point across the river on the iowa side just south of
present day council bluffs he proved sympathetic to the mormonscormonsMormons providing assistance in the building of
ferries offering fur contracts and giving advice about the west

2hiramshiramiram martin chittenden and alfred talbot richardson life letters and travels oglatheroflatherof fatherlather pierrejeanpierre jeandeaneunean
de smet S JJ 180118731801 1873 4 vols new york francis P harper 1905 156 lewis clarkchristianclark christian in a

recent dissertation on the factors contributing to the choice of the salt lake valley as the eventual destination
of the mormon pioneers questions de smets influence and the accuracy of his knowledge of the great basin
area see lewis oarkdarkclark christian A study of the mormon westward migration between february 1846 and
july 1847 with emphasis on and evaluation of the factors that led to the mormon choice of salt lake valley as

the site oftheirof their initial colony phd diss brigham young university 1976 see also lewis clarkdarkoark christian
mormon foreknowledge of the west brigham young university studies 21 fall 1981 403 16.16iglg

de smet later served as chaplain in the infamous johnstons army sent to destroy the mormonscormons in 1858
at that time de smet described the mormonscormons as that terrible sect of modernmodem fanatics flying from
civilization who never ceased to defy the government chittenden and richardson life letters and
travels ofdeoade smet 2717 18

journal history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 7 august 1846 the journal history
is a multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume compendium of facts extracts journal entries letters clippings and historical insertions of
all kinds documenting chronologically the history of the church it is freely available in the search room of
the history division archives historical department of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city utah hereafter cited as LDS church archives
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with reference to our setlernentssetlementssettlements in the californiasCalifornias we do not intend
gowing and settling the majority of our people on the coast or near
the bay of francisco but intend settling the grater part of our people
in the great basin between the mountains near the bear river valley 4

in correspondence to president james K polk the great salt lake
or bear river valley was plainly specified 5 in september brigham
again spoke of bear river the great basin or some other favorable
valley 6 A willard richards letter to colonel kane in mid february
1847 proves winter discussions did not affect the ultimate destination
we have not changed our views relative to a location wrote the

camp historian it must be somewhere in the great basin we have
no doubt 7

but if their target remained consistent the complex plans for
getting there evolved through at least three subtly distinguishable
stages of development such matters as the time of departure the
number of men the route the need for another farm or way station
the regulation of authority camp organization and other related
concerns were in constant debate how not where was the divisive
issue

SEPTEMBER NOVEMBER preliminary PLAN

the first plan was to send across the mountains to the great
basin or bear river valley a substantial number of able bodied men

journal ofjohnof john D lee 7 august 1846 LDS church archives there isis some indication that their
destination was private information not known by most inin camp and revealed to thomas L kane only after
he had won the confidence and trust of mormon leaders brigham had his reasons for confidentiality
mormon battalion enlisteesenlistees might not look favorably at a one thousand mile march inland from their military
destination on the pacific coast he wished to keep the federal government guessing and inin case the valley
did not turn out as expected changes could be made without others questioning his inspiration

eliza maria partridge lyman expressed the popular sentimentsentiment while watching the departing pioneer
wagons inin early april they are going west to look for a location for the latter day saints and have no idea
where that isis but trust that the lord will lead them to the place journal ofofelizaofelitaelizaeilza maria partridge lyman
8 april 1847 LDSLIDS church archives

journal history 9 august 1846
6 see brigham young to the nauvoo trustees 11 september 1846 and brigham young to joseph A strattanstranan

12 september 1846 brigham young papers LDS church archives lewis C christian contends that the
bear river valley mentioned referred to the one inin present wyoming rather than itsits counterpart inm present
northern utah see christian study of the mormon westward migration 223 and 238 however most
of the trappers spoke highly of the cache valley area of utah and brigham might have had that area inin
mind

7 journal history 15 february 1847 the only modification of their destination plans was the abandonment
of any further seriousserious consideration of locating a portion of the british saints at vancouver island while as

late as august 1846 lip serviceservice had been given to the idea of british converts reaching the great basin
by the vancouver water route rather than by the more costly overland crossing itit was probably never more
than a poorly conceived economiceconomic alternative routing the saints through vancouver was no longer an alternative
after the sisigningning of the oregon treatreatyty inin june 1846 considering the need for consolidating their resources
once inin their mountain retreat maintaining close communicationcommunication and unity and protecting themselves I1

find itit hard to believe the reference to the scheme was anything but a smoke screen to gain any possible
british and american concessionsconcessions
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who would plant extensive crops and erect substantial improvements
and facilities after a year or two they would return to bring back to
the great basin area as many of the missouri river encampmentsencamp ments as

possible central to the operation were the completion of the winter
quarters mill far enough in advance to provide abundant seed a very
early departure and a universal understanding and willingness among
the families to surrender their sons and husbands and to remain a
year or two longer at the missouri

specifically the proposed company was variously described as a
portion of our effective men 8 a few hundred men9mengmena and all
the able bodied brethren who possibly can 10 the company was to
consist of carpenters millwrights fence builders and experienced
farmers who after reaching their new home would lay out a city
select a temple lot sow extensive acreage build permanent living
quarters erect mills and in every possible way prepare something
tangible for our families and the saints when they follow after I1 I1

apparently most of the party if not all would winter there in short
the leaders envisioned a large work party of several hundred men who
would accomplish far more than merely locate the site

also critical to the plan was reaching the destination in sufficient
time to plant abundant summer crops and build extensively before
winter the leaders predicted reaching their chosen valley in a
minimum of six weeks certainly no later than I1ijunebjunejune 12 to make
it by that date they would have to leave at the earliest moment 13

1 asay4saysay one month before grass grows 14 or as finally defined by the
first of march 15 without families andadd excessive paraphernalia
the proposed company could leave early and travel quickly a lesson
iowa taught them by hard experience following the route of the
pathfinder james C fremont they would travel up the north platte
to fort laramie along the springwater and through the south pass

meanwhile their families would remain at the bluffs or up and
down the river and back in iowa 16 for one or two years 17if17 if forced

brigham young to joseph A strattanstranan 12 september 1846 brigham young papers
9journaljournal history 28 september 1846
iobrighamBrighamIo young to the nauvoo trustees 27 september 1846 brigham young papers
journal history 15 november 1846

minutes of the winter quarters high council 8 september 1846 LDSIDS church archives
bnghambangham young to the nauvoo trustees 11 september 1846 brigham young papers
ibid 27 september 1846

ibid 14 november 1846 and journal history 15 november 1846

letter of brigham young to the nauvoo trustees 27 september 1846 brigham young papers
scesee hosea stout on the mormon frontier the diary ofhosea stout 1844 1866 ed juanita brooks

2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 9 september 1846 11921 192 and journal history
15 november 1846
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to vacate winter quarters and then come en masse in the spring of
1848 18 bringing large numbers of families before reaping sustaining
harvests would be potentially disastrous realizing the perennial
objections of the faithful to being left behind brigham argued that
I1 I1 a year s comfortable situation in any civilized community for women
and children is far preferable to a year or twos risque of starvation in
the wilderness 19 once the new settlement was secured crops sowedbowed
and adequate shelter provided then they will come to us or we can
come and bring them 20

finally to lessen family fears and bolster confidence brigham
related at a meeting of the general council or council of fifty in
mid november a dream which he had recently had concerning the
rocky mountains and promised that we should go in safety over
the mountains notwithstanding all the opposition and obstacles
government officials and others might interpose 21

COUNCIL OF FISFIFTYS DECEMBER PLAN

but the council of fifty had other ideas dreams or no dreams
in a series of meetings in november and december the council of
fifty reconvening officially for the first time since nauvoo days met
to discuss the organization of the camp of israel and our contemplated
journey 22 the most important meetings were held in december
assistant presiding bishop george miller and james emmett returned
from the ponca settlement on the day of christmas eve having made
the trip two or three times previously the council of fifty assembled
the following day christmas at willard richards s octagonal cabin
starting at 4 PM their deliberations lasted until ten that night
continued from 10 AM with a break for lunch until 9 PM the next

18journal history 15 november 1846

brigham young to the nauvoo trustees 11 september 1846 brigham young papers

brigham2013righam young to joseph herring 13 september 1846 brigham young papers
21journal history 8 and 12 november 1846
22journal history 29 december 1846 shortly before his death joseph smith organized the council

of fifty as a political advisory body two of itsits assignments were to assist inin the election of joseph as

president of the united states and to advise on a future location for the church some authors have
argued that the council of fifty had far sweeping powers to govern the church but this does not seem
to be the case apostle george A smith at one timetime referred to it as a debating society A report orson
hyde george A smith and ezra T benson to brigham young 5 april 1849 brigham young papers
though some of his colleagues particularly those who disagreed with brigham young saw the council as a
body of power almost equal to that of the quorum of the twelve for two sharply contrasting points ofviewview
see klaus hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the council of fifty inin mormon

histohistoryy lansing michigan state university press 1967 and D michael quinn the council of fifty and
its members 1844 to 1945 bighambnghamb7igham young university studies 20 winter 1980 163 97
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day and concluded at 6 PM sunday 27 december 23 it is significant
that brigham young and willard richards were quite ill at the time
and attended only intermittently george miller later indicated that
his ideas were not wholly overlooked in their deliberations 24 the
plan that resulted superseded the preliminary plan of just a few weeks
earlier

central to this approach was the establishment of a large farm or
way station like mt pisgah or garden grove in an isolated setting in
yellowstone country north of fort laramie planting spring crops at
the foot of instead of across the mountains was safer than risking all
on an over the mountain dash fewer men would be required since
few large facilities were envisioned and only planting would be required
at this temporary site while more men could come on after spring if
successful at the yellowstone a small band might later go over the
mountains find the right valley and at least make a tiny foothold
and plant some fall crops if the plan were successful on both counts
the bulk of the church could be brought out in the spring of 1848 as

originally decided more cautious than the first this second plan was
a scheduling change a guarantee for essential wilderness crops in
the summer and fall of 1847 but the end result would be the same
prompting this revision were the advice trappers were offering the
three hundred pounds of flour per man required the failure of the
mill to begin operating in time to supply the pioneers with sufficient
seed grain and a feeling that a way station farther west would be a
healthier place to spend another summer than winter quarters

the plan apparently stemmed from bishop george miller
bishop miller and james emmett from their conversations with local
indians and explorations up the running water river were convinced
that the spring expedition should travel west up the running water
rather than the more southerly route along the north platte writing
as early as october bishop miller had argued that his route was the
nearest and best rout to the pass in the mountains and that it was a

see journal of willard richards 24 27 december 1846 and journal history 27 december 1846

LDS church archives george miller a convert to mormonism inin early nauvoo days was a very capable and
devoted follower ofofjosephjoseph smith the prophet eventually appointed him assistant presiding bishop of the
church bishop miller took a leading role inin council of fifty proceedings and was Brigbnghamsbrighamsbighamshams mainmalnmainmalnmlin pathfinder
while crossing iowa the ponca settlement derived from george millers decision to abandon his original

assignment to establish a winter camp among the pawnee indians near the loup fork of the north platte
river for variousvarious reasons not the least of which were the advice ofjamesofjames emmett to follow the invitationinvitation of
the ponca indians and millers desire to establish a community upon different economiceconomic principles than those
brigham young was implementing at winter quarters bishop miller and his company of almost four hundred
souls moved north to the ponca indian villages on the running water river near itsits confluence with the
missouri river about two hundred miles north of winter quarters

24 northern24northern islander 20 september 1855
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level road all the way to fort larame 25 he sent emmett and butler
to explore the river and upon their return in december they reported
it as a good route joseph holbrook called it one of the best I1

ever saw for spring traveling 2621

then in late november justin grosclaude and a mr cardinal
strongly endorsed millers proposed route they spoke favorably of at
least a summer way station in the yellowstone country near the forks
of tongue river just five or six days above fort laramie in present
southeastern montana south of miles city 27 the two men according
to horace K whitney had settled in the area of the salt lakes for
sixteen years they narrated and gave an account of the climate
etc which was quite interesting indeed 28 grosclaude a trader for
the american fur company and cardinal an expert hunter and
trapper claimed a knowledge of most of the indian languages and
all the best trails to and over the rockies they offered to pilot
the camp over the mountains the following spring for 400 A
noncommittal but interested brigham young listened carefully to
their recommendations of establishing a summer farming station in
the tongue river area he himself had introduced the subject of a
way station in the foothills some weeks previously As one of the
clerks recorded mr G gave an interesting account of the sources
of the yellowstone and sketched with pencil a map of the country
west of the missouri and north ofofpuncahpuncahduncah above the yellow stone 29

because of his conversations with the two men brigham gave more
serious consideration to millers running water tongue river plan
the thought occurred to us he said in a letter to bishop miller

that perhaps brothers emmett and butler might like to explore that
country yellowstone this winter to see if there was a chance for a good
location or any other speculation in that vicinity to become familiar with
routes we have written the thought but have no particular council
on the subject 30

although brigham was never overly enthusiastic about the
yellowstone proposal before long grosclaudesGrosclaudes suggestions had
become the pioneers concrete plans

25 stout25stout diary ofhosea stout 25 october 1846 12071 207
21 manuscript history of brigham young 17 december 1846 IDSLDSils church archives and joseph holbrook

to brigham young 7 december 1846 brigham young papers
brigham27brigharn young to george miller and council 25 november 1846 brigham young papers

2828journaljournal of horace K whitney 24 november 1846 LDSIDSins church archives
29journal29journal history 24 november 1846 the valley of the tongue and powder riversrivers was a favorite wintering

ground for trappers because of the abundance of game and pasture located there hiram martin chittenden
the american fur trade odtheoftheof taethe far west 12 vols stanford academic reprints 1954 27662 766

brigham3obrigham young to george miller and council 25 november 1846 brigham young papers
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by mid december after the november round of council of fifty
meetings thomas bullock and other assistant clerks dispatched letters
describing the route to our next intended location on the head
waters of the yellow stone river 31 at a sunday public meeting in
winter quarters two days after christmas and immediately after the
december meetings of the council of fifty orson pratt described the
way station plan explaining the intention to

send out a pioneer company to get to the head waters of the running water
by the time grass comes or before and be ready to go over the black hills
of present day eastern wyoming & put in a crop of corn somewhere on

this side of the mountains near the head of the yellow stone he was
followed by woodruff & benson approving of his views on the subject 32

mary richards who also attended the meeting noted that it was
similarly contemplated that if time and energy permitted they
would send out from the proposed yellowstone winter quarters a
company across the mountains to put in a crop of wheat in the
fall 33

brigham writing to parley P pratt orson hyde andjohnandyjohnand john taylor
who were then about to depart from england and return home to the
camps indicated that after conferring with george miller and others
at christmastimechristmastideChristmastime the council of fifty had decided to send ahead
two or three hundred men as early as circumstances would possibly
permit to the yellowstone river perhaps at the fork of tongue
river to prepare a large summer crop for some thousand or two of
the saints who should follow after them as soon as grazing would
permit 34 all who did not go to the yellowstone in either of the
first two parties would remain at this place and raise crops preparatory
for emigration the following spring 35

BRIGHAM YOUNG AND THE QUORUM OF THE TWELVES PLAN

despite his tentative agreement with the yellowstone plan and the
words of support given by various members of the twelve brigham never
warmed up to it after receiving more information and considering
all the geographical and administrative matters concerned he tendered
a revision of the original plan this time with the weight of divine

journal of thomas bullock 12 december 1846 LDS church archives bullock contcontinueduedaed the
buffalo grass is fine & plenty on the head waters of the yellow stone a stream strikes above the two forks of
tongue river the winter sets in there about ist nov & lasts till last of march

32 stout32stout diary ofhosea stout 27 december 1846 1221
33journal of mary H P richards 27 december 1846 LDS church archives
34journal history 7 january 1847
35 35brighambrigham young to hannah stailey 8 january 1847 brigham young papers
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approval behind it involved were far more than routes rivers and
way stations rather the matter had become an issue of leadership
and authority

brigham developed several objections first of all he did not
like the direction the yellowstone plan would take them he saw in
it a repeat of millers ponca settlement a way station off the main
line and north by hundreds of miles from where they were intending
to go why risk living among other potentially hostile sioux and
mandan indian tribes for another winter why risk unnecessarily
an uncertain crop in an unknown area away from trading posts and
settlements in short why delay at all better to take the risks
of getting over the mountains than to mire in the swamps of the
yellowstone

second brigham didnt like what he was hearing about the
yellowstone he gradually concluded that grosclaude and cardinal
were influencing george miller and the others the same way the
ponca indians had done earlier possibly for their own advantage
joseph holbrook after returning from his explorations west with
james emmett told brigham that while the running water was a
fairly direct route the feed along the way was entirely eat out by
large buffalo herds more seriously the sioux indians expressed an
unwillingness for us to pass through their country and make a large
road as it would serve to drive off their buffalo and other game
the ponca confided holbrook expressed the same opinions as the
sioux 36 if the warlike sioux were concerned about a tiny exploration
party how would they react to large caravans besides the sioux
were already a serious enough hazard to the settlements at the missouri
to aggravate them further would be risking the lives of both the
overlandersoverlanderroverlanders and the weakly defended settlers back at winter quarters

what logan fontenelle described was equally unsettling if
not more so fontenelle was the interpreter to the omaha indians
and a frequent visitor at winter quarters A halfbreedhalf breed son of the
mountain man lucien B fontenelle he possessed extensive knowledge
of the far west logan fontenelle disagreed with grosclaude and
thought the yellowstone plan unwise the soil about tongue river
is red and yellow clay and you cannot raise crops on it he advised
willard richards thomas bullock and henry G sherwood in
mid december from the ponca to the oregon trail is a broken
country between the divides are swamps the creeks that run into

36joseph holbrook to brigham young 7 december 1846 brigham young papers
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the running water are not miry but it is a rough country up
the running water you will see trouble and may break your wagons
I1 would not undertake to go up that river instead fontenelle
strongly recommended they pursue their original pplanpianianlan to follow the
north platteplanepianepiatte which he described as a level prairie and good sound
road to the mountains he also spoke encouragingly about the

best soil south of the salt lake 37

another drawback to the yellowstone plan was the increased
hardship it would place on members of the mormon battalion brigham
was keenly aware that after their discharge in the summer of 1847
many of the soldiers would be returning from the pacific coast to
their families 38 he therefore wanted a large number of battalion
families in the proposed summer train of one thousand or two thousand
so that as few soldiers as possible would have to travel all the way back
to the missouri 39 they had already marched enough at his insistence
the yellowstone scheme would add several hundred more miles to
the soldiers march enough criticism had already been raised over
the battalion matter why make it worse

third and of most importance in addition to disliking the direction
of travel and to receiving negative input about the yellowstone plan
brigham disliked the source from which the plan came george miller
and his tagalongpagalongtagalong james emmett represented an excessively independent
spirit that had manifested itself before the exodus from nauvoo all
across iowa at the missouri and most recently at the ponca settlement
their goals and perspectives were repeatedly at variance with brighamsBrighams
and the twelves george miller and others of the council of fifty
such as lyman wight brigham believed were following the shadow
of the deceased joseph smith not the living quorum of the twelve
and were not really convinced that settling the church in the great basin
was of any merit during the winter bishop miller had disobeyed
counsel by dealing with missouri traders without clearance and had
steadfastly refused to pool his fundsfuna with orson whitney s to buy at
cheaper wholesale prices

at a raucous meeting in daniel cahoonscahootsCahoons cabin at winter quarters
on 29 october george miller railed against brighamsBrighams policies

see journal of thomas bullock 12 december 1846 and journal history 12 december 1846

fontenelle also suggested that before departing they build a leather boat or revenue cutter to aid in
fording swollen streams and rivers

3aaa A detachment of the battalion incapacitated by illness and weakened conditions along with most of
the women and children had been sent north to pueblo colorado this contingent would also want to
rejoin their families at the earliest moment

39journal39journal history 25 and 29 29januaryjanuary 1847
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shackles and ambitions in the presence ofofwillardwillardonwillard richards after
their meeting had adjourned

brigham appeared at the door and took up the subject he had been
without and heard all that was said he handled the case very ruff he
said that miller and emmett had a delusive spirit and any one that
would follow them would go to hell etc that they would sacrifice this
people to aggrandize themselves or to get power and that he would
not clean up after him any longer he said that they would yet
apostatize 40

brigham wanted to dispel once and for all any doubt that the
quorum of the twelve was in command several of the pioneers in
and out of camp such as peter haws george miller lyman wight
and lucianLucialucianjluciananJJ woodward were clinging to the belief that the council
of fifty was directing the migrations west and held supreme authority
at least over temporal and political matters miller haws emmett
and wight all felt they were equal trailblazerstrailblazers with brigham as fellow
members of the council and would not willingly submit to his direction
particularly regarding nonchurchnon church affairs

to take matters completely out of the hands of the council of
fifty or any other similar group and to scotch the already approved
yellowstone plan would require a forceful declaration on 11 january
brigham told of another dream he had received the night before of
joseph smith and his mother lucy mack smith reporting that he and
joseph conversed freely about the best manner of organizing companies
for emigration 41 three days later on thursday 14 january brigham
presented his canonized revelation to the church recorded today
in the doctrine and covenants and received then as the word and
will of the lord concerning the camp of israel in their journeyings to
the west dacDd&cac&c 136156136115611 the document was a brilliant and well timed
statement not because of what it said regarding the organization
of companies since they had already had companies of hundreds
fifties and tens all across iowa but for what it declared concerning
the source of final authority above all it was a lecture on apostolic
supremacy

given first to the twelve on 14 january to the high council on
16 january to the general priesthood quorum on sunday 17 january
and finally to the general membership on 19 january the word
and will of the lord said many things but perhaps none more
important than this that the journey westward its organization its

stout diary ofofhoseahosedhosea stout 29 october 1846 1208
4 manuscript history of brigham young 11 january 1847
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conduct all must be under the direction of the twelve apostles
dacDd&c&C 1313631563156563

for the first time since joseph smith the faithful proclaimed
god had given direction he had not left his people alone in the
wilderness and he would not abandon them and he had stated
unequivocally who was in charge 42 though the revelation said
nothing about the saints final destination nor the feasibility of
a way station indeed leaving these matters entirely open it did
establish ultimate authority the twelve were in control not the
council of fifty not the high council nor any other group and
the issue was not missed by those who participated in the meetings
and procedures to ratify the revelation

Brigbrighamhainharn endeavored to show that the apostles werefollowingwere following the
will ofjoseph smith while others were pretenders the church has
been led by revelation just as much since the death ofofjosephjoseph smith as

before said brigham on 17 january joseph received his apostleship
from peter and his brethren and the present apostles received their
apostleship from joseph the first apostle and oliver cowdery the
second apostle 43

hosea stout aware of the tensions over conflicting claims to
authority recorded his impressions of the revelation

this will put to silence the wild bickering and suggestions of those who
are ever in the way and opposing the proper council they will now
have to come to this standard or come out in open rebelion to the will
of the lord which will plainly manifest them to the people and then
they can have no influence 44

the content of the revelation was delivered in person to the ponca

settlement in early february by ezra taft benson erastus snow and
orrin porter rockwell they relieved bishop miller of his command

almost everyone at winter quarters accepted the revelation without reservation the municipal high
councils response was typical

reynolds cahoon moved that the communication be received as the word and will of
god seconded by isaac morley alanson eldredge approved of the same it was plain to his

understanding reynolds cahoon said it was the voice of righteousness winslow farr
said it reminded him of the first reading of the book of mormon he was perfectly satisfied
and knew it was from the lord cornelius P lott was perfectly satisfied geo W harris
was so well satisfied that he wanted all to say amen at once thomas grover felt that it was

the voice of the spirit
the vote passed unanimously hosea stout said if there is anything in mormonism

thatthai is the voice of the lord to the people so is the word and will of the lord

later in the day the presiding council of seventies simisimlsimilarlylaxly voted unanimously in support of it journal
history 14 and 16 january 1847

13ibidibid 17 january 1847
44stout44stout diary ofhoseaof hoteahosea stout 14 january 1847 1227 29
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told him he was wanted back at headquarters and put the camp
under apostle bensonbensons s jurisdiction 45

shortly after reading brighamsBrighams document even though it did
not necessarily forbid the yellowstone scheme george miller came
out in public opposition to the plan to the authority of the twelve
and to brigham personally 1 I was greatly disgusted at the bad
composition and folly of this revelation george miller later recorded
t so disgusted that I1 was from this time determined to go with them
no longer I1 must confess that I1 was broken down in spirit on
account of the usurpation of those arrogant apostles and their oppresiveoppressiveoppresive
measures 46

in a letter to brigham on 17 march george miller stated his
longheldlong held but unexpressed objections to settling in the great basin
where he declared I1 we would find it hard to sustain ourselves in
food and raiment and would most likely bring on the thoroughfare
where all the slime and filth malcontents from missouri iowa
illinois indiana etc would pass near by us to the newly acquired
territory of california and oregon better to find a location in
some lonely valley in oregon probably the genesis of the yellowstone
plan or better sstilltill in the far southwest on the camansheeCamanshee
comanche lands on the eastern side of the cordillerascordilleranCordi lleras mountains

so far south that we could grow cotton and even sugar cane such
a colony one very close to lyman wights in southern texas he
argued could stand as a buffer state between warring mexico and the
united states As a go between the saints could effect a treaty by
which we could get seacoastsea coast on the gulph of mexico where we
could land emigrants from the states of england france germany
norway etc in our own ports he concluded with this parting
poignant testimony

although I1 am in poverty and rags I1 am not unwilling to undertake to
do any thing that this people persist in doing to build up this kingdom
I1 have been as a beast of burthen ever since I1 came into the church and
have never swerved in my actions or feelings to do with my might all
things to push forward the cause ofofzionzion and am and ever have been
willing to spend and be spent for the cause I1 do not say this by way of
boasting but because of the frankness of my heart 47

his loss was keenly felt by many in camp even though they had
disagreed with him joseph fielding brother in law ofofhyrumhyrum smith

4545journaljournal history 25 29 and 30 january 1847
11hH W mills de tal palo tal astilla historicalhistoricalsocietysociety ofsouthernof Southern california annualannualpublicationspublications

101019171917 111 12
47 george47george miller to brigham young 17 march 1847 brigham young papers
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and a fellow member of the council of the fifty said he was dear
to me in the office he held he was indeed a fine man and I1 hope to
see him again in our midst 48

however both george miller and james emmett left the church
shortly thereafter miller went south to texas in july 1847 and lived
with lyman wight for a short time until he decided wight was an
intoxicated no good 49 in october 1847 he traveled north to voreevbreeabree
wisconsin and later to beaver island michigan and took up with
the followers of james J strang thrilled at having another former
authority of brighamsBrighams church join with him strang gave miller
prestige and such high sounding titles as prince privy councellor
and general chief in the kingdom of god though very little real
authority 50 after strangsstrandsStrangs death in 1856 george miller left beaver
island and died soon afterwards in marengo illinois

the third plan then the quorum of the twelve plan was more
than a mere restatement on camp organization or direction it
pronounced in unambiguous terms once and for all the supremacy of
the quorum of the twelve over not only spiritual but also temporal
and political matters it cost the church the allegiance of some of
its finest pioneers and frontiersmen who in the end probably ran
aground as much over personality differences as purely ecclesiastical
or doctrinal issues

with the matter of authority finally settled the saints could now
focus on the specifics of preparing for their departure A confident
brigham young four days after announcing his revelation stated

he had no more doubts nor fears of going to the mountains and felt
as much security as if he possessed the treasures of the east 51 but at
this point he had more confidence than answers who would go in
the advance party was the yellowstone still a viable option how
soon could they realistically start the trek given the need to reorganize all

the camps when would all the rest join the advance company many
of these questions would not be answered until the eve of their journey

determining the makeup of the pioneer companies was a two step
affair and must be seen as part of a larger effort to organize all of the

48journal ofofjosephjoseph fielding spring 1847 book 5 p 126 LDS church archives
49 mills49mills palo 143

unbound minuteminute book of strengitestrangiteStrangite conferences held between july and october 1850 J J strang
papers library archives reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints the auditorium
independence missouri hereafter cited as RLDSRIDS library archives As late as 1854 miller was urging wight
to abandon texas and join strang the more I1 reflect on the subject the more I1 am convinced that itit would
be to the best you could do under all the sircurnstancescircumstancessircumstancessircum stances both inin a spiritual and temtemporalperal point of viewview
george miller to lyman wight 19 january 1854 RLDSRIDS library archives wight refused

51journal history 18 january 1847
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mormon encampmentsencampments at the missouri according to the revelation
all the saints had to be accommodated within a traveling organization
whether or not they could leave in the spring or fall brigham wanted
to put the camps on a standby basis alert to the need of leaving as soon
as possible he would overlay the existing ecclesiastical structure with a
traveling organization in order to constantly remind his followers that
their stay was only temporary

according to the revelation three other companies besides brighamsBrighams
and heber C kimballsKimballs were to be organized and from these the
best prepared most able bodied men would be selected to form the
advance company each of the five companies would take an equal
portion of widows orphans and battalion families 52 brigham and
heber would divide the winter quarters population basically along
family lines wilford woodruff and orson pratt were to take the
remnants of winter quarters before incorporating everyone at
mt pisgah and garden grove 53 george A smith and amasa lyman
were ordered to organize the east bank settlements it took these
apostles five to six weeks to tour all the settlements read the new
revelation choose captains of hundreds fifties and tens and complete
their preparations 54 ezra taft benson meanwhile reorganized the
ponca settlement

heber C kimball excited at the response and anxious to get
away gave a valuable progress report on the reorganization and
mobilizing efforts

the union that now existsexist s in the camp of isreal which are now on
the west side of the missouri river surpasses any since the church
was organized from the quorum of the twelve down through every
organization of the church we have now already organized
somewhere between twelve and fifteen hundred men and the brethren
on the east side of the river are flocking to the standards daily there
are many of those on the east side of the river that are in a scattered
state and have become rather cold and lifeless as it were like unto a
firebrand that is separated from the fire 55

evidence indicates that there was initially some confusion over
the inclusion of families in the early departing companies 56 the

ibid51ibid 18 and 25 january 1847
see journal of wilford woodruff 15 and 18 february 1847 and journal of erastus snow early

february 1847 both in LIDSLDSilis church archives
54journal54journal history 12 and 15 february 1847
55seesee heber C kimball to john M bernhisel 17 february 1847 and journal of heber C kimball

23 february 1847 LIDSLDS church archives
56thethe twelve apostles to titus billings 25 march 1847 brigham young papers and journal history

25 march 1847
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earliest would leave in march followed by a second caravan once grass
had grown this later company would consist of many of the battalion
families other companies would come on in intervals until I1 july
the rest would vacate the missouri the following spring

but the matter of who would go was inextricably part of another
dilemmadilemmaiemma where to go and how to get there by the end ofofjanuaryjanuary
brigham had reverted to taking the platte route and advised his
ponca followers to convey that information to grosclaude and cardinal

say to them we have none but the best of feelings towards all good
men themselves particularly so far as we are acquainted 57

the way station plan meanwhile was tossed back and forth before
a final decision was made on the eve of departure by mid february
the leaders were leaning heavily toward risking a nonstop over
the mountain thrust to the great basin with this one precaution

should our bread stuff fail for lack of means to procure we will then
be obliged to stop a part of the camp at the foot of the mountains and
plant late crops 58 in other words they would reverse the order and
priority of the council of fifty plan put in a spring crop in the basin
first and then if required plant fall crops at the foot of the mountains

arguing against the way station plan isaac morley said it would
dilute their efforts if there is a company here a company at the
mountains and a company across the mountains it is weakening our
hands the building oolof another city is full of trouble and expense
willard richards at the same meeting and of the same mind as
isaac morley argued that if we go 35 or 600 miles to put in a crop this
spring we are too late we have to be particular in picking our location
so as to irrigate the farm you can plant two acres here to one
there 59 he concluded

will it not be better to leave the families here this season where they
have houses to shelter them from the storms and other necessaries
prepared and let the pioneers go over the mountains and prepare the
place then return and bring the families over next season in perfect
safety to the place of gathering without having to make and leave
another stopping place for the devil 60

As benjamin clapp put it we may as well stick the stake this year
as three or four years hence 61

57journal history 29 january 1847 he went on to say he would be pleased to have them accompany
us although they never did

5 ibid 15 february 1847
59 59minutesminutes of a meeting of the twelve and others 6 march 1847 brigham young papers
john D lee journals ofjohn D lee ed charles kelly salt lake city western printing company

1938 6 march 1847 109 11

minutes of the twelve and many of the high council 6 march 1847 brigham young papers
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though initially they had expected to leave by early march a
target date they surrendered with reluctance brigham conceded early
in 1847 that it was very uncertain whether the pioneers will leave
here before april 62 the difficulty lay in the matter of provisions
and seed grain in whether the pioneers could gather necessary
commodities in time the failure of the winter quarters mill which
never operated all winter aggravated matters obviously large
numbers of people could not be provided with either adequate flour
or enough seed for large midway farms

but while the mills failure was a serious impediment another
equally complicating factor was the same problem of the year before
constant nagging from faithful families not to be left behind among
the indians in such a sickly place 63 some complained the advance
party was taking most of the available foodstuffs with them leaving
the rest with a paucity of provisions until the first spring crops 64

others feared further outbreaks of disease and death while not a few
were uncomfortable at relinquishing so many more possible defenders
at a time of escalated indian thievery

brigham responded in his characteristic fashion by suggesting
solutions while condemning wanton aimless criticism to the concern
over provisions and the widespread feeling that a way station would at
least provide food and refuge from sickness leaders gave several
answers willard richards argued that the purer wholesome air of the
mountain regions would prove fatal on an already unhealthy people
unless accommodated gradually if we go in the sick state we now
are in to the mountains we should drop like the wind if I1 dont
want to kill my family I1 wont take them too sudden to this purer
atmosphere 65 ezra taft benson agreed saying 1 I do not think this
winter quarters is an unhealthy location at least I1 would not be

afraid to leave my family here 66 with the coming of spring and
vegetables surely health would improve as the saints rested from
further travel and planted abundant crops

brigham young to joseph A strattan 22 january 1847 brigham young papers
63ieejournalslee journals ofjohnof lohnjohn D lee 6 march 1847 108 10 one oftheodtheof the problems causing the delay inin crossing

iowa was the cry of the faithful to remainremain with the twelve regardless of how slow itit would make them all
brigham young could escape his enemiesenemies with far greater ease than he could his followers

patty64patty sessions referred to the scarcity of provisions at winter quarters and how hard itit was even to get
a little cornmealcorn meal manuscript history of winter quarters 15 april 1847 LIDSIDSins church archives camp
leaders were aware of the problem to minimizeminimize demands on camp supplies brigham recommended only
100 pounds of provisions betakenbetokenbe taken per pioneer As he had done back inin iowa joseph young objected to the
foolhardiness of the scheme and strongly suggested more ample supplies the final company took with them
closer to 300 pounds of provisions per person manuscript history of brigham young 3 march 1847

65 65minutesminutes of a meeting of the twelve and others 6 march 1847 brigham young papers

deelee journals ofjohnof john D lee is6 march 1847 109 11
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to counter fears of indian loitering and theft the twelve promised
that the police force would be maintained and a large picket fence
would be built along the exposed southern flank of the city every
precaution would be taken to keep the city as safe as possible though
some of the cannons would have to go west with the later company

and as to the anxiousness of mormon battalion wives and families
to rejoin their loved ones brigham promised that every effort would
be made to include them in the ensuing summer companies 67

the twelve also argued that those left behind would have more
than sufficient provisions brigham urged that every family in the
city plant a garden of their own and that large public fields or
farmlands be administered south of the city with land apportioned
not by price but by a personal pledge of improvement large separate
family farms were also envisioned for members of the young kimball
and richards adopted families 68

despite all these assurances some still complained believing
that many were self serving apostle amasa lyman was perfectly
well satisfied that the feelings of the people are at war with their
interest 69 heber C kimball agreed saying 1 I have been chained
up once and the twelve are chained up again 70 and brigham in
terms reminiscent of those he used the summer before put it most
bluntly in a 21 march address

you poor stinking curses for you are cursed and the hand of the lord
shall be upon you and you shall go down to hell for murmuring and
bickering this people means to tie my hands continually as they did
last year so that we cant go to the place of our destination they are
already coming to me saying cant you take me along dont leave me
here if you do I1 am afraid I1 shall die this is such a sickly place well I1

say to them die who cares if you have not faith to live here you will
die over the mountains 71

this time brigham would not be hindered
monday 22 march had for some time been targeted as the

departure date but the last minute elimination of the yellowstone

117minutes117minutes of a meeting of the twelve and others 6 march 1847 brigham young papers
ibid68ibid at the timetime many of the leaders of the church were practicing the law of adoption as

understood by brigham young a practice by which families were sealed to priesthood leaders through
adoption to insureinsure eternal priesthood blessings for more on the topic see the authors forthcoming book on
the mormon trek west see also gordon irving the law of adoption one phase of the development of
the mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900 BYU studies 14 spring 1974 291 314 the law of
adoption was implemented inin winter quarters on a large scale but with mixed results it was later abandoned

egg119 minutes119minutes of a meeting of the officers of both divisions 22 march 1847 brigham young papers
7 minutes of a meeting of the twelve the high council and others 22 march 1847 brigham young

papers
deelee journals ofjohn D lee 21 march 1847 129
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plan delays because of unfinished work in organizing the camp
according to the word and will of the lord difficulties in
gathering provisions and the time required to confront objections all
forced a postponement 72 part of the change involved a major reduction
in the size of the pioneer company from well over three hundred to
less than half that number A smaller company could move more
quickly while leaving more crop growers and defenders back at
winter quarters another target date 1 april also came and went
finally on saturday morning 35 april the first of heber C kimballsKimballs
company began rolling out of winter quarters others followed on
monday and on 8 april horace K whitney and many general
authorities set out for the main rendezvous point at the elkhorn ferry
about fifteen miles west 73

but the sudden arrival of parley P pratt from his mission to england
forced another weeks delay brigham young heber C kimball
ezra taft benson orson pratt porter rockwell george A smith
wilford woodruff and willard richards all returned on horseback to
winter quarters on 12 april while the rest of the advance company
were sent ahead to the platte river to cross it before heavy rains
intervened 74

parley P pratt met in council with his fellow apostles the evening
of the twelfth and reported on his mission to england the demise
of reuben hedlockshemlocksHedlocks joint stockismstockishStock ism the perils of his journey and
strangismsStrangi sms progress in england he also indicated thatjohnthattha johntJohn taylor
hourly expected was bearing the treasures of england with him
469 sovereigns of gold representing tithes from the british saints
and almost five hundred dollars worth of astronomical and other
instruments useful to the pioneers on their journey 75

the next day john taylor did arrive by boat up the missouri with
the money and two sextantssextants two barometers two artificial horizons
one circle of reflection several thermometers and a telescope 76

orson pratt the most scientific minded of anyone in camp would
put such instruments to excellent use during the ensuing trek the
twelve continued their deliberations and many commendations and

72journal72journal of horace K whitney 22 and 23 march 1847
73journal73journal history 8 april 1847
74journal74journal of horace K whitney 8 and 12 april 1847 see also journal history 12 april 1847 and

journal of wilford woodruff 12 131 april 1847
7575journaljournal ofoferastuserastus snow 7 and 8 april 1847 one wonders if brigham young had not purposely been

delaying the departure until parley P pratt and john taylors return he must have known the funds and
instrumentsinstruments were on their way

71journal71journal history 13 april 1847 besides these instruments they had recently obtained several maps of
texas oregon and Cafcaliforniafornia including fremontsfremonteFremonts mitchells and a most recent map from general atchison
ibid 18 february 27 march and 4 april 1847
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criticisms were expressed of the missionaries work in england at the
same time brigham young urged john taylor and parley P pratt to
make every effort possible to join the advance party but the two were
more anxious to catch their breath and spend time with their families
their refusal did not square well with brigham and later became a
source of irritation and complaint within the quorum 77

it was decided that brigham should have disposal of the british
moneys meanwhile elders pratt and taylor were given responsibility
for organizing along the patterns set forth by the word and will
of the lord the first emigration company and later smaller companies
until 1 july these later emigration companies were to bring five
hundred pounds of breadstuff per person enough to last eighteen
months in case the pioneer companies failed to reach their destination
in time to put in fall crops there must be no repetition of the ill
fated donner party in all cases instructed brigham the brethren
must run their own risk for food and not depend on the pioneers
or any company in advance for support 78 after their departure
orson hyde expected back later in the spring after visiting branches
of the church in the eastern states would as he had done in nauvoo
the preceding spring be in charge of the rearguardnearguardrearguard mormon settlements

on 14 july all but john taylor and parley P pratt returned to
the elkhorn rejoining the pioneer company near the platte river the
following day after the final organization and preparation of the
company of 143 men and boys three women and two children the
amalgamation of leaders from all five companies at 2 PM on
friday 16 april following months of planning turmoil and twisted
expectations brigham young and the mormon pioneers headed west
into history 79

brigham77brigharn said months later 1I told bro parley ifyouisyouif you go with us you will never be sorry for itit but ifyouisyouif you
dont you will always be sorry for itit I1 tell you they will lose more ground than they ever gained brigham
wanted all the twelve present not only to travel west with the advance party but also to discuss the creaticreationcreatlonon of
a first presidency he may have worried also about leaving john taylor and parley P pratt to manage affairs
at winter quarters and to organize the emigration companies that would follow minutes of miscellaneous
trustees meetings 17 november 1847 brigham young papers see also stout dihdiadikdiaryy of hosea stout
26 november 1847 12891 289

78 78brighambrigham young and the council of the twelve to the brethren at wmwinterter quarters journal history
16 april 1847

7979journaljournal history 16 april 1847 see journal of horace K whitney 16 april 1847 and journal of
erastus snow 16 april 1847 the aboveabovementionedmentioned journals disagree on the total number constituting the
camp the whitney journal says only two women joined them the snow journal says three



mormon trail network in nebraska
1846 1868 A new look

stanley B kimball

for more than twenty years during the mid nineteenth century
between 1846 and 1868 thousands of mormonscormons traversed southern
nebraska going east and west utilizing a network of trails aggregating
well over 1800 miles considerably more than the famous 1300
mile long mormon trail from nauvoo illinois to the valley of the
great salt lake 1

to date interest in and knowledge of these nebraska trails has
focused largely on the pioneer route of 1847 but there were many
other trails and variants A new picture of mormon migration in
nebraska is emerging showing that state to have been much more
widely traveled by mormonscormons than has heretofore been recognized we
are just now beginning to appreciate the dimensions and magnitude of
the mormon use of nebraska trails see foldout map on preceding page

these trails and variants may be grouped into three basic categories
time periods and degrees of importance as follows

1 the mormon pioneer trail of 1847 from winter
quarters to present day wyoming used throughout the
emigration period 1846 68 it is the best known of all
mormon trails in nebraska there are however several
little known variants

variant A at least four alternate routes between
the missouri river and the elkhorn river

stanley kimball a professor of history at southern illinois university at edwardsvilleEdwardsville isis historian of the
mormon pioneer trail foundation
diane clements isis the cartographer of the map on the preceding page

q1 I say utilized rather than developed for there isis scant evidence that the mormonscormons blazed as much as one
linear mile of trail inin nebraska or anywhere else mormonscormons always used available roads and trails the
legend that they established the famous trail north of the platteplanepianepiatte river isis just that in reality the original
oregon trail was north of the platte before itit was moved to the south bank mormonscormonsMor mons like many others did
ofcoursecreatecourse create small variantsvariants here and there inin response to high water bad weather the fear of cholera the
desire to avoid crowds and messy campsites and the scarcity of feed for animals

the concept of western trails as two wagon ruts disappearing intointo the sunset isis strictlystrctly romanticromantic we
should rather think inin terms of corridors yards hundreds of yards even thousands of yards wide
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variant B the lone tree variant between genoa
and grand island and between columbus and grand
island

variant C the grand island bypass

variant D the shinn ferry crossing connecting
the 1847 trail with the oxbow trail

variant E the fort kearney crossing connecting
the 1847 trail with the oregon trail

variant F the roubadeauroubadeauxRoubadeau pass and mitchell
pass variants west of scottsbluffScottsbluff and south of the
platte river

2 the oregon trail along the little blue and platte
rivers via ash hollow to the wyoming line the mormonscormons
used all or part of this trail and its variants from at least
1849 through 1868

variant A the oxbow variant between nebraska
city and fort kearney 1849 64

variant B the wahoo variant of the oxbow
variant C the mormon variant of the oxbow

variant D the bethlehem or plattsmouthPlattsmouth ferry
variant between the missouri river and the oxbow

variant E the nebraska city cutoff variant
between nebraska city and fort kearney 1864 66

variant F the wyoming variant north of
nebraska city

variant G the upper california crossing
variant via courthouse rock 1859 64

3 the lodgepole creek trail between the upper
california crossing of the oregon trail along lodgepole
creek into wyoming the mormonscormons used this trail between
1864 and 1867

while the above list which atomizes the mormon trails system in
nebraska is useful and necessary it is much more practical and simple
to observe that we actually have but two main trails the mormon and
the oregon these trails have many variants much like two ropes
frayed at both ends and stretched along the north and the south
banks of the platte river
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THE TRAILS

mormon pioneer trail of 1847

the famous mormon pioneer trail of 1847 which needs little
description here began at winter quarters present day florence
nebraska just north of omaha and generally followed the north
bank of the platte river for 504 miles according to william clayton
to the current wyoming line

the mormon use of this pioneer route has been well marked by
the state of nebraska the daughters of the american revolution
and the latter day saints in the winter quarters area there are
markers at the west entrance of the south span of the mormon pioneer
memorial bridge which carries 1 680 across the missouri river one at
the approximate site of the old mormon mill at 9200 north 30th
street two in the florence city park several at the mormon pioneer
cemetery at state and 34th streets and one in the mormon visitors
center across the street from the cemetery

other markers referring to the mormonscormons are found at the intersection
of 64th street and old highway 36 just south of the north omaha
airport in barnard park at fremont in the fremont state recreation
area just west of fremont one half mile east ofofamesodamesames in genoa city
park on highway 14 just south of fullerton at the mormon island
state wayside area on 1 80 at the grand island exit west of second
avenue in kearney just north ofoflexingtonlexington on highway 2211 at an 1 80
rest stop about five miles east ofofcozadcozad on the grounds of the lincoln
county museum in north platte immediately north of the platte at
bridgeport at the intersection trisection of highway 26 the
beltlinebertlineBeltline highway and at the burlington railroad tracks east of the
town of scottsbluffScotts bluff as well as one quarter mile west along these tracks

this trail north of the platte river later became famous because
brigham young led the mormon pioneer exiles along it in 1847
however it was used by some mormonscormons in 1846 during july of that
year brigham young dispatched some pre pioneers to the grand
island area by 27 july their leader bishop george miller was at
the pawnee village about 120 miles west of winter quarters on
a well known and well worn trappers trail eventually fourteen
families settled at the pawnee village but by mid september they
had either returned to winter quarters or followed bishop miller
north to winter on the ponca river with some friendly indians 2

2foriforor a more complete discussion of this group of pioneers see lawrence G coates cultural conflict
mormonscormons and indians in nebraska 274274300300500 in this issue
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variants of the 1847 trail
the first set of variants developed when several ferries crossing

the missouri river gave rise to different routes to the elkhorn river
the mormon ferry was near the mouth of mill creek about one half
mile above today s mormon pioneer memorial bridge at florence
this was the major ferry used by the mormonscormonsMormons A second ferry was at
trader s point almost due west of kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville approximately where
1 80 crosses the missouri river today A third crossing was just north
of old bellevue nebraska s oldest city founded in 1822

to the north of winter quarters about twelve miles was the
so called wet weather variant westward from old fort atkinson
which had been built in 1820 to protect the american fur trade it
was built at the site of the original council bluffs subsequently the
name council bluffs drifted downstream and across the river to the
present day city of the same name in iowa this variant followed
very closely the trail which major stephen H long used on his well
known expedition of 1820

the mormonscormons also used a short trail north to the fort atkinson
area where they established summer quarters for haying farming
and grazing purposes like others before and after them they used
the mud bricks of ruined fort atkinson which had been abandoned
in 1827 for their own purposes

along these variants there are only two mormon markers one
marks the semilegendary mormon hollow where some mormonscormons
allegedly wintered in 1846 no hard evidence supports the existence
of a mormon camp there but the tale is persistent mormon hollow
is located in the fontenelle forest natural landmark north of bellevue
the marker which was erected by some boy scouts in 1932 has since
been thoroughly vandalized and nothing is left but the cobblestone
base this base can be reached from camp wakonda off forest drive
or by following the burlington and northern railroad tracks for
four tenths of a mile south of childs road the ruined marker is just
to the west of the tracks the second marker which refers to the
mormonscormons is located in the amelia hill rest area off the south lane of
1 80 in sarpy county

two variants of the pioneer trail of 1847 developed along the
loup river the early mormonscormons fordedcorded this stream near present day
fullerton later in 18571837 a downstream ford was discovered near
genoa which the mormonscormons established as a way station that same
year from this ford the trail angled southwest along the platte
reaching the 1847 trail a few miles east of grand island in 1858 a
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all pictures courtesy ofbruce elmhm
elkhorn river crossing

stone marker at the site of the lone tree
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ferry began operating at the mouth of the loup near today s columbus
since both of these variants passed the famous lone tree they can
be dubbed the lone tree variants

three markers along these lone tree variants refer to the mormonscormonsMormons
the first is in the genoa city park although genoa was first laid out
by the mormonscormons with distinctive ten acre blocks and 132 foot wide streets
following the compass none of that remains today current genoa
consists largely of 1.616iglg acre blocks with streets 80 and 100 feet wide the
mormonscormons were run out of the area in 1859 by an unfriendly indian agent
who wanted the land for the pawneesPawnees another marker also com-
memoratingmemorating the famous lone tree is located in the mormon trail
wayside area on US 30 nine miles east of central city a third is at
the western end of central city trees being scarce in nebraska the
lone tree was a noted landmark however it died in 1863

the only other significant variant on the trail of 1847 appears to
have been west of scottsbluffScottsbluff the grand island bypass shinn ferry
crossing and fort kearney crossing were very minor variants most
mormonscormons remained north of the platte all the way across nebraska
but a few including heber C kimball in 1848 crossed the river near
scottsbluffScottsbluff and picked up the oregon trail which left nebraska via the
roubadeauroubadeauxRoubadeau pass until 1851 and thereafter via the nearby mitchell pass

oregon trail
the oregon trail the eastern terminus ofwhich in the 1840s was

independence missouri entered nebraska near present day steele
city jefferson county and followed the little blue and platte rivers
via ash hollow and chimney rock across the state the mormonscormons
used all or parts of this main street of the old west from 1846

through at least 1867 this trail which lay south of the platte had
two advantages for the mormonscormonsMormons especially for those whose jumping
off places for the west were already south of the platte it was a little
shorter and it avoided the difficult crossings of the elkhorn and loup
rivers several mormonscormons to use this trail were thomas W cropper in
1853 christianjchristianaChristiachristianchristlanjJ larsen in 1854 andjosephand joseph heywood in 1856

other mormonscormons picked up the oregon trail at marysvillemarksvilleMarysville kansas
ten miles south of nebraska via the mormon grove trail out of

atchison and nearby mormon grove kansas 1I have found nine
accounts of this all during 1855 56.3563563565

among these nine accounts are those bybyjJ M coombs truman 0 angell matthew rowan and
henry I1 doremus the first mormonscormons to use any part of the oregon trail were some mississippi saints in
1846 for a detailed study of the mormon grove trail see my discovering mormon trails salt lake city
deseret book co 1979
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although the oregon trail proper is extensively marked in
nebraska I1 have noted only two markers and one museum exhibit
referring to the mormonscormons on this trail the first marker is on US 183
twenty miles west of fort kearney the second is at the southern end
of bridgeport on county road 385 the museum exhibit which tells
the story of westering mormonscormons and features a full scale reproduction
of a handcart is in the oregon trail museum at the scotts bluff
national monument there was at one time a third marker pertaining
to the mormonscormons on this trail it was located at the sioux lookout
monument about eight miles southeast of north platte but this
marker has regrettably been removed to the grounds of the lincoln
county museum in north platte

variants of the oregon trail
there were at least eight variants of the oregon trail proper which

the mormonscormons used the oxbow trail came into existence in 1849 to
connect fort kearney with the missouri river it started at present day
nebraska city and generally followed the platte in a huge bow hence
its name to fort kearney this trail lasted until 1864 when it was
replaced by the shorter and more direct nebraska city cutoff

the oxbow itself had two variants one which I1 designate the
wahoo variant followed the wahoo creek north from the salt creek
ford near present day ashland there was also what came to be
called the mormon variant by what means I1 know not which
separated from the trunk route at the weeping water creek rejoining
near brainard

of the twenty two accounts I1 have read of mormonscormons using the
oxbow and its variants none specify which of the three routes they
followed 4 furthermore all of these accounts indicate that the
mormonscormons did not pick up the oxbow at nebraska city but to the west
by two differing routes from the bethlehem or plattsmouthPlattsmouth ferry

this ferry was very popular with the mormonscormons because it was only
about twentyfivetwenty five miles south of winter quarters and council bluffs
and during high water enabled them to avoid the elkhorn and loup
rivers crossings this ferry was used between 1849 and 1867 especially
during the high water years of 1850 52

along all these variants of the oxbow I1 have located only one
marker referring to the mormonscormons located on US 6 in ashland site
of the famous salt creek ford

among those who took this route werewerejessejesse crosby ephraim green shadrach roundy sophis hardy
and warren foote
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another variant of the oregon trail goes by the name of the
nebraska city cutoff commencing of course at nebraska city one
of the many missouri river points of departure for the far west 5

that mormonscormons used this trail is certainly not well known today
actually the mormonscormons seldom were in nebraska city itself rather
they were seven miles north at an obscure village named wyoming
just forty five miles downriverdownriver from winter quarters while far from
being one of the most important trails west this cutoff is considered
the last of the overland trails to the west it flourished from 1859 to
1866 when it gave way to the union pacific railroad this cutoff as

its name clearly indicates went nearly straight west for 169 miles to
fort kearney and shortened the distance of the roundabout oxbow
trail by about forty miles or twenty three percent two or three days
of travel and then as now time was money

the principal reason for the mormonscormonsMormons switch to this trail seems
to have been the indian troubles that broke out during the civil
war when many regular troops were withdrawn from military posts
on the plains the sioux cheyenne arapahoe and other tribes
seized this opportunity to try to drive the whites off the indians
ancestral lands

the town of wyoming founded in 18518555 as a river port was
favored by the mormonscormons over nearby nebraska city because it provided
more open area for their staging ground and was well removed from
the rough elements of the bigger community although the mormonscormons
built a few structures in wyoming nothing is left of the buildings or
much of anything else today

although most mormon emigrants experienced no trouble at all
with indians along western trails indian depredations along the trails
have been criminally exaggerated by films and fiction they like
many others did have trouble during the civil war especially in
1864 and 1865 in 1864 jesse N smith reported several deserted
and burned ranches orley D bliss saw a dead body at a ranch where
indians had burned eleven wagons killed eleven men and kidnapped
a white woman he also saw some indians burning another ranch in
181865jonas18656 5 jonas myers witnessed an attack on his freight train when indians
tried to steal the cattle one white man was killed in that same year
one of the very few documented cases of a white mormon woman s

being kidnapped by indians took place when F C grundvig s

for a more detailed story of this trail see my discovering mormon trails I1 have found twelve mormon
trail accounts of this route including those of zebulon jacobs thomas briggs joseph W young orley bliss

henry ballard and F C grundvig
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wife jesinedesine was captured in wyoming not nebraska and never
heard from again 6

the nebraska city cutoff has been fairly well marked but only
four of the markers refer to the mormonscormonsMormons the first is located in
nebraska city east of the courthouse at central avenue and fifth
street near restored old fort kearney established 1846 old
fort kearney had a very short life before being moved to present day
I1 new fort kearney the second marker is on highway 2 near the
hospital in syracuse the third and fourth are located at rest stops on
the east and westbound lanes of 1 80 at the york exit

regardless of when and which of all these trails and trail variants
the mormonscormons used between 1846 and 1868 the trails all converged
near the southernmost bend of the platte near fort kearney the
mormon trail and its variants remained along the north bank all
others on the south

since we have already discussed the mormon trail to and beyond
the fort kearney area we will now follow the oregon trail and its
variants west of fort kearney via ofallon bluffs to various platte
crossings 7 until 1859 almost all mormonscormons crossed the south platte
at what came to be known as the lower california crossing and
proceeded via california hill and ash hollow to the south bank of
the north platte A few experimented with other crossing places
notably at the so called lower crossing and headed for ash hollow
reaching that camping sitesite by the cedar grove route rather than by
the very difficult windlass hill approach

after the 1859 gold rush in colorado territory the oregon trail
was extended farther along the south platte river to a cheyenne
crossing in the area ofofjulesburgJulesburg colorado where a new crossing
dubbed the upper california crossing was developed after making
this crossing the gold rushersmshersbushers followed the south platte river to
denver mormonscormons and oregonians however picked up the lodgepole
creek and followed it west to where sidney nebraska is located
today then northward via mud springs and courthouse rock joining
the older route of the oregon trail near present day bridgeport in
the various mormon accounts of traveling along the oregon trail I1

perhaps the first seriousserious indian trouble on nebraska trails was on 19june19 june 1847 when francis weatherby
was killed near the elkhorn river see coates mormonscormonsMormons and indians inin nebraska 296 this issueissue in the
same place a year later some indians wounded several other mormonscormonsMormons both attacks were made by indians
trying to steal mormon cattle at this difficult crossing the best known account of a mormon being killed by
indians was the case of almon babbitt secretary of utah territory who was killed inin september 1856 by
cheyenne indians about fifteen miles west of fort kearney

for a detailed study of the mormon use of this sectionsection of the oregon trail see my another route to
zion rediscovering the overland trail inin the ensign 14 june 1984 34 454 5
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have located only two references both in 1864 to the upper california
crossing the tip was reference to the muddy springs despite the
seemingly little mormon use of this fording area one crossing place
south of the lodgepole creek did acquire the name mormon ford

lodgepole trail
once overland emigrants started following the lodgepole creek to

present day sidney and north to the north platte river it was perhaps
inevitable they would follow it west into present day wyoming

what became the lodgepole route officially began in 18501830 as a
result of the efforts of captain howard stansbury of the US army
topographical engineers guided by jim bridger to find a route far
south of the mormon and oregon trails in order to avoid the heavy
snows along those trails actually parts of this southern route from
julesburglesburgjulesbergJu to fort bridger had been known to trappers as early as 1825
part of the route was often referred to as the cherokee trail from the
fact that in 1849 a party of cherokee followed part of it through
colorado and wyoming to california 813

this southern route became especially popular after 1862 because
of a great increase of indian trouble especially sioux along the
northern route the mormon use of the route appears to have been
restricted to the years 1864 67

TRAILS TODAY

all of these trails can be followed today quite closely in ordinary
passenger cars at no time during my travels in nebraska over the years
have I1 ever needed four wheel drive the accompanying map by
diane clements lays out the trails and modern roads clearly enough
to be followed if supplemented with an ordinary state road map for
the closest approximation of the old trails however travelers should
secure official county maps for those counties they wish to explore in
detail these maps are on a one half inch to the mile scale and can be
obtained from the nebraska department of roads at lincoln

scattered along these trails twenty seven markers one museum
exhibit and one visitors center refer to the mormonscormonsMormons in addition
there are many other trail markers which do not mention the mormonscormonsMormons

east of fort kearney are few topographical features of either
interest or significance other than the several rivers which had to be

ibid
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ferried or fordedcorded fort atkinson and fort kearney are well worth
visits and traveling saints may choose to picnic at any of an assortment
of interesting spots the old winter quarters area the mormon trail
wayside area the mormon island wayside area which commemorates
an 1848 mormon winter camp on an island in that area mormon
founded genoa or other trail sites

the only wagon ruts east of fort kearney which have endured
roads railroads plows and urban sprawl have left few trail ruts in

nebraska are to be found at the rock creek station state historical
park located on an isolated county road north of endicott and east of
fairburyfairburnFairbury these are ruts of the oregon trail proper but many
mormon wagons helped deepen them

on the oregon trail and on variants west of fort kearney the
terrainterrain gets a bit more interesting especially near the previously
mentioned sioux lookout point of interest are the trail ruts at
ofallon bluffs located at a rest center on the eastbound lane of 1 80

two miles east of sutherland
much more dramatic ruts which are more than six feet deep are

found at the california hill area about five miles west of brule town
center and to the north of US 3300 these ruts are on private ground
and permission must be obtained to visit them also watch out for a
mean bull nearly as dramatic are some ruts at ash hollow to
see them one can merely hike to the crest of windlass hill and go
westward several hundred yards in the visitors center at ash hollow
are brief references to the westering mormonscormonsMormons courthouse rock
chimney rock the scotts bluff national monument and the famous
ruts in nearby mitchell pass are also oregon trail sites that should be
visited

on the mormon trail west of fort kearney travelers should note
the 100th meridian at cozad beyond which rain was once considered
too slight for agriculture as well as some excellent and rare mormon
wagon ruts atop the sand hills immediately north of the north
platte river due north of hershey buffalo steaks may be obtained
on ogallalasOgallalas front street indian lookout point located one
and one half miles west of lisco on US 26 is well worth a climb
for the view as are the ancient bluff ruins six miles farther west
these bluffs however are on private ground and permission to visit

them must be obtained from the local rancher some slightly dis-
cerniblececer ruts may be seen just north of US 26 three tenths of a mile
east of the ranch road leading into the ancient bluff ruins area
several miles east of scottsbluffScotts bluff is an informational sign regarding
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rebecca winters s gragraveve 9 the grave itself is one quarter mile west
along the tracks

THE RAILROAD

in conclusion a few words should be said about the mormon
use of the union pacific railroad across nebraska the iron horse
or at least its tracks started west from omaha on 10 july 18651863
unfortunately on the omaha side of the missouri river area there is

nothing except the union pacific museum to commemorate or mark
this event when the missouri changed course in the mid 1870s
ground zero was inundated and is now in the middle of carter lake
opposite pratt street across the river in council bluffs however
the golden spike monument may be seen near the intersection of
9thath avenue and south 21st street

few if any mormonscormons bothered using the railroad until the
summer after it reached north platte 291 miles west on 2 january
1867 A few proceeded by rail totojulesburgjulesburgjulesbergtojuJu lesburg colorado after the line
reached there later that same year on 5 july 10 extensive use of the
union pacific by mormonscormonsMormons however did not take place until after it
had reached as far west as laramie wyoming on 16 may 1868 the
next and last main jumping off point was benton wyoming which
was reached early in august of 1868 during all subsequent migrating
seasons it was possible to go by rail all the way to ogden utah
which the union pacific reached on 9 february 1869 the last
spike of course was driven at promontory utah on 10 may 1869

rebecca wintersswinternsWin terss grave is one of many wayside graves that can be found along the old mormon trail
rebecca winters died in 18518522 at the age of fifty and was buried near scottsbluffScotts bluff nebraska the railroad was
moved slightly from the proposed course in order to avoid passing over the grave at that timetime her grave was
marked with an old wagon wheel later however hebetheberheberjheberdJ grant erected the permanent marker that can be
seen today

references to mormon emigrants at the north platte railhead are very scarce one of the few is by
simpson M molen who reported that inin 1868 sixty oxteamoxieam wagons were sent east to meet a large group of
mormonscormons at north platte since the average number of people assigned to one wagon was five as many as
three hundred saints could have been inin that one company similarly references to the mormonscormons at the
Ju lesburg railhead are scarce zebulon jacobs and john hardie are two of the few who left accounts of being
there
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alkali

they say that alquili is arabic for wood ash
and denotes hydroxide and carbonate
salts of sodium and potassium
and while I1 ve seen the small branches
ofofshadscaleshadscaleshadscale scruboakscruboak and cedar
burned to a fine white ash
that kept the shrunken form of twigs
until disturbed into powder
I1 cannot say its true
I1 only know alkali as the blanched coat
that covers low ground
that has no streams
but only flat dry lakebedslakebeds
with hard bitter soil
supporting scattered sagebrush
and the poisonous weed halogeton
somehow it s not like soil at all

it s more like salt or quicklime
that makes a white runway
between the sage for pale jackrabbitsjackrabbits

john sterling harris

john sterling harris is a an associate professor of english at brigham young university



tracks

no one saw it but after
we read the tracks in the snow
we knew what must have happened

hed left on a gray and balky horse
A day later we followed his tracks
for ten miles or more
on barren flat through hoof deep snow
that showed a shuffling gait
avoiding occasional sage
trotting sometimes as if spurred
then dragging back to a walk
and tender on the off hind foot
where he d lost a shoe

then hed jumped perhaps when spurred
perhaps the rider s hands were deep
in his sheepskin pockets for warmth
because we found where he fell
then got up favoring a leg
the left I1 remember
the rifle must have fallen
on the next jump
we saw where it had landed
and been picked up

the mans dragging trail
led to the horse s tracks
the horse had stopped and turned to watch
then trotted off and stopped again
the limping gait approached again
and again the horse trotted off
two thin lines in the snow
to the left of his track showed
he d held his head to the side
to keep from stepping on the reins



it went that way for miles
the mans steps getting shorter
with marks beside of the rifle butt
now used as a cane

then we found a cartridge case
and another and another
and the mound of a horse

snug against his belly was the man
he had tried to save
what diminishing warmth remained
but even with the saddle blanket
it hadnt been enough
for a winter night

we talked of the judgment of fools
and wondered how we d have done

john sterling harris



grasshoppers

I1 walked a yellow field an august day
in bright and andaridarld heat
that sucked the moisture from the skin
and stilled the birds
deterring every motionmotlonmotion of any living thing
but grasshoppers

they buzzed and snickedsnicker their wings
and rose in waves ahead and popped
like corn in a heated pan

I1 crossed my field again
in the low sun of january
through blue and crusted snow that covered up
the stubble but shrunk away
from protruding sunflower stalks
attesting last weeks thaw

on nearly every stalk
A grasshopper a husk
with dry dead legs that wrapped
around the flower base
there since some october night
when seeking some reprieve
from autumn cold
it climbed the highest thing
and clung to plant and life
like an old man gripping
rocker arms or property
or office to ward off coming frost

john sterling harris



the great florence fitout of 1861

william G hartley

despite what historical markers history books and local saints
say the story of mormonism in florence nebraska does not end by
1860 most versions of the trek west emphasize the winter quarters
experience and overemphasize the tragic elements a quick postscript
usually adds that after 1852 the area had but slight importance to the
saints being only a place latter day saint emigrants including the
handcart pioneers passed through on their way west but a large
chapter is missing a chapter which might be called the florence story
as opposed to the winter quarters story the florence story covers
the years 1859 63 when florence became a busy outfittingoutwittingoutfitting center
each may june and july for crowds ofofldsoflasLDS travelers the florence
story involves nearly ten thousand saints thousands of tons of supplies
at least fifty five skillfully organized wagon companies one thousand
wagons thousands of cattle corrals LDS bowerieswoweriesboweries stores storage
buildings river docks and steamboat arrivals in contrast to the
troubled winter quarters story the florence story speaks positively of
careful planning and successful LDS ventures the following account
of the 1861 outoutftttingsoutfittingsfittings should demonstrate that the florence story
deserves mention in tourist literature and history books as well as its
own markers and monuments

FLORENCE

on 30 april 1861 a fifty year old vermonter elderjacobeldereider jacob gates
stepped down the gangplank from the riverboat westlindwestwmdtwestwindWestwinywind at omaha
nebraska territory elder gates four months earlier had received
written orders while in england to sail to the united states and go to
florence nebraska to supervise the frontier outfittingsoutfittings for the 1861
LDS emigration season by early february elder nathaniel V jones

william G hartley is a research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute for church history and an
assistantassistant professor at brigham young university
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assigned to be IDSLDS emigration agent in new york city andjacoband jacob gates
reached new york by march they had negotiated railroad contracts
with the new york and erie railroad to carry LDS passengers that
spring to florence jacob gates left nathaniel jones and traveled to
chicago where he called on peter schuttler a wagon manufacturer
who had supplied mormonscormons with wagons in previous seasons and
ordered ill111iiiliilil schuttler wagons for 7300 or about 65 per wagon
then he contracted with the chicago burlington and quincy railroad
to freight the wagons unassembled from chicago to florence gates
then rode to omaha by train and riverboat without home office
or clerk he walked into omaha intent on creating an outfittingoutwittingoutfitting
camp at florence six miles upriver from which thousands of latter day
saint emigrants could load into hundreds of covered wagons and
depart for utah territory in may june and july I11

during his first two weeks in nebraska gates shuttled between
omaha florence and bluff city council bluffs iowa making
arrangements to purchase supplies on 13 april he interrupted his
errands to pay a heart hurting visit to a special spot in florence where
fourteen years before he had buried his wife caroline and daughter
mary elizabeth two of hundreds of mormonscormons who died there in
early 1847

since those dark winter quarters days when the bluffs and
shorelandsshorelands had buzzed with mormon activities the place had not
prospered A ghost town soon after mormonscormons moved out in 1848

winter quarters in 1856 had received new energy and a new name
in honor of florence kilbourn niece of a land promoter when land
speculators had sought in vain to have the tiny village named nebraska s

capital city and the terminal city for the chicago rock island and
pacific railroad during the late 1850s only mormon immigration
had pumped seasonal summer life into the town handcart companies
had rested and repaired carts there in 1856 florence was the main
LDSIDS oumoufoutfittingouffittingoutwittingoutfitting point from 1857 to 1863 census takers in 1860 counted
1158 florentinesflorentinusFloren tines many of them mormonscormons waiting to move west
omaha city with 1883 residents was barely bigger elder gates
probably saw in florence four stores the florence house and the
willard house hotels the post office and the doctor lawyer and
druggist offices which records tell the town claimed in the late
1850s more apparent to gates however were several deserted

jacob gates diary microfilm of holograph entries for late 1860 and early 1861 library archives
historical department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as IDSLDS church archives
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buildings with broken windows roofs which could shelter many
travelers without cost 2

much more vibrant than florence was bluff city a ferryboat ride
east seven hundred feet across the churning muddy missouri river
the 1859 pikes peak gold rush had funneledtunneled approximately fifteen
thousand people through bluff city triggering a boom in hotel and
business openings in 1860 steamboat traffic had increased bringing
nearly one thousand immigrants per week to the city from which
about fifty wagons per day pulled out and crossed the missouri on two
steam ferries each of which often hauled twelve wagon outfits per
trip during twenty to thirty trips a day gates soon discovered as 1861
progressed that the 1860 bluff city traffic patterns resumed stores
there would receive much business that season from gates and other
LDS outfittersoutfitters 3

florence replaced iowa city outfittingoutwittingoutfitting site for the 1856 handcart
companies because LDS agents discovered travel by train across
missouri and by boat upriver to florence was easier than traveling
overland from iowa city that 275 mile stretch of iowa in point of
toil and hardship was by far the worst part of the journey owing to
its being a low wet country that in the opening of the year was subject
to heavy and continued rains that made clay soil and roads almost
impassable 4

gates while looking east for immigrants to arrive and west for
utah wagon trains looked southeast at growing war clouds and worried
with the election of abraham lincoln as united states president the
previous november southern states seceded from the union lincolnsLincolns
inauguration in march escalated southern belligerence until on
14 april south carolinian forces captured federal fort sumter the
shooting war had started gates who heard about fort Sumsumterterss fall
while he was in missouri on his way to omaha carried a copy of
joseph smiths 1832 prophecy about a civil war startingstarring in south
carolina gates had read that prophecy to a wall street lawyer friend
on 9 february while in new york city but he wondered if the
prophecy s promise about war being poured forth upon all nations

2arthuraarthuraal2al thur C wakeley cded omaha the gate city and douglas county nebraska a record ofsettlementof settlement
ororganization progress and andachievementachievement chicago S J clarke 1917 14171 417 18 addisonaddisoneE sheldon ed
nebraska blue book and historical register lincolnLncolncoin state journal co 1915 613 donald F danker the
nebraska winter quarters company and florence nebraska history 37 march 1956 49 samuel A woolley
diary holograph LDS church archives woolley stayed at the willard house hotel on 1 july 1861 also
andrew jenson florence encyclopedic history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterlarterlarrer day saints
salt lake city deseret news publishing co 1941 252

waikerwalker D wyman council bluffs and the westward movement iowajournaliowa journal ofhistoryof history 47
1949 114 18

4andrewjenson4andrewcandrew jenson church emigration III111 1860 typescript LDS church archives
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might occur while LDS immigrants were trying to reach florence
during the ensuing weeks 5

war news helped elder gates and william martindale and
james wareham two utah elders working in the bluff city area
warm up local mormonscormons to the idea of fleeing to safety in utah
1 I have been quite astonished to find so many people who once
belonged to the church gates wrote to utah friends on 12 april
the two elders he noted have gathered up the remnants which
has been left from england scotland wales denmark sweden
and from almost every other place and have organized several
branches of the church forming a conference numbering several
hundred souls who are anxious to gather to the valleys of utah I61

among the remnants were mercy and charles G keetch
newlyweds in december 1860 she had emigrated from england in
1860 but stopped to winter in florence 7 edwin stratford who had
dropped out of the 18561836 handcart companies became a woodchopper
and the branch president in iowa city he joined the 1861 emigration
rebecca sanderson another 1856 emigrant had stopped in florence
while her husband filled a mission he had returned in 1859 but
they were too poor to travel on to utah he worked in st louis until
the spring of 1861 she continued to work at the pacific house hotel
in bluff city as did her daughters 8

william Eejonesjones who had worked in the area since 1818555 5 and was

president of the crescent city branch wrote in his diary before
joining the 1861 migration to utah

I1 hope to go to the valley this year I1 shall have to go with the church
teams as I1 have none of my own I1 have a wagon and a cow and flour
enough to last me across the plains I1 have been trying for many
years to get a team to go on my own means but I1 am tired of waiting
although it seems very probable that by waiting another year I1 might be
able to go but I1 do not like to risk it as I1 have been disappointed so

often 9

joseph smith while pondering the troubles america was having regarding slavery inm the southern states
received a vocal revelation concerning the war that will shortly come to pass beginning with a rebellion min
south carolina after which southern states shall be divided against the northern states war would
cause the deaths and misery of many souls so saints were warned to stand inin holy places not contained
inin early editions of the LDSIDS doctrine and covenants now sectionsection 87 the revelation circulated inin handwritten
copy form until printed inm england inm 1818515 1 joseph smith reiterated the prophecy just before his death inm
1844 seeseesec gates diary 9 february 1861

gates to editors of deseret news 12 april 1861 copy inin journal history entry that date MS

IDS church archives
7 they came inm 1861 our pioneer heritage salt lake city daughters oftheodtheof the utah pioneers 1962

5325525 32 33

ibid81bid

william ellis jones diary 28 june 1861 typescript utah historical society salt lake city
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THE DOWN AND BACK PTANPI AN

in 1860 brigham young decided to create a new less expensive
method for moving people and freight to utah that year as an
experiment he sent his nephew joseph W young with utah wagons
and oxen down to florence to pick up passengers and freight and bring
them back to utah josephs trip proved that utah oxen could make
the round trip down and back without difficulty and that they
hauled better on the return trip to utah than did missouri oxen unused
to trail travel in june 1860 brigham told utah bishops the down
and back idea promises to be very beneficial 10 that august he
predicted the plan would be a good policy for 1861 emigration 11

when the year 1861 opened brigham called utah territory legislators
into a meeting at his new schoolhouse and explained the detailed
workings of the plan 12 then in february in order to launch utah
trains by april he sent a detailed printed circular letter to all LIDSLDS
bishops 13

three related problems produced this innovation each caused by
utah s cash poor situation the high cash cost of annual immigration
the high cash cost of buying imported necessities from gentile
merchandisersmerchandisers and a surplus of utah cattle that could not be turned
into cash locally the down and back wagon trains therefore had
three purposes 1 to bring west poor immigrants at low cost 2 to
bring west goods purchased cheaply in the east and 3 to move
surplus utah oxen and flour east to florence to be sold or traded for
goods 14

since nauvoo days church leaders had labored to fulfill a promise
made in the temple that they would not cease our operations until
we gathered the poor saints to aid the poor a revolving loan
fund the perpetual emigrating fund PEF had been created in
1849 then lacking loan funds by the mid 1850s185 Os leaders had created
a handcart scheme as a cheap way to move people to utah by 1860
however the PEF was still low and the handcart method had unpopular
drawbacks lacking wagons the handcart pioneers could not bring
many cherished belongings with them handcart pullersbullers and walkers

iobrigharnbrigham young to edward hunter and utah bishops june 1860 brigham young letterbookLetter book
LDS church archives

brigham young tojohncojohnto john van cott 9 august 1860 brigham young letterbooksLetter books
12 brigham young talk 14 january 1861 brigham young sermons typescript LDS church archives

first presidency to bishop hunter and utah bishops february 1861 circular letter brigham young
letterbooksLetterbooks

leonardjleonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history odtheof the latter day saints 183019001830 1900
cambridge harvard university press 1958 205 11
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who became weak suffered unnecessarily by not being able to ride
and the handcart people lacked sufficient food clothing and shelter
but to purchase wagons oxen and food near the missouri was too
costly for the church the average cash cost per emigrant head
from liverpool to new york brigham young told utah legislators
early in 1861 was 20 from new york to florence 15 and the
transportation from florence involves the cash outlay of 50 per person
for cattle wagon and outfit 155

in the new plan down and back wagons would be provided at
practically no cash cost to the church wards in utah would raise
the outfits wagons teamsters and their provisions yokes oxen
chains and loan them to the church for a down and back trip to
florence in return wards would receive tithing labor credits of
about 44505 0 per outfit the wagons would not travel down empty
instead they would haul sacks of flour to be deposited at storage
cabins on the way down and then picked up on the way back to feed
the immigrants the flour too would be donated by utah wards in
return for tithing credits to balance out the loss of tithing revenue
thus credited poor immigrants would be charged a small fee for the
trip to utah on credit as a loan from the perpetual emigrating fund
company 16 president young felt the new plan would move the poor
from liverpool to salt lake city for about one half the usual cash
outlay the plan he said would increase our immigration and
1 place4place most of the burden here in utah to the great relief of the
poor saints abroad being a realist he doubted the poor would
repay their debts once in utah 1 I do not suppose we have gathered
one cent to a thousand dollars in money that we have paid out he
said referring to previous PEF loans it is almost impossible to get
anything back however tithing credit rates for utah outfits did
not overly concern him our object is to gather the people together
and establish the kingdom of god we do not care how it works 17

if all who are able who are generally the great majority will
walk across the plains brigham predicted each wagon can haul
the bedding groceries meat clothing and other requisite articles
for from 8 to 10 persons to the amount of from 150 to 200 pounds to
each person exclusive of bread stuff except sufficient to last from
station to station as it is contemplated to forward flour by the train

15 15brighambrigham young talk 14 january 18611861

16perpetual emigrating fund company church team accounts 1861 IDSLDS church archives
1717brighambrigham young to nathaniel Vvjonesbjonesjones and jacob gates 20 december 1860 brigham young letter

books brigham young totojohncojohnjohn van cott 9 august 1860 brigham young talk 14 january 18611861
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on its way down to be deposited at the most suitable safe points on
the route 18 no longer would emigrants idly tarry on the frontier
for lack of teams to reach utah unless unwilling to do leg service 19

besides transporting the poor the utah trains as a second purpose
would provide a low cost freighting system for importing machinery
and products purchased at cheaper eastern prices brigham listed for
utah bishops some cost differences between items purchased in
st louis and in salt lake city rice he said was ten times more
expensive in utah sugar three times lard oil six to eight times
linseed oil eight to eleven times soap six to ten times stoves eigelgeightht
times factory cloth three times and other goods in like proportion 20

while wagons loaned by wards for the down and back trip would
haul passengers president young urged wards and individuals to
send extra outfits loaded with flour or accompanied by oxen to sell
the proceeds of which could purchase low cost goods to import such
goods even with transportation costs tacked on would require no
cash outlay by cash poor utahnsutahna and would arrive at cheaper costs
no gentile retail markup added

in addition to transporting immigrants and eastern goods the
utah trains as a third purpose would allow utah cattle to be herded
with the trains and sold in the florence area knowing many if not
most immigrants would travel with their own outfits in independent
LDS companies not utah trains leaders worried about the high
costs in cash to obtain enough cattle for the independents for
jacob gates and others to purchase wagons for them ahead of time or
when they arrived would be expensive enough some cash as well as
credit was required by schuttler and others but one good ox cost
almost as much as one wagon so four oxen per wagon was a sizable
cash outlay if utah could not send down cash for agents to use to
buy cattle surplus utah cattle could be herded to florence and sold
to immigrants wanting to purchase teams in this way utahnsutahna could
turn their cattle into cash and buy articles at reasonable rates and
freight them to utah using four unsold oxen and a wagon purchased
by proceeds from the sale of surplus oxen brigham young expected
utahnsutahna could sell ten to thirty thousand dollars worth of stock at
florence in 1861 people can gather to themselves mines of wealth
if they will do it he promised 21

brigham young to hunter and bishops june 1860
brigham young to erastus snow 21 march 1861 brigham young letterbookslctterbooksdetterLetterbooks

20 20brighambrigham young to hunter and bishops june 1860
21 21brighambrigham young to hunter and bishops february 1861
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president young liked the new plan and what it promised to
accomplish it was the best possible system he said at least until
money is much plentierplentiesplentier in our hands for which we see no immediate
prospect more of the poor and more machinery and other useful
articles can be brought from the frontiers with a given amount of
money by this method than by any other now within our reach
overall the endeavor is easy on the whole of us even if immimmigrantsigrantsmigrants

failed to pay their loans back sensing bishops to whom he explained
the plan liked it as much as he did he asked them does it feel
soft to their gizzardsgizzards or does it grind on them and give them pain
the plan he told bishops was fraught in our judgment with
general benefit 22

the february 1861 circular letter contained very specific instructions
to bishops 23 regarding wagons it called for the best chicago
make with two inch iron axletreesaxle trees bows and good covers oxen
should be unshod but sent with eight thin ox shoes per team and the
requisite number of nails each of the four projected companies
needed four mounted men to manage graze and water the unyoked
animals teamsters should be skilled men responsible for a wards
outfit the church would not be responsible for it for hauling
flour wards would receive 10 per hundred pounds to florence and

15 from florence to be properly outfitted the circular continued
ward teams should have for each wagon a tar can one gallon of grease
a five or ten gallon water keg and two good whips teamsters should
be supplied with two hundred and fifty pounds flour forty pounds
bacon forty pounds dried beef ten pounds sugar four pounds coffee

one pound tea some butter four quarts beans one bar of soap
four pounds yeast cake salt a good buffalo robe two good blankets
one gallon vinegar in a stone jug pickles two good pairs of boots or
shoes plus boot grease three pairs good pants six shirts five pairs
socks three overshirtsovershirts coats as needed needles and thread and a
good gun preferably a double barreled shotgun with sufficient
powder balls and shot for each wagon wards were told to give 10

to the train captain for necessities at florence and for ferriage fees

to set a proper example brigham young volunteered ten teams
himself he told salt lakers in february 1 I want this city to raise
fifty wagons with four yoke of oxen to each 24 in march he praised

22brigham young to hunter and bishops june 1860 brigham young talk 14 january 1861

brigham young to hunter and bishops february 1861

brigham young to hunter and bishops february 1861
brigham young talk 3 february 1861 brigham young sermons typescript LIDSLDS church archives
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city saints we got all we asked for and more he also cautioned
that if you grudgingly put forth your means to help gather the
saints it will be a curse to you 25

by 16 april ward teams began to arrive in salt lake city four
teams from parowancarowan and tocquerville came that day some wagons
carried wheat for city mills to grind into flour for the trip on 20 april
ox teams from ogden and grantsvilleGrantsville started for the rendezvous point
at the mouth of parley s canyon the next day a sunday the day
when news reached utah of the fall of fort sumter and the outbreak
of the civil war brigham young instructed local bishops to send
repair crews into parley s canyon to improve the road for the ox trains
on 22 april several teams from city wards joined the encampment 26

the town has been alive for a few days with wagons and teams
neatly and substantially fitted up a leader noted on 23 april 27

the cheerfulness liberality and alacrity with which so many
teams are furnished and so many men sent forth pleased the first
presidency 28

on 23 april the presidency visited the encampment installing four
wagon train captains joseph W young joseph homehorne ira eldredge
and john R murdock these were seasoned trail men leaders of
the right stripe men who had crossed the plains understand
camp life and the indians and are not afraid of the devils 29

young age thirty two had led the experimental down and back
ox train the year before homehorne forty nine was an 1847 pioneer and
experienced colonizer eldredge forty one had been an 1847 pioneer
murdock thirty four was a mormon battalion veteran who had carried
mail for the brigham young express company to missouri in the
1850s and helped with the handcart rescues in 18561836 the four trains
began their trek down to florence that afternoon 30

after the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting dust settled the first presidency received the
following figures concerning the four trains31trains 31

companies 4 public teamsters 194
public wagons 183 private teamsters 23
private wagons 20 guards 16 18

public oxen 1575 flour for deposit 136000136000lbslbsibs
private oxen 124 flour for expenses or sale 34348345485454834348lbslbsibs

2151132553 march 18611861 journal history
262020 21 and 22 april 1861 entries journal history
27george A smith to john smith 23 april 1861 historian s office LetterLenerdenerietterletterbooklenerbookbook LDS church archives

first presidency to W H hooper 18 april 1861 brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks
john D T mcallister statement journal history 30 july 1861
ibid
31brigharnbrigham young to george Q cannon 9 may 1861 brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks
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A different total 185 teams rather than 183 comes from the
perpetual emigrating fund tithing credit ledgers for 1861 which
name each teamster sent by each ward table 1 on page 33515515 1 shows
that seventy five communities sent at least one teamteam nearly every
ward in the church 32 the list proves what historian richardrichardjensenjensen
observed concerning the down and back system for the first
time the mormon community as a whole became effectively involved
in promoting immigration from europe 33

the first presidency gave the four captains letters of instructions
which set rules for their companies swearing drunkenness gambling
contention and unreasonable whipping or abuse of cattle were not to
be allowed troublemakers should be turned out of the company
guards should be provided with sleeping facilities in wagons during
the day and their riding animals should not be ridden during daytime
except for necessity the four companies should stay within a few
hours distance for mutual security at florence the companies
should camp on high ground three or four miles above the missouri
river and near good running water teamsters were required to give
their captains receipts detailing kind and weight of freight loaded
into their wagons at florence all men in the companies should keep
their guns and ammunition in good conditions for use at a moments
notice 34

through some rain snow and mud the companies rolled
through utah and wyoming mountains eastward towards florence
instructed to select three or four safe places to deposit flour between
south pass and wood river in nebraska the companies unloaded
flour sacks at or near rocky ridge station the north platte bridge
present casper and deer creek all in wyoming and at wind

river center in nebraska 35

EUROPEAN emigration

the year 1861 was the twenty first emigration season for european
latter day saints saints there were taught in late 1860 and earlier

that emigration should directly follow faith repentance baptism
the laying on of hands and tithing so soon as the way consistently

31pefPEF church team accounts 1861
33 33richardrichard L jensen the financing of mormon emigration min the nineteenth century unpublished

paper inm the joseph fielding smith institute for church history fliesfilesggles brigham young university provo utah
first4first presidency to tojosephjoseph W young 15 april 1861 brigham young letterbooksLetter books
flour drop points are identified inm 1861 entriesentries inin the following diaries at the LDS church archives

samuel A woolley thomas griggs hornehome company frederick W blake eldredge company and
zebulon jacobs young company
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opens some converts like william jefferies felt a burning in my
very bones that they should emigrate in 1861 charles penrose

who penned the hymn cl0 ye mountains high in 1854 despite
never having seen utah in 1861 very much longed to your bosom to
flee and did others longed to leave but could not afford the trip

many have been quite a number of years in the church and are
weary to go home to zion george teasdale said regarding scottish
saints in february 18611861 but were too poor in their circumstances
in england a leader noted that the poor are in quite straightened
circumstances on account of being more or less thrown out of employment
through the stringency of the times 36

during the winter of 1860 61 hundreds in the british isles
scandinavia and on the continent signed LDS emigration lists
and deposited ticket money hoping to emigrate that season they
expected to pay their own fares to utah down and back teams
they had heard were possible but certain word the teams were
coming did not reach europe in time for many to make plans to use
that aid

three IDSLDS chartered emigrant companies sailed in april and
may from liverpool in 1861

CHARTERED EMIGRANT COMPANIES

est IDSLDS leave arrive
ship passengers liverpool new york

manchester 380 16 april 1315 may

underwriterUndem reterriterryter 624 23 april 22 may
monarch of the sea 955933953 16 may 19 june

total 19591939

an analysis of 1779 of the passengers on which there is data shows
that 53 percent were females and that 59 percent were age twenty or
older

total age
M total F total group total

age 20 plus 482 27 568368 32 10501030 3959
age 10 19 167 9 166 10 333 19

age 1 9 156136 9 164 9 320 18

infants 3335 2 41 2 76 4

totals 840 47 939 3353 1779 100

36 36brighambrigham young to amasa lyman et al 25 september 1860 brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks williarnjefferieswilliam jefferies
journal reminiscences of 1860 typescript harold B lee library brigham young university british mission
manuscript history 20 february 1861 IDS church archives brigham young to walter M gibson 2 april 1861

brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks
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IDSLDS agents in liverpool tried to schedule the three vessels so the
companies could reach new york in time to travel to florence to meet
the utah wagons the monarch delayed because 580 scandinavian
saints were late leaving copenhagen docked in new york almost too
late to allow the saints to meet the florence schedule 37

EASTERN UNITED STATES EMIGRANTS

during the winter of 1860 61 apostles erastus snow and
orson pratt labored in the eastern united states to fire up lukewarm
members they baptized probably a couple hundred or more
most of whom are old hangers on children of saints and apostates
returning to the fold a few fresh recruits from babylon and they
chiefly foreigners resident in the states the preaching helped
elder snow said though by far the loudest sermon is being preached
by him who long ago said he would come forth from his hiding
place to vex the nation referring to the eruption of the civil
war 38

diary entries by lucius scovil a missionary in the new york
area tell how he and others reacted to day by day news about the
outbreak of war on 15 april he learned that the confederate
states had taken fort sumter by bombardment and that president
lincoln had ordered out 75000 troops to defend the country great
excitement prevails here pondering how literally this event fulfilled
joseph smiths 1832 prophecy he tucked a copy of that prophecy
into letters he wrote to non LDS relatives on 25 april amid news
reports of ship sinkingslinkingssinkings and casualties he wrote the utmost
consternation prevails throughout the country here war war and
blood is the cry the next day he recorded that an anonymous letter
with threats against the saints prompted elders pratt and snow to
cancel public IDSLDS meetings in the new york city area elder scovil
advised local saints on 28 april to wind up their business and leave
babylon which they all intend to do this spring 39

in the new york city area prussian born bernhard schettler
baptized in i8601860 converted a cluster of german families the bitters
schlesselmannsSchlesselmanns bluemellsBluemells schneiders and others schettler then
prepared his flock to emigrate to utah that season 40 in philadelphia

37typescriptstypescriptsType scripts of the three vessels passenger lists are inin the british mission manuscript history 1861
entriesentries

erastus snow to george A smith 2 6 june 18611861 journal history
3 lucius scovil diary 28 april 1861 microfilm of holograph IDSLDS church archives
41 bernhard41bernhard schettler memorandum book photocopy of holograph entries for 1860 and 18611861 LDS

church archives
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the conference president john D T mcmcallisterallister also readied several
hundred saints for the upcoming emigration 41

the apostles instructed eastern saints to join into one emigration
company on 11 june a rainy day about sixty boston saints reached
manhattan and spent the day crossing the hudson river on steam
tugs new york saints also ferried over to thejerseythe jersey city depot of the
new york and erie railroad about 1000 PM nearly seven hundred
eastern saints began their ten day train trip towards florence 42 at
elmira new york the next day elder mcallister and about three
hundred pennsylvania saints joined the eastern company 43

theirs was the third of four large train companies of saints that
season previously the manchester and underwriter companies had
traveled the same new york to quincy illinois tracks later on
20 june nearly nine hundred europeans the monarch company
would follow the same route according to apostle snow the
eastern company s departure left branches in the east as but
skeletons of what they were a few weeks ago 44

OVERLAND AND UPRIVER

thomas griggs an england born teenager from boston kept a
detailed diary of the eastern company s trip to florence he described
well both the inconveniences of the travels and the evidences of war
which the train travelers found 45 during the first night he wrote
friction caused wheels on the fast rolling train to catch fire and
several fires were bucketed out the next night near hornellvilleHornellville
new york a brother slack from boston wrestled with a man disturbing
sister slack and both men fell from the train brother slack later
died from head injuries at dunkirk near cleveland ohio the
eastern company split up one group loaded into fifteen cars and
left the other group waited overnight for another train both
groups reunited at toledo and headed for chicago on a train of two
engines eight freight cars and twenty passenger cars at chicago
they put their luggage inin a large warehouse for a short layover in the
illinois countryside the company s travel stopped suddenly when the
train engine malfunctioned the next day at quincy illinois the
train tracks ended stopped by the broad mississippi river travelers

john D T mcallister journal microfilm 1860 61 entriesentries LDS church archives
4242thomasthomas C griggs diary 11 june 18611861 typescript LDS church archives
43 43mcallistermcallister journal 12 june 1861
44 erastus snow to george A smith 2266 june 18611861 journal history
45griggsGriggs45 diary a condensed and revised versionversion of his diary isis found inin journal history 13 september 1861
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boarded the river steamer black hawk and floated down twenty miles
and across to hannibal missouri

while waiting for a missouri train the company rested bathed
and straightened out ticket and money problems some passengers
short of funds received loans from church agents missouri was a war
zone and in hannibal young griggs saw home guards protecting a
cannon captured from local secessionists he learned that a secessionist
leader was locked in the train depot he heard troubling reports
about confederate troops in the countryside firing into trains and
burning railroad bridges

despite war dangers the company boarded a train and rolled
due west for st joseph on massourismissourisMissouris west border griggs said they
passed many towns nearly all guarded main bridges had guards
too at chillicotheChillicothe missouri they stopped the place presented
the appearance of a captured city all business being entirely suspended
and the street patrolled by armed men of every conceivable character
of drunkenessdrunkennessdrunkeness profanity and obscene songs seemed to be the order
of the day the missouri ride griggs reported was over one of
the roughest railroads I1 believe in existence the jolting almost caused
some to strike their heads against the roof of the cars and causing
the boxes to move around in the liveliest manner imaginable at
st joseph the eastern company transferred to the river wharf and
saw the missouri river a large deep dirty swift running stream
carrying along a great number of old trees logs and brush in
st joseph the spirit of secession was prevalent and a great spirit of
distress suspicion and antagonism seemed uppermost secessionist
and american flags griggs said took turns going up and down a
flagpole there

from st joseph the mormonscormons journeyed for two days and two
nights up the missouri river on the omaha one of the few boats still
running despite the war dangers the boat was densely crowded
and every available spot was occupied by men women children and
baggage one evening a storm forced them to tie up to the shore
on friday 21 june the omahanomahas paddles churned to a halt at
florence and the weary eastern saints looked for places to lodge for a
few days in the busy mormon wagon and tent village

FLORENCE outfittingsOUTFITTINGS JUNE AND JULY

meanwhile in florence while utah trains were rolling east and
european saints traveling west jacob gates prepared for their
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arrivals on 10 april he contracted with an omaha merchant named
rodgers for stoves and tinware on 14 april he surveyed possible
campsites north of florence on 24 april in omaha he saw soldiers
from fort kearney nebraska heading east the war spirit is up
he noted the people seem anxious and a fear seemes to creapcheap over
the nation and a dread of something to come 46

in early may gates learned about the manchester saints arriving
in new york he sent david H cannon brother of apostle
george Q cannon newly arrived from england and soon to be a
wagon train captain down to st joseph to shepherd the manchester
group to florence on 4 may gates contacted a brother bird to
repair the church corral in florence 47 that day he received a letter
dated 11 april from brigham young informing him to expect two
hundred wagons from utah in late june and instructing him not to
buy cattle presume there will be enough driven from utah to
nearly if not quite supply the demand of course yokes chains
and wagons will have to be bought for the extra cattle sent for sale 48

on 11 may gates contracted with a bluff city supplier for 426 sacks

of flour and 7000 pounds of bacon 49

on 24 may gates s first emigrant group arrived by riverboat
the three hundred mormonscormons from the manchester led by elder
claudius V spencer

among the english was william jefferies whose clerking skills
elder gates needed and whose diary describes the june outfittingoutwittingoutfitting
days at florence jefferies wrote that his company reached florence
about noon and some houses were hired for the accommodation of
the company we got our luggage to houses the next day 2255 may
he collected firewood and bought provisions elder gates hired him
that day to be a clerk in gatessgadess outfittingoutwittingoutfitting store which was stocked
with I1 I1 some hams bacon flour etc to sell to the saints 50

elder gates received a request from mrmrjjmrjaJ J creighton desperate
to complete construction of his telegraph lines to utah in 1861 to
hire seventy five men gates contracted to supply the men who
would receive half salaries in advance to aid the mens families and
half in november in utah 51 after the florence outfittingsoutfittings LDS

46gatesgates diary april 1861 entriesentries
ibid may entries
48brigharnbnghambangham young to jacob gates 11 april 18611861 brigham young letterbooksLetter books
49gatesgates diary 11 may 1861

jehfehjefferesjeffenesJefhenesfenesmenes journal
5inainin our pioneer heritage 5325 32 the western stretch of the telegraph reached salt lake city on

24 october and creighton s eastern line on 18 october
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wagon trains rolling west across nebraska and wyoming passed
telegraph construction crews some with LDS men who eagerly visited
friends in the passing wagons

with the arrival of the manchester saints on 24 may gatessgadess
workload increased on 25 may he made purchases in omaha on
the twenty sixth he conducted sunday meetings and on the twenty
seventh he spent his day purchasing and answering a thousand and
one questions wanting to forward those immigrants who could
afford their own teams gates organized them into a wagon company
on 29 may appointed david H cannon as captain and selected four
captains ofoftenten a sergeant of the guards a chaplain and a clerk on
30 may the cannon train 225 people in fifty seven wagons moved
about two miles from florence to be clear of the general outwittingoutfittingoutfitting
grounds 52

in the cannon train brother S A wilcox had ninety loose cattle
some of which the local sheriff claimed were stolen when the sheriff
confiscated the animals in question brother wilcox demanded a
trial so on 31 may wilcox and several witnesses trooped into
florence for a hearing the accuser reduced his claim to just one
heifer and then dropped the charges by 1 june the cow was back in
the cannon camp she knows her owner quite as well as the law
company clerk bartlett tripp noted the cannon train joined by a
few additional wagons did not start west until 6 june 5533

meanwhile on 3 june elder milo andrus led his company of
629 saints the underwriter passengers to the florence outwittingoutfittingoutfitting
grounds at dusk the riverboat docked at florence one of the new
arrivals william blake recorded that a host were on shore prepared
to greet old friends blake the company s clerk counted up the
passengers and found that seven had not obtained tickets darkness
came on quickly so most luggage was left on the ground and guarded
wagons probably schuttler wagons from chicago that gates and
florence campers had assembled conveyed the new arrivals to tents
or to hotels at least such they were called blake wrote

before sunrise blake began to sort baggage when rains struck
some newcomers stood under umbrellas some rushed to tents and
others picked through luggage piles unprotected later blake went
9 ato1toto town where he bought bacon and eggs he searched for a
baker s shop and found one but it had no bread he moved into the

52gatesgates diary may 1861 entries D H cannon campjournalcamp journal 1861 holograph kept by bartlett tripp
company clerk LDS church archives

53 53cannoncannon camp journal 6 june 1861
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florence hotel evidently one of the empty buildings without glass
in its windows where rains that night nearly flooded the occupants

on 4 june blake like william jefferies became a store clerk
for gates he posted accounts that morning and then he joined a
200 PM meeting in gatessgadess tent where the poverty of the saints was
discussed and temporary bishops appointed to look after the poor in
subsequent days blake was busy approving orders for wagons supplying
wagons with chains and other equipment and endorsing orders for
provisions

on 7 june captain job pingree led his train of thirty three
wagons and three carriages from the florence campsite with perhaps
two hundred saints mostly from st louis on 8 june the steamer
omaha brought schuttler wagons so blake spent most of the day
landing checking and assembling parts of wagons

at a 9 june church meeting on the green behind the store
blake learned that florence was sacred to mormonscormonsMormons memory because
it was the site of winter quarters and of the calling of the mormon
battalion on 10 june blake dealt out wagons and covers he spent
14 june weighing boxes at the store and packing A steamboat the
sunshine arrived that day bringing about thirty saints most from
pittsburgh and st louis they bedded for the night in covered
wagons 54

captain joseph W young rode into the florence camp from
utah on 16june16 june several days ahead of the down and back wagons
with his arrival the outwittingoutfittingoutfitting work mushroomed in size and complexity
elder gates continued to supervise the outoutflttingsoutfittingsfittings of the independent
wagon companies and passengers and captain young took charge of
the poor saints camped at florence preparing them for the utah
wagons wanting the four utah trains to spend a minimum of time
in florence before heading back he labored hard to have provisions
and passengers ready for them apparently he quickly realized that
emigrant numbers were higher than had been expected he therefore
required that people intending to travel in church teams donate all
their cash to the general fund englishman william jefferies handed
over every cent I1 possessed and the saints generally I1 believe
did the iamefamesame I1 was collector new york german traugott bitter
surrendered his last 40 perhaps many could not donate because
they were like dane lars larsen who reached florence with only

54fF W blake diary holograph june 1861 entriesentries LDS church archives and job pingree summary
journal history 31 december 1861 supplement the mormon battalion was enlisted inin 1846 across the riverriver
at council bluffs not at the florence site
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about ten cents in his purse danish coin more important than small
donations however captain young received during the next several
days large sums forwarded from the eastern branches tithing funds 55

because credit was at the heart of the down and back system
captain young had to keep detailed accurate account books to
help he retained william jefferies gatessgadess former store clerk as
chief accountant youngs frontier account books tell with
numbers a complex story of interaction between people equipment
commodities and credit 56

captain young probably operating out of gatessgadess store first
opened a sundries account his ledgers list several hundred small
credits less than a dollar to six dollars for individuals needing food
every few days jefferies for example received what most of the
others did five pounds of sugar at ten cents per pound 11251.252 5 pounds
of coffee at twenty cents per pound and 2.52525 pounds of apples at
eight cents per pound for an initial sundries debt of ninety five
cents charles penrose for his large family that included in laws
received on 24 june about seventy pounds of flour fifteen pounds of
bacon seven pounds of sugar two pounds of coffee one pound of tea
and four pounds of apples for 6076.07607 credit nearly daily from 16 june
until early july youngs staff issued such commodities on credit

using cash and credit captain young sent agents on purchasing
trips to bluff city omaha and the countryside to buy provisions
one aide milo andrus unaware that he soon would be a wagon
train leader described on 19 june how busy he was with the hurrying
and incessant labour that always exexistsistsests at an outfittingoutwittingoutfitting point 57

mass quantities of provisions had to be obtained to supply the
campers and to load into the utah wagon trains young s ledgers show
the immensity of the supplies effort both receiving and apportioning
for example he procured for the four companies no less than the
following quantities

sugar 13000 ibslbs hams 3300 ibslbs
apples 3186 ibslbs bacon 15121 ibslbs
coffee 3707 ibslbs side meat 6700 ibslbs

tent cloth 61556155ydsydsads shoulder meat 2900 lbsibs

smaller quantities of a variety of items had to be obtained too
ledgers list expenditures for such things as bar soap candles kegs of

55 wilhelmina bitter biographical sketch typescript copy in authors possession jefferies journal
lars larsen autobiography typescript 6 LDS church archives

6pefIIPEF frontier account book general accounts and personal accounts LIDSLDS church archives
milo andrus to bro cannon 19 june 18611861 journal history
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pickles baking powder lubricants corn rice yeast bed ticking
rope twine needles thread and tobacco other miscellaneous
expenses involved ferriage when going to the bluffs after bacon
hotel bills clothes and boots for teamsters a funeral and damages
to a local cornfield 58 meanwhile jacob gates procured similar
quantities for the independent companies to procure warehouse
and distribute the mountain of provisions gates and young must
have recruited dozens of men to assist them

hardly noticed by the florence campers on 20 june peter ranck
led a twenty wagon train with mormon immigrants through florence
it outfitted in iowa crossed by steam ferry from bluff city to
omaha rolled into florence and camped a mile west it continued
towards utah the next day 59

also on 20 june the eastern company stepped ashore at florence
from the omaha nearly doubling the town s population diarist
thomas griggs noted his reaction to the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting scene that greeted
him and to the many deserted and unfurnished houses in the
vicinity

landed found large numbers of church teams from the valley into
which we put our traps and removed to a fine well ventilated mansion at
the summit of a hill commanding a view of florence and from where
you could obtain a sight of a number of airy looking buildings similar to
our own and which were of the greatest convenience to travellerstravellers in our
situation and the liberal minded owners had not even ticketed them as

being to let 60

A few days later griggs was less enamored by his free lodgings on
27 june a thunderstorm drove him into a building with glass dinitsinitsin its
windows

griggs spent a full day in florence buying provisions the next
day was a sunday 23 june so to attend church he changed his
clothes for the first time since he left boston thirteen days before
the next day like others wanting to use church teams he visited the
bowery and surrendered his last cash 61

on 2255 june the homer duncan independent wagon train took
264 saints on their first day s journey towards utah duncan 46 was
a returning missionary he had led a wagon company to utah in
1857 including 1300 head of cattle except for 44 united states
citizens the duncan train was filled with underwriter emigrants

PEF11pef frontier account book general accounts and personal accounts
59 59summarysummary of peter ranck train journal history 31 december 1861 supplement

60gr19gsgriggs diary 23 june 1861
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32 from africa 119 from england 18 from scotland and 49 from
wales 62

thomas Grigggriggssbriggssss summary of the last week ofjuneofjune captures well
the essence of daily life in florence 63 he wrote that the days were
11 spent by the emigrants teamsters and presiding officers in arranging
the details of the company organization purchasing supplies oxen
wagons manufacturing tents breaking in cattle collecting such cash
from the emigrants that they could advance to purchase needed
groceries bacon &cac he added he hiked two miles for firewood
and found the country very destitute ofwood of any kind evidently
picked clean by hundreds of wood gatherers like himself

griggs reported that some utah wagons had reached florence by
20june20 june on 27 and 29june29 june the last down and back trains arrived
all four camped a mile or two outside of florence and created temporary
corrals for their cattle on 1 and 2 july the last company of emigrants
reached florence the nine hundred or more saints who crossed the
atlantic on the monarch of the sea led by apostle erastus snow
at that point florence a tent and wagon city with a few permanent
buildings held its largest population of the year exceeding 2500
mormonscormonsMormons they were a rich mix germans swiss italians danes
swedes norwegiansNorwegians scots welsh english irish canadians new
converts like the bitters old guard mormonscormons like jacob gates who
had knownjosephknown joseph smith and youthful teamsters reared in utah at
least one european englishman frederick W blake was poorly
impressed by the utah boys after hearing them address a church
gathering the american boys evidently have had no practice in
speaking and seem deficient of thought upon the facts of mormonism
a few simple anecdotes are related by them about their chat with
leading men but for the control of a people and for the enlightenment
of mind they are far behind the times 64

during earlyjulyearly july four independent trains and the four down
and back trains were fitted out the fitout routine for the eldredge
hornehome murdock and young trains from utah was the same first
people waiting in florence received wagon assignments a half dozen
people per wagon As much as possible the outfittersoutfitters tried to group
nationalities in the same trains and in shared wagons then people
took their baggage to the bowery where a weighing machine told
them how much extra baggage they had costs for the overage at

ghomerchomer6homerhomer duncan journal 18611861 holograph LDS church archives
6 griggs diary and also griggs summary journal history 13 september 1861
64131blakebiakeake diary 7 july 18611861
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twenty cents per pound were added to their PEF loan accounts fares
for the utah trip also charged were 41 for adults and 205020.502050 for
children under eight adults could take fifty pounds of baggage free
and children half that 65

following weighinweigh in the utah boys brought company wagons
from the camps outside florence into town so that assigned passengers
could load their baggage loading wagons efficiently an expert
has explained demanded both experience and patience everything
had to be packed tightly and secured to minimize jostling and breakage
on the trail 66 A carelessly packed topheavytop heavy wagon was particularly
dangerous wilhelmina bitter a new york german who joined the
joseph young train described how her wagon was loaded items not
used daily she wrote were stacked up in the middle of a wagon as
high as the bows they made two departments in the wagons two
families were assigned to the front ofotherher wagon and two to the back

one tent for two wagons I1 she continued and the necessary camp
kettles were tied under the wagons her husband traugott drove
the wagon every other day apparently spelling off the utah sent
teamster or else they received a wagon which captain young had to
purchase in florence to accommodate extra passengers 67

the baggage loaded teamsters drove passengers and packed
wagons back to the company camps outside of florence there the
emigrants received their first lesson in camp life such as getting
water fuel and cooking with camp fires they also became accustomed
to natures whims july heat and missouri river valley humidity
generated three consecutive evening thunderstorms which proved
that tents were not hurricane or waterproof 68

captain ira Eldredges was the first church train to load up and move
to florence s outskirts organized on 2 july with the usual officers
chaplain clerk sergeant of the guards and captains over ten wagons
each the train stopped at spring creek about 11.5155 miles from florence
the next day it rolled eight miles west to big papillion creek for the
next nine days it hardly moved captain eldredge waited for the
other three church trains to outfit and also for needed kettles during
the halt diarrhea plagued some passengers forcing captain eldredge to
move camp one quarter mile on 7 july to solve sanitation problems 69

65jehjefferiesJefhenesfenes journal 26july26 july 1861
william E lass from the missouri to the great salt lake an account of overland freighting

lincoln nebraska state historical society publications 1972 361436 14
67 67bitterbitter biographical sketch

both gnggsgriggsgiggs accounts zebulon jacobs diary july 1861 entriesentries journal history 22 september 18611861
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information about the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting of the samuel A woolley train
an independent company comes from passenger peder nielsensnielseneNielsens diary
and from captain woolley s own diary 70 on 3 july samuel woolley
was appointed captain to his surprise and was told his train would
carry mostly danes that day peder nielsen drew lots for a wagon
assignment and then was appointed a captain over ten wagons new
to america and not speaking english he did his amateur best to
organize the ten wagons under his care one day he tried to get
everything in order but it takes long time for the agent the next
day he went down to receive oxen the day passed by yoking and
marking them two days later he received oxen for his wagon and
drove it outside of florence to the woolley camp A new driver he
had to learn hovhow to make oxen go stop and turn and also how to
yoke and unyoke them As one oxen expert put it hitching even
well broken cattle could be casual or hellish 71 in camp on 8 july
nielsen wrote down a roster of his ten wagons passengers turned in a
list of needed provisions to his superior and then had a lot to do to
arrange all the necessary details for our trip 72

meanwhile captain woolley tried to finish his train s outfittingoutwittingoutfitting
and his own on 3 3julyjuly he bought a wagon for 85 the next day he
went to omaha for another wagon business occupied him for two
days on 7 july he was at work fixing out the danish company
with oxen afternoon fixing my wagons the next day he ferried
over to bluff city to buy a span ofmules but found none large enough
the next day he bought a pair of mules for 300 and then worked to
load his wagons on the tenth he finished loading and moved out to
his company s camp he returned to omaha the next day to trade
horse collars for mule collars on the twelfth he led his danes on
their first travel day on the trail to the springs eight miles out
the next day he moved the company across little papillion creek
and he then returned to florence to buy a yoke of oxen for 60 marking
time waiting permission to move west he welcomed apostle snow into
camp on 15 july the apostle completed the company s organization
and sent it on its way 73

while the church trains and samuel woolley s company outfitted
two independent trains left florence information about them is lacking
captain milo andrus s train of sixty four wagons and 620 passengers

pedar70pedar nielsen diary trans orson B west typescript july 1846 entriesentries utah historical society and
woolley diary july 1846 entriesentries

nielsen diary july 1846 entriesentries lass from the missouri to the great salt lake 9
72nielsen diary 8 july 1846
73 73woolleywoolley diary july 1861 entriesentries
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which seems to have included captain william martindalesMartin dales company
of twenty eight wagons left on 3 july captain thomas woolley
apparently not related to samuel led a small party of about thirty
wagons and 186 people from florence on 8 july 74

in florence and the wagon camps the emigrants celebrated the
fourth ofjulyofjuly probably with serious thoughts about the future of the
threatened republic in the eldredge camp according to diarist
frederick blake at daybreak guns were fired and then the utah boys
roused people in their tents and wagons at midday they organized a
dance but the weather being extremely hot they could not entice
the girls to dance 75 at florence diarist thomas griggs wrote that
cannons fired to honor the day and at night there was a prairie ball
in camp 76

captain homehorne s church train left on 9 july and traveled ten
miles they camped near reeds ranch and waited for captain
young s train evidently captain murdock s train stayed near and
kept the same schedule as the homehorne company

zebulon jacobs a teenage teamster in the young train detailed
his outfittingoutwittingoutfitting labors according to his diary on 5 july he left the
train s camp on mill creek and drove two miles to florence after a

load of saints during the next two days he made similar trips
while in florence on 6 july he saw a number of emigrants stowed
away in every nook and corner two days later he drove up cattle
and we moved the camp a short distance and then picked up more
emigrants in florence on 10 july he hauled up another waggon
and prepared for starting westward the next day we got everything
redy and moved half a mile westward and got the waggonswiggons in shape
for starting the next morning that night we had the first death in
camp it was one of the sisters 77

by mid july the church team trains had started on the back trip
to utah murdocks company started on 8 or 9 9julyjuly the homehorne train
on the ninth and the eldredge and young wagons on the twelfth
the same day samuel woolley s independent train started church
trains could have started sooner but they lacked some cooking utensils
youngs PEF ledgers show as last transactions in florence the assigning
of kettles to the four trains eldredge received twenty seven murdock
twenty eight and young twenty one captain homehorne s order included

74 historian s officejournaloffice journal 14 september 1861 entry says that wm martindale arrived inin utah the day
before inin charge of a division of the andrus company

blakebiake diary 4 july 18611861

griggs diary 4 july 18611861

77 zebulon77zebulon jacobs diary july 1861 entriesentries LDS church archives
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twenty camp kettles a dozen fry pans and ten and six quart pans as
well as a dozen cups six coffee pots eighteen dozen plates eighteen
dozen spoons one chamber pot one scoop one skillet one wash pan
and a set of knives and forks 78

A few days after the church trains left the last mormon wagon
company left florence sixtussixtusjohnsonsjohnsons independent train of fifty four
wagons and two hundred people mostly european and swiss
people 79

several mormon freight companies also outfitted at or near florence
in 1861 but details about them are unavailable the identified
trains are8oare80areco

captain asper 11 wagons captain tanner 11 wagons
bishop miller 11 wagons godbe wright 20 wagons
captain reid 20 wagons livingston

bell kimball 26 wagons

captain youngs church train was part freight train carrying much
material for brigham young and other leaders among other items
the train hauled two dozen stoves twenty eight number three
ovens twenty two number two ovens and six number one ovens
one of the freight companies hauled 14000s worth of goods
which henry lawrence had purchased in st louis for the first
presidency someone also hauled 100 feet of 8 x 10 german glass
on utah orders 81

on 17 july one day after thethejohnsonejohnsonth johnson wagon train took the last
of the emigrants from florence jacob gates his store empty and his
account books brought current left florence with claudius V spencer
and nathaniel V jones the new york emigration agent meanwhile
new york missionary lucius scovil and his traveling companion
apostle orson pratt tried to reach florence before the last wagons
left but found their way blocked at the mississippi river they learned
that secessionists in missouri had burned railroad bridges unspikedspikedunspicedun
tracks and undermined track timbers the two thought of going to
st louis and boarding a riverboat there for florence but were told
that militia were firing into riverboatsriverboats so with little other choice on
15 july they boarded stagecoachesstagecoaches orson pratt for bluff city and
lucius scovil for nebraska city on 19 july scovil outfitted himself
for a trip across the plains shod his mule team visited florence to

information about the murdock train Isis found in several entries of diarists in other wagon trains
79journal history 31 december 1861 supplement
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pick up a trunk and then rolled west at the fast pace of about forty
five miles per day to overtake the emigrating saints 82

with scovilsscovillScovils departure florences 1861 mormon outfittingoutwittingoutfitting days
were over its empty open windowed houses on the hill once more
fell silent until another emigration season would bring visitors who
needed them again 83

assessment

the 1861 LDS emigrating season was unusual because it occurred
against a backdrop of the outbreak of the civil war and because it
inaugurated the new down and back method for moving poor
saints west both developments worked together to make 1861

emigration numbers larger than church leaders had predicted earlier
that year evidently many saints living in the united states worried
about the wars impact on their lives and jobs and decided they had
waited long enough to move to utah the war encouraged some to
emigrate and so did the availability of the down and back wagons
for those unable to afford the trip across the plains

how many mormonscormons emigrated to utah in 1861 no precise answer
is possible for the twelve wagon companies only two full passenger
rosters and two partials have been found william jefferies chief
clerk for utah train outoutflttingsoutfittingsfittings in florence carefully wrote out rosters
for the four trains and sent them by mail coach to utah those lists
which perhaps never even reached utah have disappeared for most
trains however contemporaries noted wagon totals passenger totals
or both the deseret news on 2 october 1861 estimated that
between four thousand and five thousand emigrants came that year 84

A conservative estimate based on available records is that 3924
latter day saints emigrated from florence to utah in the twelve 1861
companies as shown in table 2 on page 367 approximately 2900
of those emigrants 1900 from europe and 1000 from the eastern
united states reached florence in organized LDS companies on
chartered trains and riverboatsriverboats another 1000 reached florence on
their own 85

the major purpose for the down and back trains was to assist
poor saints to reach utah from florence the plan succeeded well

every saint who reached florence and desired to go home this

gates diary 17 june 18611861

scovil diary july 1861 entries
jeferiesjeheries4jefferlesJeHenneseriesednes journal 26july26 july 1861

Erastus15erastus15 snow to george A smith 2266 june 18611861 journal history
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season elder mcallister reported on 30july30 july has had the privilege
the sending down of waggonswiggons from utah to florence is a grand
scheme 86 of scandinavians who came to florence according to
niels wilhelmsen not one soul of danes was left there 87

apostle snow estimated that perhaps one hundred out of two
thousand european saints who reached america in 1861 on the three
LDS charter ships stayed behind in new york but many other saints
who thought they would have to stop at new york city were helped
west to the florence outfittingsoutfittings by others A general willingness to
divide and help each other seems to prevail among all snow said after
leaving new york utahs congressional delegate william H hooper
as one benefactor donated 150 to help forward the poor of a
previous company who landed at new york while he was there 88118

more poor saints showed up at florence than leaders had
expected in latejunematejunelate june a few days before reaching florence apostle snow

estimated that perhaps three hundred wagons would handle the
season s emigration of which one hundred fifty would be provided
by emigrants themselves he misjudged by three hundred wagons
also his estimate of emigrant numbers was five hundred short
nevertheless jacob gates and captain young the outwittingoutfittingoutfitting supervisors

at flofioflorencerence found enough wagons for the extra arrivals to the four
down and back trains they added more than seventy five wagons

in florence wagons perhaps part of gatessgadess purchase of 111 wagons
from the schuttler firm in chicago 89

perpetual emigrating fund accounts show that prior to reaching
florence hundreds of emigrants paid their own rail fares in four
church organized companies 90 the equivalent of 1917 adults two
children equalledequal led one adult paid LDS agents 25995.142599514 for tickets

the tickets however cost only 2389592258959223895.922389592 generating a surplus of
2099222099.22209922 which became income the church counted on according to
apostle snow

there will be some funds saved by sale of surplus provisions from the
several ships a small profit on transportation between new york and
florence and on teams and outfits which will go far towards supplying
that which is lacking for sustenance and outfits for the poor this you
perceive is but an indirect way of taxing those who have means for the
benefit of those who lack and in a way that is not felt by many 91

john D T mcallister to george Q cannon 30 july 18611861 journal history
niels wilhelmsen to john van cott 19 august 1861 skandinaviens stjerne 11 october 1861 9 10

erastusErastussius snow to george A smith 26 june 18618611 journal history
ibid also see table 2

9pef91pef frontier account book personal accounts
erastus snow to george A smith 26 june 18611861 journal history
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without the wagons teamsters and flour provided by utahnsutahna
the cash outlay for 1861 emigration would have been prohibitive for
the church while the utah donations were free in the sense they
did not cost the church any sizable cash payments for services rendered
nevertheless on paper at least labor tithing credits paid by the
church were sizable those utah men whose daily work involved
wagons and teams were expected to donate one working day in ten for
the church labor tithing using their wagons and teams therefore
if men chose to donate their labor teams and wagons for the down
and back trip they could receive labor tithing credits that freed
them from labor tithing obligations in the near future ledgers show
that nearly two hundred utah teamsters received an average of about
450 in credits each as payment for hauling freight and passengers

and to reimburse them for such trip expenses as rations ferriage fees
wagon grease and tobacco tithing credits for the teamsters alone
amounted to more than 80000 in addition the church credited
wards and ward members for 136095 pounds of flour donated for the

down and back trips at six cents per pound the flour cost the
church about 8000 in credits about sixteen utahnsutahna served as
guards for the four trains for which they received about 100 credit
each 92

loan obligations incurred by emigrants who used the down and
back wagons and provisions fell short of the repaying of the labor
tithing credits extended by the church when the young homehorne
eldredge and murdock trains approached salt lake city church
agents stopped them so that passengers could sign loan notes diarist
thomas griggs wrote on 12 september that family heads were called
into a tent where agents took our notes mother and I1 signed
something for some amount of which I1 had but little conception 93

the promissory notes ranging from 76 .7676 to 390 committed the
signers to repay the loan amount plus ten percent interest from the
date of signing of the 1861 notes in the LDS archives apparently
many are missing 337 borrowers agreed to repay 5828539582855938285.393828539 an
average of 11562113.6211362 each to cover their wagon and food expenses at
florence and on the mormon trail 94

but as brigham young predicted much of the 1861 debt was
not repaid by the emigrants who incurred it in 1877 the church
published a list of debtors who had not repaid their loans to the

91pefPEF church team accounts 1861
93 93griggsgriggs diary 12 september 1861
94pef91pef promissory notes 1861 LDS church archives
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perpetual emigrating fund company A tally of the 1861 borrowers
shows that 597 had not paid off their promissory notes fifteen years
after agreeing to do sos0sa 95

although the down and back account showed a large deficit
it was a paper loss more than a cash loss the primary purpose of the

down and back scheme was to save the church from cash outlays
and it achieved that purpose besides bringing emigrants cheaply to
utah the scheme had two other purposes one was to freight cheaper
eastern goods into utah in utah wagons except for church leaders
however few utahnsutahna sent extra wagons down to florence to haul
back commodities purchased there only twenty private wagons
accompanied the utah trains to florence however it is possible that
the six freight companies might have included some wagon loads of
goods sent for by utah citizens who were not merchants the third
purpose to sell surplus utah cattle at florence likewise fell short
utahnsutahna sent only 124 surplus oxen to florence with the down and
back trains possibly some private cattle herds now lost to history
followed them to florence however elder gates did not have
enough utah oxen to supply the emigrants needs and had to purchase
no less than forty one oxen for 252225222322 cash cash that could have
gone into the hands of utah cattle owners had they sent down more
oxen 96

LDS emigration in 1861 was a smooth and successful process the
ship train and wagon companies were well managed ar-dand supplied
illness death and misfortunes were minimal the utah oxen plodded
down and back in good condition and within a time frame that
brought the emigrants to salt lake city well before the snow season

this seasons immigration has been signally blest all the time from
their departure from their former homes to their new homes in our
peaceful vallies brigham young pronounced that fall 97

down and back because of its 1861 success was repeated
during six of the next eight emigration seasons involving 1956 utah
teams for an average of 326 wagons per year 98

florence proved to be an acceptable outfittingoutwittingoutfitting point because of
its access to missouri river steamboats its nearby streams grasses
and woods that allowed for wagon camps corrals and pastures its
easy access to the mormon trail its proximity to merchandisersmerchandisers in

names ofpersonsof persons and sureties indebted to the perpetual emigrating fund company from 1850 to
1877 salt lake city star book and job printing office 1877

pepPEF frontier account book general account 1861

brigham9brigham young to george Q cannon 18 september 1861 brigham young letterbooksLetterbooks
98arringtonArrington98 great basin kingdom 208
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bluff city and omaha and its location far enough north and west so
that civil war actions did not cut off all routes to it from the east

florence enjoyed two more outfittingoutwittingoutfitting seasons in the mormon
sun 1862 and 1863 in 1864 because transcontinental railroad tracks
had pushed west from the missouri river the outfittingoutwittingoutfitting site changed
to wyoming nebraska for the 1864 1865 and 1866 seasons in
1867 LDS companies started from north platte nebraska which
was the rail terminal that year and in 1868 laramie and ft benton
outfitted the mormonscormonsMormons after serving mormon emigrants as an
outfittingoutwittingoutfitting center for seven years 1857 to 1863 florence reverted to
being a town that never boomed the 1870 census taker counted but
395 florentinesflorentinusFloren tines 800 less than he found there in 1860 99

99 99wakeleywakeley omaha and douglas county nebraska 1395



breathingsBreathings

summer comes to that end
inspired
from the beginning

while a bubble from a hiding trout
skyrisesskyrises slow
as the silky spill of milkweed

a pit splits a plum
hymen quiet
before the morning yield

and a vessel breaks
in brain bathingsthingsbatwingsba
the mouth of the man open
round with vowels
final silent and wise

loretta M sharp

loretta M sharp teaches at the interlochenInterlochen arts academy interlochenInterlochen michigan where she established the
writing program in 1976



parley P pratt in winter quarters
and the trail west

stephen F pratt

much has been written about the mormon pioneer company that
went to the great basininbasilinbasin in 1847 little has been written about the large
immigration group that followed organized principally by parley P pratt
returning from england in april 1847 apostle pratt together with
john taylor and orson hyde successfully closed thejointthe joint stock com-
pany an ill fated english trading company started by reuben hedlockbedlockHedlock
thomas ward and wilford woodruff 1 arriving in winter quarters
just when brigham young and the pioneers were leaving for the
west parley and to a lesser extent john taylor reorganized and
enlarged the companies for emigration west negotiated with the
omaha and otoe indians and the US government indian agents
to protect the mormonscormonsMormons cattle from indian attack and tried to
make winter quarters more economically efficient they also dealt
with difficult problems concerning plural marriage and wrestled
with the question of leadership and authority in the absence of
brigham young

THE INDIAN PROBLEM

when parley arrived at winter quarters on 8 april 1847 he
found the mormonscormons in conflict with the omaha and otoe indians
and the indian agents the mormonscormons had received permission from
the government to stay on potawatomi lands on the east side of the
missouri river but had failed to gain government permission to stay
on omaha lands on the west side 2 the mormonscormonsMormons had entered into
agreements with the indians themselves to haul corn to the indians

A descendant of parley P pratt stephen pratt is in germany with the US armed forces
parley P pratt speeches 8 and 11 april 1847 miscellaneous minutes in library archives historical

division historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
hereafter cited as LDS church archives

robert A trennert jr the mormonscormons and the office of indian affairs the conflict over winter
quarters 1846 1848 nebraska history 53 fall 1972 381 400
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and to provide protection in exchange for the use of their land but
because there was a land dispute between the omaha and otoe
the mormonscormons were not sure which group they should deal with in
addition the indian agent wanted the mormonscormons out of the area
because of the precarious situation of the omaha who had been
reduced to poverty by attacks from the sioux by a lack of timber and
game and by the impact of mormonscormons living on omaha land in
truth the omaha were killing the mormonscormonsMormons cattle to keep from
starving but this caused agitated feelings on both sides brigham
had told the saints in winter quarters not to kill any indians stealing
the mormonscormonsMormons cattle but to whip those they caught 3

on 4 april 1847 brigham sent a letter tojohncojohnto john miller the indian
agent asking him to come to the 6 april general conference to
encourage the omaha to help themselves by farming the present
season so that they may have sustenance and the necessities of life
and prevent the necessity of their plundering to sustain themselves 4

miller replied he could not attend the meeting or enter into any
agreement with the mormonscormons without authority from the department
of indian affairs he further said that he felt a farm would be useless
asgs the land was in dispute between the omaha and the otoe and that
the government was planning to erect forts to protect the omaha and
otoe from the sioux he then stated his views on the mormonscormons
occupying omaha and otoe lands

I1 will respectfully suggest as the council bluffs agent to you & your
people that the best service you can render the omahanomahas in my opinion
will be as soon as practicable to leave the indian country as you are well
aware that the longer your people remain here the greater will be the
destruction of timber range game &cac which to the indians is a serious
loss & their chiefs complain to the agent on all these points and are
further aware that the indians in all probability will still continue their
depredation on your stock &cac 5

brigham who joined the pioneer group on the elk horn on
14 april 1847 wanted the indians depredations against the mormonscormonsMormons
cattle to stop but otherwise did not want to follow john miller s

advice brigham sent a letter dated 16 april 1847 withwithjessejesse little
and porter rockwell advising the mormonscormons to increase the guards on

3johnajohnsjohnasjohndD lee journals ofjohn D lee 1846 47 and 1859 ed charles kelly salt lake city western
primingprinting company 1938 43 57

4brighambnghambangham young tojohncojohnto john miller 4 april 1847 national archives and records service record group 75

letters received office of indian affairs council bluffs agency microfilm harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as office of indian affairs council bluffs

5johnajohnohn miller to brigham young 4 april 1847 office of indian affairs council bluffs
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the cattle and to herd them together for protection 6 when the letter
was received by parley P pratt john taylor and the high council
they called a meeting on 18 april in john taylors house after
reading brighamsBrighams letter parley helped form a committee to negotiate
a treaty with big elk the omaha chief so that the depredations
could end 7 this discussion came just in time that night some
omaha attacked the cattle again causing several men to go to parley s

house to complain about the situation parley spent the whole night
consoling the men and promised that he was going to stop the problem
and that he would hold another council the following day for that
purpose 8

on 19 april 1847 parley P pratt john taylor john smith
W W phelps and the high council met in samuel russells house
to discuss the indian problem parley began the meeting by stating
that the mormonscormons would face starvation unless the indians stopped
their malicious attacks he reported that when he had talked to
john miller about the agent s 4 april letter miller had said his letter
was not to be construed as harsh but that it expressed his concern the
mormonscormons would face more depredations from the indians unless the
saints left as soon as possible agent miller according to parley
knew the mormonscormons could not leave immediately the indians mean-
while were actually afraid the mormonscormons were going to leave without
fulfilling their commitment to the indians to haul corn build schools
and make other improvements 9

the high council now appointed alpheus cutler daniel spencer
W W phelps and cornelius P lott as the committee to talk to the
omaha chiefs parley instructed them not to beg but to refuse to
haul corn unless the mormonscormonsMormons cattle were returned if the omaha
continued their depredations the mormonscormons would put the whip to
them 10 john taylor then advised the committee to take a count of
all stray cattle the indians had taken and have a minute book kept of
their meeting with big elk several others in the high council felt
they had paid the omaha enough for timber and game with the cattle
already stolen and they did not want to do anything more for the

brigham young to the brethren at winter quarters 16 april 1847 brigham young papers LDS
church archives robert campbell journal 14 april 1847 LDSIDS church archives hosea stout on the mormon
frontier the diary ofofhoseahosea stout 184418661844 1866 ed juanita brooks 2 vols salt lake city university of
utah press 1964 25472 547 manuscript history ofbrighamBrighamof young 184618471846 1847 15 april 1847 ed eldon watson
salt lake city published by author 1971 548

7stoutostouttout diary ofhoseaof hosedhosea stout 247 50 campbell journal 18 april 1847
8stoutostouttout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 250 5511 campbell journal 19 21 april 1847
stout diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 250 5511 campbell journal 19 21 april 1847 meeting 19 april 1847

miscellaneous minutes
10 10meetingmeeting 19 april 1847 miscellaneous minutes
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indians this feeling was not countenancedcountenancer by parley nor the other
leaders I1 I1

one of the problems the saints faced was control of their cattle
the high council decided to involve the bishops notifying them to
meet with the leaders on 20 april at the meeting parley told the
bishops that the cattle needed to be herded tended guarded and
counted the count to include those lost W W phelps then proposed
that hosea stout be authorized to appoint ten men to bring back the
stray cattle immediately after the council meeting hosea stout left
with his men but was unsuccessful in returning any stray cattle 12

early on 21 april alpheus cutler W W phelps daniel spencer
and cornelius P lott headed for the omaha camp on the papillon
river after meeting with john miller they entered the omaha
camp once the council was called daniel spencer spoke thirty
minutes on the mormonscormons grievances old elk the omaha chief
responded for one hour he admitted the young braves had killed
the mormonscormonsMormons cattle but felt that the mormonscormons were not keeping their
promise of protection and that they had destroyed the omahasomahan
timber you cant raise up our timber cant raise up our dead
men so you are the aggressors the chief said old elk continued
with his fear that the mormonscormons had no intention of leaving but were
putting up permanent settlements daniel spencer responded that
the government call for five hundred men for the mormon battalion
had forced the mormonscormons to stay longer than they had planned but
old elk angrily retorted if your father the great president imployimplom
500 men to fight his battle let him appropriate your lands we dont
pay his debts john miller then told the mormonscormons that their settle-
ments were hindering the sale of indian lands he advised the
omaha that when the mormonscormons did not deliver the corn they had
promised the omaha were within their rights to kill the mormonscormonsMormons
cattle after this the indians said that the mormonscormons could stay if
they hauled corn to them and that old elk would stop his braves
from stealing the stock the indians felt there was plenty of land
close by on which the mormonscormons could settle without settling on
omaha land 13

at the high council meeting the next day parley asked the
members will we haul the corn or not given no answer he

ibid
2meeting 20 april 1847 miscellaneous minutes stout dimdixdiaryyofhoseaof hosea stout 251 campbell journal

20 aprilapra 1847
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informed the group their cattle were still left unattended and vulnerable
to attack parley wanted a more effective herding procedure for the
cattle and a peaceful solution to the omaha question if possible if
not harsh measures would be needed

at this point a group of otoe chiefs met with the saints saying
that they were upset over the omaha situation that the mormonscormons
had some rights as the land in question was really otoe land after
the otoe left the high council discussed the options most members
felt they should haul corn to the omaha hosea stout closed the
meeting with the thought that if the lands belonged to the otoe the
mormonscormons should deal with them not the omaha but the majority
wanted to wait and counsel with john miller before making a final
decision 14

two days later three otoe indians made their way down the
streets of winter quarters and on to the council house they
brought two letters one to parley and the other to daniel spencer
robert campbell the clerk carried the letters to each man once the
meeting began big caw the otoe chief stated that the omaha were
deceiving the mormonscormonsMormons that the land was otoe land big caw
wanted to know how long the mormonscormons were going to remain on the
land daniel spencer appointed by parley as a spokesman told the
otoe that the saints could not leave as soon as they had planned and
that the omaha had been killing the mormonscormonsMormons cattle spencer
explained to the chief that the omaha corn hauling proposal was to
keep the depredations from continuing and asked big caw how the
saints could stay in peace for a while longer big caw responded that
as the land was actually otoe land the mormonscormons should give the
omaha a good whipping to solve the problem if the mormonscormons hauled
corn to the otoe in twelve days the mormonscormons could stay as long as

they pleased parley P pratt and daniel spencer felt that they would
go along with the otoe claims but told the chief the mormonscormons would
have to counsel together that night and give a decision the next
morning after the chief left the group voted to haul corn to both
the otoe and the omaha agreeing that 60 to 80 is nothing to get
peace for we lose that amount in two or three days by their killing our
cattlecattiecattle1515

the following morning parley and the high council met with
big caw and told him that the mormonscormons would haul the corn but that

ibid
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they needed to meet with john miller to receive permission to make
the arrangements the high council then voted to send agent miller
a letter telling of the conflicting claims to the land and informing him
of the mormonscormonsMormons decision to defer action until miller returned with an
answer after the meeting john taylor presented the indians with
some calicoescalicoedcalicoes and daniel spencer gave them a sack of crackers the
otoe departed satisfied 16

on 2325 april 1847 parley addressed the saints telling them of
the indians conflicting claims of land ownership he also reported
the decision of the high council the day before advising the saints
that if the omaha attacked their cattle to whip the indians with a
hickory but dont kill them parley told them that he did not want
the corn to be hauled only to have the depredations continued he
said those who were able should go west 17

part of the reason parley was concerned with the indian problem
was that many mormonscormons were panicking and scattering across the
missouri river to settle in farms in missouri and iowa and not preparing
to go west 18 others joined major dissenters such as george miller
james J strang lyman wight or mcgarvey the indian prophet 19

the mormon leaders had to find a way to hold the people together
while making sure the indians did not kill the remaining cattle
parley pled for unity

the lord had called us to gather & not scatter all the time except
when counselledcounsellercounselled to do this is the object of god he would have
gathered his ancient people but they would not but he does not say

to us he would not but in effect says he will if he should take a few
omahanomahas to do it or some body else we have bro going west as
pioneers we have soldiers west and we are also westward bound & if I1

have crossed the river to go west I1 will rather perish on the plains
westward if I1 know my own heart than cross the river without council
ye who want to scatter go and scatter to the four winds for the lord can
do without you and the church can do without you for we want the pure
in heart to go with us over the mountains if people want to follow
strang go follow a new thing hatch it up for we have only the old
thing it was old in adams day it was old in mormonscormons day & hid up in
the earth & it was old in 1830 when we first began to preach it strain
every nerve to go on in the spring wake up & go if you possibly can
those who remain dont farm one here & one there for union is needed

ibidid
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& we are weak having so many men drawn from among us so be
united & my cattle should go to the mountains this year rather than
have them killed off rather than have this and theirs or sell them to my
brethren & buy again when we go for we dont need many here & I1

would have none to stay here but who were absolutely needed here
and a few cows for our support other than this have them over the
mountains 20

to slow down the flight from winter quarters parley ordered that all
must get a certificate from isaac morley or they could not cross on the
ferry the enforcement was being carried out by hosea stout and the
police who counselledcounsellercounselled the ferryman not to allow any to cross without
the needed certificates this seems to have been effective for the
majority rallied behind the leadership of parley P pratt and john taylor
and stayed in the mormon settlement 21

by early may parley was again pleading with the saints to
protect their cattle and to prepare to go west by 25 may 22 this
warning came when the indians again committed depredations
on the mormonscormons cattle on 7 may the omaha attacked seven or
eight head the saints seemed not to be following parley s herding
policies that night at 1000 PM word came to winter quarters
that the omaha were on the river bottom near town hosea stout
ordered the bishops to raise men to guard the south end of town
against the omaha s approach no disturbance happened that
night 23

still the mormon position was precarious even though the
mormonscormons had agreed to haul corn to the indians the superintendent
of indian affairs felt the mormon presence was causing problems 24

thomas kane tried to plead the mormon cause to the superintendent
and the war department but government officials feared that the
mormonscormons were setting up a permanent way station and wanted them
out as soon as possible 25 parley tried to relieve the government of their
fears by having as many saints as possible go to the rocky mountains
that spring

20 20meetingmeeting at the stand 25 april 1847 miscellaneous minutes I1 have introduced minimal punctuation
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on 9 may parley spoke expressing his feeling that full agreement
between the mormonscormons and the indians was being prevented by the
agents parley explained his frustration

ill tell you what is the law of man there is no man in the states of
america to compel me to lay still & be robbed or authorize anybody to
rob me but the law is that no emigrants shall stay & settle on indian
lands on their journey westward the frontier settlers would overrun &

oppress the indians were it not that agencies were established on the
frontier & it was a wise thing & I1 thank god for it if we were farther
westward we could keep the indians perhaps at bay & make them do
right but here we have to hold still for there is a third power to act
but westward if an indian come upon you to rob you or murder you
you can resist him on equal terms for there is no third party 26

parley went on to criticize the saints for not resisting the indians who
took cattle the previous thursday

in the days that followed the otoe came to town on more than
one occasion the saints fed them mormon leaders took these
occasions to encourage the otoe and to convey a message to the
omaha that the mormonscormons were guarding the cattle and would resist if
attacked 27 parley s program was being fully implemented to repel
the omaha threat

parley now began to adopt measures to insure the future of the
winter quarters settlement first he sent alpheus cutler to talk to
john miller to obtain a firm answer on the mormonscormons request to stay 28128211

we have no direct account of the reply but we do know the agent did
not want them to stay however he did not force them to leave 29

next parley told the mormonscormons that harsh measures would have to be
taken against the omaha because the indians were still taking cattle
he forbade any omaha from entering the town feeling they were
doing so only to learn the location of the expanding mormon herds 30

this policy was tested when the omaha made overtures of peace
to the mormonscormonsMormons asking for a feast in exchange for the return of
some stray horses once the indians arrived hosea stout disobeyed
parley s orders and brought big elks son young elk and six other
braves into town when hosea approached parley and reported to
him of the indians desire to present offers of peace and live more

26 26meetingmeeting 9 may 1847 miscellaneous minutes campbellCampbelcampbeli1 journal 9 may 1847 stout diaodiary ofhoseaof hosea stout
9 may 1847 254 mary haskin parker richards journal 9 may 1847 minimal punctuation introduced
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friendly with the mormonscormonsMormons parley became angry telling stout he
would have nothing to do with the situation he advised stout to
consult the local leaders to obtain an answer to the omaha proposals
stout consulted john taylor and cornelius lott with little success
finally after john smith was consulted a meeting with the omaha was
arranged for outside of town cornelius lott a reluctant spokesman
for the mormonscormonsMormons angrily told the indians they had not kept their
promises young elk responded with a conciliatory tone saying they
wanted peace with the mormonscormons as evidenced by their returning of
the stray horses he then appealed to the mormon sense of guilt by
saying if the big red headed chief brigham had been here
this would not have happened the tactic worked and lott mellowed
telling the young chief the high council would give him an answer as

soon as possible 31

on 30 may parley addressed the saints and denounced the
guard & those who owned horses held by the omahasomahan who were to
meet the omahasomahan & not let them come in here but they obeyed my
council so far they brought some chiefs here but I1 did not shake their
hands nor go near them 32

this did not dissuade hosea stout and C W langley from going
to bellevue to give young elk the answer that the mormonscormons wanted
peace 33 parley felt contented to let orson hyde and the local leaders
handle the problem as they were not following his advice in the matter
anyway parley left for the west on 5 june 34 later the local leaders
changed their minds and sent a posse after the omaha when a group
of them killed francis weatherby a mormon 35 the problems
continued unti1januaryuntil january 1848 when the mormonscormons left winter quarters 36

parley s indian policy was shaped largely by his fear that the US
government would attempt to force the mormonscormons from the land at
that time such action was not practical for the government the
nation was at war with mexico and it would have been politically
embarrassing to force the mormonscormons off indian land parley felt his
hands were tied by the indian agents he decided to take the matter
into his own hands the omaha depredations on the mormonscormons cattle
coupled with the dissenter problem delayed the move west and even
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threatened the future of winter quarters when negotiations failed
to stop the killing of cattle parley called for harsh measures the
local leaders did not fully heed his policies trying several times to
gain a peaceful solution even this failed and eventually the mormonscormons
abandoned the settlement

reorganization OF THE DIVISIONS

when brigham young took the pioneer group to the great basin
in 1847 he left explicit instructions as to how the saints in the
subsequent emigration should proceed

it is our wish and council that the emigration company now formed
shall follow the pioneers as soon as the grass is sufficient to support the
teams and the presidents and captains will examine and know that every
soul that goes in said company is provided with from 3 to 500 ibslbs of
bread stuff or a year and half and as much more as he can get for we
know not whether we can raise corn this summer as we anticipate at
the place of location let the first emigration company take with them
as many of the sisters where husbands are in the army as can fit
themselves out or can be conveniently fitted out

it is wisdom that all the men in the emigration company shall be
organized into a military body under their respective captains of tens
fifties and hundreds with chas C rich as their commander in chief
who will see that every man is properly armed and ready to meet any
savage encountered at a moments warning taking care that caps and
priming of all fire locks are so secured as to admit of no accidents that
john scott supervise the artillery under charles C rich horace S eldredge
be marshall hosea stout captain of the guard on the journey and that
the guard watch during the night and sleep as they have need during
the day

the first company will carry the temple bell with fixtures for
hanging at a moments notice which will be rung at day light or a proper
time and call all who are able to arise to pray after which ringing of bell
and breakfast or ringing of bell and departure in 15 minutes to secure
the cool of the day till breakfast time etc the bell may be needed
particularly in the night if indians are hovering around to let them
know you are at your duty and if any member acts disorderly punish
him severely

whenever a company of 75 men who do not belong to the present
organized company shall be organized so as to carry out the principles of
the word and will of the lord and these instructions according to the
pattern with or without families and provisions enough for to sustain
each other 18 months they may come on till the ist of july but in all

cases the brethren must run their own risk for food and not depend on
the pioneers or any company in advance for support in the least either
for their teams or themselves or families for we are credibly informed
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that thirty saints of the original emigrants perished in the mountains
with hunger the last season and 100 bushels of corn can easier be raised
near winter quarters than 50 bu at the foot of the mountains

if a man of the first emigration company who is going to stop at
this place for the time being should go forget his covenant in the
temple and his more recent obligation and agreements as to retain his
wagon or team from the necessities of the journey it will be the duty of
the presidents to instruct the captains to take the same and apply itit
where necessity requires and thus compel the owner to do what he has
previously agreed to for as some were compelled to come in ancient
days others must be compelled to remain in the latter days and men
who are taken at their word have no reason to find fault

for the council

brigham young president
pioneer camp of israel37Israel37

brigham young gave careful instruction as to how the body of
saints should be organized under priesthood authority 38 brigham
envisioned all members of the second group of migrants being formed
into adoption families where the saints were to migrate and settle
in the great basin in family units 39 brigham had askeaskedaskedjohndJohnjohn D lee
an adopted son to stay behind in winter quarters to supervise his
farm isaac morley the leader of brighamsBrighams family emigration
division was to come that season to the mountains with part of
brighamsBrighams adopted family 40

but implementation of brigham s adoptive family program
became difficult for parley P pratt and john taylor as their large
emigration group took shape because several designated leaders of
the divisions were not prepared to go that season 41 parley felt that he
could make changes in brighamsBrighams plans since he believed he held
equal authority with brigham when brigham was not physically
present john taylor agreed explaining to a group of saints on
6 june 1847

that when the twelve are present they lead every man ought to
respect another man s authority here is the high council you must
respect their authority & elder hyde must be respected by you & by the

bnghambangham young to brethren at winter quarters 16 april 1847 brigham young papers
manuscript history of brigham young 502 24 the doctrine and covenants of the church of

jesus caristchrist ofoflatterlurterlatter duyday saints salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1966
254 56 stout diary ofhosea stout 14 june 1847 227 29 lee journals ofjohnof joanjohn D lee 44 57

39manuscript39manuscript history of brigham young 503 31 lee journals ofjohndof lohnjohn D lee 75 103 gordon irving
the law of adoption one phase of the development of the mormon concept of salvation 1830 1900

benghambnghamrrigham young university studies 14 spring 1974 291 314

manuscript4omanuscript history of brigham young 538 43 lee journals ofjohnof lohnjohnloon D lee 130 36

campbellcampbeli journal 15 june 1847
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high council elder young some say said so & so but I1 tell you
bro young never set up stakes that cannot be drawn up according to
circumstances when elder hyde isis here he is elder young if
bro pratt is here he would be elder young if 2 or 3 of the twelve were
here the oldest would preside but are all one and the lord jesus
acknowledged the same savior of the others if the twelve assembled
sent an epistle here & council the people they would be bound to
receive itit & elder hyde would be governed by it & so would all the
councils & when elder young comes back he will be elder young
well let israel rejoice & respect the authorities don t let us falter in
the race but let us go on & we will rejoice & shout hosanna hosanna to
our god 42

this concept of parley P pratt john taylor orson pratt and
others of the twelve stemmed from joseph smith s organizatonorganizationorgani zaton of
the twelve in 183518331855 wherein all members of the quorum held equal
authority the oldest or longest serving member was president and
presiding was sometimes designated on a rotational basis 43 with the
expanded authority of the quorum during the nauvoo days once a
quorum member was placed over a certain area such as england or
the eastern states he held jurisdiction to make policy subject to the
direction of the majority of the quorum or the first presidency
afterjosephsafter josephs death the quorumsQuorums role was expanded because of the
lack of a first presidency the quorum took over the presidency of
the church and brigham young by virtue of his position as president
of the quorum became president of the church 44 during the period
from july 1844 to december 1847 many questions arose concerning
the authority of the quorum some of the questions were who
calls the quorum of the twelve members to account the majority or
the president could the majority of the quorum of the twelve
overrule the decision of the president based on circumstances could
one or two members change decisions of the quorum for example
in england in november 1846 orson hyde rebuked parley P pratt
for teaching plural marriage when he was specifically told not to by
brigham prior to leaving winter quarters parley responded to
orson hyde even though the latter was his superior in the quorum

42minutes 6junebjune 1847 miscellaneous minutes minimal punctuation introduced
43kirtlandhighkirtland high council minute record january march 1835 LDS church archives minutes of

quorum of twelve 183183518551855 miscellaneous minutes of quorum of twelve LDSIDSins church archives
44dD michael quinn the evolution oftheodtheof the presiding quorums oftheodtheof the LDSLIDSdds churchquitch journal ofmormonof mormon

history 1 1974 21 38 D michael quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 BYU studies 16

winter 1976 187 233 ronald K esplin joseph brigham and the twelve A succession of ofcontinuitycontinuity
byustudiesBYU studies 21 summer 1981 301501301141 james B allenalienailen and malcom R thorp the mission oftheodtheof the twelve
to england 1840 41 mormon apostles and the working classes BYU studies 15 summer 1975
499 5265 26 millenniastarmillennialMillennia sturstar volsvoisos 1 9 theprophetthe prophet ed parleypparleypaileyparleysP pratt new york messenger william smith to
brigham young august 1844 brigham young papers
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you elder hyde do not hold the keys of siting in judgementJudgement upon my
head by your dreams visions whisperings of the spirit doubts or
fears or by any other means this belongs to a united quorum and they
can only do it by testimony according to the laws of the kingdom 45

parley elaborated on his view of priesthood authority

they come to me to ask who is the president & his two councillors for
some of this people have a little strangismStrangism and a little rigdonismRigdonism in
their hearts I1 dont know anything about 3 except those dead but I1 do
know about 12 men who hold the keys of this kingdom & are president
& one of them by reason of age is the president of the quorum and of
the church but I1 know of no 3 save those who are dead I1 never said
anything about rigdonismRigdon ism or strangismStrangism I1 left bro hyde & others who
are good at it to do it god may govern this church by 3 men or 12 men
or seventy men & the reason I1 never said anything about it is because I1

saw this in the Covecovenentscoverientscovenantsrients that there was 3 quorums in the church who
are equal & whose decisions were an end of controverseycontroversey on the matter
of church government in heaven & on earth all the 12 are alike in
keys power might majesty and dominion and the seventy are equal
every one in his place and so are all who have the fulnessfalness of the
priesthood they are entitled to your faith & prayers and there is no
middle nor higher nor lower family than those are who have the fulnessfalness
of the priesthood some say I1 will go into bro taylors family or some a
little higher into Woodwoodruffswoodruffiwoodrufferummiruffi or hebersaebers or orson hydes there is no
rigdonismRigdon ism strangismStrang ism & every other ism we are one we are equal so
far as our conduct is equal you are not higher nor lower in one family
than another my mind is brighamsBrighams mind and my mind is the same as

hebersaebers 46

parley P pratt andjohnandyjohnand john taylor at this time were of the opinion that
in appropriate circumstances they could change the decisions of the
president or the majority of the twelve without seeking approval 47

As the saints prepared from april to june 1847 to go to the
west parley began organizing the 1561 people somewhat differently
from the model proposed by brigham young on 15 june 1847 instead
of maintaining the two divisions along adopted family lines parley
set up under his and taylor s direction a president and two counselors
over temporal affairs and one leader over spiritual affairs supervising
each division of five hundred 48 when questioned on the changes
parley spoke on the circumstances with which the companies were
surrounded

45 parley P pratt to orson hyde 9 november 1846 parley P pratt papers LDSIDSins church archives
46 46meetingmeeting 23 may 1847 minutes miscellaneous minutes minimal punctuation introduced
17 campbell17campbell journal 15 june 1847

48fredfred douglas duehlmeier the 1847 mormon migration masters thesis university ofutahof utah 1977
campbell journal 15 june 1847
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captains of hundreds of fifties &cac appointed last winter are not here
some coming on some on now I1 think it is best to act according to our
circumstances or shall we stay here and theorize and alter for a week or
two & copy again & again to get the captain of hundred or captain of
fifties in this or that place J M grant was captncapan of ist hundred now
I1 council not think to wait any longer & proceeded to complete the
organization of the ist hundred but because bro grant was not here I1

have appointed a captain which was daniel spencer some say there
are not 2 grand divisions which division are we in the time is now
when we have to go & the theory is not what we will see now so much asas

the practical now if you belong to heber or brigham shall you not
belong to them if you do not go in certain divisions uncle john may
be in hebersaebers family & I1 may be in brighamsBrighams but because we both go in
the same company or the same fifty will that alter us any I1 have not
horns in my head nor corns on my feet so I1 shant hook or kick him
neither will he abuse me now act in cooperation & union with us & we
will deliver you up to those whom you belong you will not be hurtanyhurt any
nor loose any rights of yours I1 want the boys to be organized every

man who is not older than 3050 & no boy younger than 12 1I dont want
the fifties & hundreds to be scruplousscrupulous when we change the places of the
fifties but the ist hundred will be known and designated the ist
hundred whether they are first last or in the middle & with the fifties
the same I1 want the fifties & hundreds to be governed by the priesthood

aandnd not by their number but if we have to go in 2 grand divisions it
will not hurt you if hebersaebers are put beside brighamsBrighams for a little while
you will still be brighamsBrighams or hebersaebers 49

john taylor supported parley in this view saying

some people seems to be ignorant of church government & confound
family government with church matters some connected to various
families & some think they are not bound to the council of any but
those unto whose family they may be attached in what relationship
does a man stand to a family he is a son in what relationship does aa
man stand to the church when he is a member he is subject to the
councils of the church uncle john has two sons are his sons only
subject to him no if they are in the 70s they subject to the 70s council

high priests to high priests council if the twelve to the councils of the
twelve & they are subject to the authorities of the church some throw
this mantle over them & say they have chosen such a man to be their
councillor & their council they would obey if this mantle is the only
cover they have they will find it tometorne offoffa& they will be bare Is this so

bro pratt PPP yes it is father morley yes with this exception that
if their father told them to plant corn &cac they have to do it john taylor
I1 will go farther & maintain my opinion if a man was councilledcouncilled to plant
corn by his father & the council say go to england & preach he would
have to do it 50

49 campbell journal 15 june 1847 minimal punctuation introducedm
i troduced and briefhandbrieffiandbricfbriefhandfiand expanded

ibid5oibid
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once the groups were fully organized they departed on 2211 2222 june
while some administrative difficulties arose by september 1847
the large five hundred wagon company was well on its way to the
salt lake valley spread over a hundred mile radius from the first
group to the last 51

on 4 september when the returning brigham young and the
quorum met the pratt taylor group brigham said he was not
satisfied wilford woodruff related brigham s negative reaction
saying

that brother parley P pratt &aj&jJ taylor had been to england & done a
good work had returned to winter quarters & there done wrongly
disorganizingorganizingdis the two divisions & companies that the quorum of the
twelve had spent the whole winter in organizing & which was also
governed by revelation br parley took the lead in the matter & entirely
disregarded our organisationsorganizations & mixed the companies all up br young
chastizedchastised him for his course & taught us principle said that when we
set apart one or more of the twelve to go & do a certain piece of work
they would be blessed doing that & the quorum would back up what
they did but when one or more of the quorum interfere with the work
of the majority of the quorum they burn their fingers & do wrong
when the majority of the quorum of the 12 plant stakes of zion &

establish a president over the stake & appoint a high council there has
the minority of the twelve one or more any right to go & interfere
with those councils not unless they should get corrupt & do wrong
then it would be the duty of any one of the quorum of the twelve to
show them their error & teach them what was right and should the
majority of those councils get corrupt & try to lead astray the people it
would then be the duty of any one of the twelve to disannul thos
councils & call upon the people to sustain him & appoint a new one
but while the councils are trying to do right it would be the duty of the
twelve who might be with them to assist them in carrying out those
views that the majority of the twelve had established 52

the quorum members voted unanimously that parley had committed
an error in carrying out his organization parley was at first angry but
then mellowed confessing his fault brigham stated he would
I1 I1 chastizechastisechast ize br parley or any one of the quorum as much as he pleased
when they were out of the way & they could not help themselves but
he done it for their good & only done it when constrained to do it by

meeting5imeeting 24 june 1847 miscellaneous minutes jacob gates journal 20 june 23 october 1847
patty sessions journal june october 1847 george B wallace journal june october 1847 charles C rich
journal june october 1847 william C staines journal june october 1847 leonora cannon taylor journal
june october 1847 eliza R snow journal june october 18471847jessejesse W crosby journal june october
1847 john smith journal june october 1847 all in LDS church archives

52Wilford woodruff journal 4 september 1847 LIDSLDS church archives minimal punctuation
added
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the power of god brigham felt that the quorum held the best men
on earth but that they must be chastenedchasteneychastened to maintain their loyalty 53

As brigham traveled among the various companies he became
more convinced that parley especially was out of line and reinforced
this in talking to john taylor on 7 september and jedediah grant
on 8 september 54 later when brigham arrived in winter quarters
and meetings were called to set up a first presidency in november
december 1847 he became adamant that parley P pratt andjohnandyjohnand john taylor
had made grave errors that when mistakes were made he had the
right to call quorum members to account and thus to regulate the
quorum orson pratt on that occasion felt at first that a majority
could overrule the decision of the president but brigham quickly
countered him saying that there needed to be one head not seven
heads of the church to avoid confusion and sincejosephsincsince eJosephjoseph had vested
in brigham the keys to sealing power brigham had jurisdiction over
the twelve by revelation most of the questions were resolved during
the one month of meetings with the quorum wherein brigham young
willard richards and heber C kimball were sustained as the first
presidency 5555

conclusion

parley P pratts role in winter quarters was one of organizing
the largest group to depart from winter quarters and successfully
leading them across the great plains the indian and dissenter
problem produced a larger group than anticipated but parley was
able to keep the large majority of mormonscormons together coming into
conflict with brighamsBrighams policies and with no clear definition of
authority within the quorum of the twelve when brigham was
absent both parley P pratt and john taylor felt justified in making
changes in quorum policies when circumstances dictated this
confusion was resolved by brigham in a series of meetings even
though parley P pratt and john taylor were not present at these
meetings they supported brigham young once the final decisions
were made

ibid thomas bullock journal 4 september 1847 LDS church archives horace K whitney
journal 4 september 1847 LDS church archives

54woodruff journal 5 8 september 1847 whitney journal 5 8 september 1847
meetings 16 november 3 december 1847 miscellaneous minutes of quorum of the twelve

brigham young papers



book review

harold schindler orrin porter rockwell man of god son of
thunder revised second edition salt lake city university of
utah press 1983 xvi 417 ppap 25002300252500230023.0000

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and dean of the college of
humanities brigham young university

he is still bigger than life and at stage center orrin porter rockwell
acting in his many roles as distant relative ofjoseph smith one of
the first converts to mormonism feared danite chieftain bartender
bodyguard accused assassin of two handfuls of men and women
indian fighter herdsman guerrilla mail rider innkeeper lawman
army scout temple worker barroom brawler and missionary springs
to life once more in harold schindlersschindlerySchindlers excellent revision of his 1966
biography of porter rockwell

but now there is more in this 1983 revision schindler has
not only expanded the bibliography increased the index and
added recently acquired information about such varied events as the
battle of crooked river the hauns mill attack and the shooting of
frank worrell of the carthage greys but he has also pumped a great
deal of interesting though generally supplemental detail into the rich
plethora of footnotes which bless the text and indeed deserve to be
read by themselves

while this is as near as we shall likely come to a definitive biography
of rockwell schindler leaves the door open for further research for
example he has been able to identify samuel D serrine as achilles
xi xv rockwell s sensational defamer but he has been unable

to uncover except for the appearance of serrine s name on sundry
lists or committees any further facts about him 1 I noted as well
that schindler continues to dismiss the surgical treatment of young
joseph smiths leg as a botched job despite evidence to the
contrary offered by dr roy wirthlin in his spring 19197979 BbyustudiesBYUYU studies
article on the renowned surgeon nathan smith

rockwell s fascinating life is a kind of cross section of mormon
experience through much of the nineteenth century he was there
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he participated in most of it like many of his generation rockwell
was unable to read or write A loyal servant of the first two presidents
of the mormon church porter rockwell was involved in the missouri
persecutions he served as one of the sons of dan schindler is excellent
on the danite movement and it is from the alleged initiation ceremonies
for the danitescanitesDanites wherein the initiate was permitted to become a
man of god and a son of thunder 55135135 that schindler takes part
of the title of the book he smuggled tools to the captives in liberty
jail he was implicated in the attempted assassination of governor
lilburn W boggs and allegedly told colonel patrick edwin connor
years later 1 I thought I1 had killed him but I1 had only wounded
him I1 was damned sorry that I1 had not killed the son of a bitch
332 33135155133 he rowed joseph smith across the mississippi river the

night before the prophet went to carthage he was a messenger for
joseph at carthagejailcarthage jailjalljali joseph said of rockwell he is an innocent
and a noble boy and my soul loves him 79 he brought
to nauvoo the news of the deaths of joseph and hyrum he was a
scout and buffalo hunter for the saints at winter quarters and on the
plains he acted in pizarro at the opening of the social hall he met
with and impressed such VIPs as schuyler colfax fitz hugh ludlow
jules remy and richard F burton he brought to brigham young
and the saints assembled at brighton s silver lake the news of the
pending invasion of units of the US ath5th and loth infantry he was a
guerrilla and stampeder of government mules in the utah war he
fought the indians as a scout and guide for colonel connors troops
he sought out brigham young in southern utah and accompanied
him on a fast ride to salt lake city to meet a trial date which had
been suddenly scheduled to embarrass brigham and cause him to
forfeit his bond he was implicated in the murder of several men and
women he was involved in the legal hunting down and killing of
several outlaws and at his 1878 death from heart failure he was
awaiting trial on a grand jury indictment for his alleged involvement
in the 1857 killing of five of the six members of the aiken party

described in his later years by george alfred townsend a well
known journalist as a fat curly haired good natured chap fond of
a drink a talk and a wild venture 359 porter rockwell was the
subject of many accounts though not all true that have come
together to produce the paradoxical and controversial rockwell
portrait certainly he was accused especially by the salt lake tribune
of most of the unsolved murders in the territory schindler is unable
to dispel the uncertainty surrounding these sensational crimes even
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the question of whether or not rockwell shot lilburn W boggs remains
hidden in such rockwellianRockwe llian statements as if I1 shot boggs they have
to prove it 72 in the matters of the deaths of the aiken party of
an unidentified female gossip in nauvoo 105103 of henry jones and
his mother accused of incest ofjohnofjohn tobin dr john king robinson
thomas colbourn a black joachim johnston myron brewer kenneth
and alexander mcrae andjohnandyjohnand john gheen and even in the unexplained
deaths of mormon outlaws john P smith and moroni clawson killed
after they were captured schindler must leave the details hidden in
the folds of history and he likewise leaves the reader not only to
conjecture as to Rockrockwellsrockwelfsrockwelllwellswelisweils guilt or innocence but also to agree that
rockwell was utterly incapable of exorcisingexorcizing the specter of violence
which dogged his life

despite these historical blanks schindler neatly and capably ties up
most of the loose ends though one wishes for more connubial detail
about why porters first wife left him why his first plural wife disappears
from history after nauvoo and what happens to the later wives and
children and leaves a very human portrait of a doggedly loyal man
capable of great selflessness and devotion of whom joseph F smith
could say at his funeral he had his little faults but his life was
worthy of example and reflected honor upon the church 368

schindler s thorough research sustained good writing and
remarkable subject as well as his ability to set the events ofrockwellsofrockwelfsrockwelllRockwellswelisweils
life in a richly detailed historical setting combine with a pleasing
format and fine pen and ink illustrations by dale bryner to make
orrin porter rockwell man of god son ofofthunderthunder in the 1980s
even more than in the 1960s a welcome volume for mormon utah
andwesternand western historians and buffs
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